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THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF BLOCKCHAIN AND SIMILAR TECHNOLOGIES AND THE CYBERSECURITY POSSIBILITIES OF SUCH TECHNOLOGIES FOR ENERGY INDUSTRY APPLICATIONS

TUESDAY, AUGUST 21, 2018

U.S. Senate,
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources,
Washington, DC.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:08 a.m. in Room SD–366, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Lisa Murkowski, Chairman of the Committee, presiding.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. LISA MURKOWSKI, U.S. Senator from Alaska

The Chairman. Good morning. The Committee will come to order.

We welcome everyone. Back here in August, back for another week of work. We have a hearing today, a Subcommittee hearing tomorrow and hopefully a business meeting sometime this week. So we are working.

This morning, a topic that I think has generated a great deal of interest, not necessarily within this Committee, but certainly when you think about the implication to our energy grid overall and just energy more broadly, the topic this morning is one of considerable interest. We are going to delve into whether or not blockchain and related technologies will soon have a transformative impact on energy infrastructure.

While not everyone knows what ‘blockchain’ is, I think most people have heard of cryptocurrencies, like bitcoin. Blockchain is the way the bitcoin system stores data.

I feel like I am doing a little bit of Introductory 101, but having had this conversation with my family members at Christmas a couple years ago where it was confirmed that none of us knew what we were talking about——

[Laughter.]

——I think it is helpful to give a little bit of background.

Senator Cantwell. Are you sure your sons did not know what they were talking about?

[Laughter.]

The Chairman. They professed to. They claim to be the experts. And in fairness, I listened to them more than any of the more mature adults in the conversation.
Electronic transactions are stored as blocks that are linked together to form a chain. The more transactions recorded, the longer the chain. The chain is stored in numerous locations simultaneously so the system is decentralized.

The verification needed for this data has created an entire new industry. So-called ‘miners’ are paid by some blockchain applications to verify data blocks as trustworthy. As a result, entire warehouses of computers have been set up to verify this kind of data.

Now obviously, this type of computer-driven industry needs electricity and a lot of it. Miners have flocked to places with the cheapest electric rates. I know, Senator Cantwell, you have certainly seen the impact in your state, but an overnight demand for more power can cause serious stress on a local utility and impact the grid. There is also the question of how long this new load will need to be served.

Some areas are starting to respond. The State of New York recently authorized its municipal utilities to charge cryptocurrency miners higher electric rates than other consumers. Hydro Quebec has proposed new rules that would require cryptocurrency miners to bid for electricity and quantify their community impact in terms of jobs and investments.

At the same time, utilities are looking at blockchain as a way to boost both consumer engagement and grid efficiency through secure energy transaction platforms. Puerto Rico is looking at this very concept, where the effort to rebuild in a more resilient way has focused on microgrids, and the use of blockchain technology to trade power among the companies that operate the microgrids.

Now finally, our hearing will examine any cybersecurity advantages that blockchain and similar technologies might offer over other ways of securing our energy infrastructure. That is something that is always at the forefront of the minds of many of us on this Committee.

We are fortunate this morning to have a very impressive panel of experts who are here today to help us understand these issues. Including Dr. Arvind Narayanan, am I pronouncing that right? Narayanan? He is an Associate Professor at Princeton who literally wrote the book on bitcoin.

As well as Dr. Robert Kahn, who invented the fundamental communications protocols which are at the heart of the internet. It is truly a pleasure to have you here. I think it is recognized that Dr. Kahn is called one of the true “fathers of the internet.” We are very fortunate that he is here to discuss this technology and the issues surrounding its deployment, along with the other esteemed members of our panel this morning.

I am looking forward to today’s testimony and the opportunity to have an exchange with you on this important issue.

Senator Cantwell, I welcome your remarks this morning.

STATEMENT OF HON. MARIA CANTWELL, U.S. SENATOR FROM WASHINGTON

Senator Cantwell. Thank you, Madam Chair, and thanks for scheduling this hearing on the emerging technology in the energy sector of blockchain.
When many people hear blockchain, as you just mentioned, they think of bitcoin, but it is important to note at the outset that these two terms are not synonymous. The cryptocurrency bitcoin is one application of blockchain technology, and bitcoin mining is an issue of significant importance to the State of Washington and one which I will address shortly.

Nevertheless, I see great potential in blockchain technology to have a dramatic impact on the development of a more clean energy economy. At its most basic level, blockchain refers to the ability of individual actors to use independent computers to record and verify digital transactions without the involvement of centralized authority and with very low risk of alteration of that data.

In the energy sector, these attributes of blockchain enable peer-to-peer energy transactions using data-brokered calls that resist manipulation by bad actors which allow electricity consumers to purchase power from specific preferred sources. For instance, neighbor A could buy excess electricity generated by neighbor B's solar PV cells at a preset price. Obviously all the implications for distributed energy and driving down costs are great.

Blockchain technology will handle the transaction, verify the validity of the terms, accurately report to both parties and regulators without the need for a third party. A private investor interested in expanding electric vehicle deployment can install charging infrastructure using blockchain technology to enter into contracts with EV owners for payments for electrons used without having to negotiate into a business relationship. So these are very interesting applications.

Blockchain technology does present other challenges though. For instance, in the State of Washington we are experiencing a tremendous increase in electricity demand attributed to mining of bitcoin. These activities using blockchain processes to earn increments of cryptocurrency is, let's just say, very popular right now. It means that computers and servers churn around the clock and these server farms need a constantly increasing amount of electricity to run and cool the processors.

Because of inexpensive hydropower in Washington, we find ourselves at the forefront of dealing with this issue as our utilities deal with it. To protect against miners driving up the cost and negatively impacting reliability, the central Washington utilities are taking matters into their own hand. I would like to enter into the record a statement from Chelan Public Utility District, so we can have that as part of today's hearing.

The CHAIRMAN. It will be included.

[The information referred to follows:]
STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD

Submitted by Steve Wright, General Manager
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Introduction

Madame Chairwoman, Ranking Member Cantwell, and members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony today on experience in Chelan County regarding cryptocurrency mining and blockchain operation. I applaud the Committee for recognizing that the increasing adoption of cyber transactional tools have significant implications for our nation’s electricity systems.

My name is Steve Wright. I am General Manager of the Chelan County Public Utility District in north central Washington. Chelan owns and operates roughly 2000 MW of hydropower; serving approximately 50,000 customers. I am also a Board member of the American Public Power Association and the Alliance to Save Energy. APPA is the national service organization representing the interests of the Nation’s 2,000 not-for-profit, community-owned electric utilities. They collectively serve over 49 million people and account for 15% of all sales of electric energy (kilowatt-hours) to ultimate customers. Public power utilities are load-serving entities, with the primary goal of providing the communities they serve with safe, reliable electric service at the lowest reasonable cost. This orientation aligns the interests of the utilities with the long-term interests of the residents and businesses in their communities. The Alliance is a non-profit, bipartisan coalition of business, government, environmental, and consumer-interest leaders that advocates for enhanced U.S. energy productivity to achieve economic growth; a cleaner environment; and greater energy security, affordability, and reliability. The Alliance thanks the four members of this Committee serving on our Honorary Board of Advisors, including Chairwoman Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-Alaska), Sen. Rob Portman (R-Ohio), Sen. Lamar Alexander (R-Tenn.), and Sen. Ron Wyden (D-Ore.) for all they do to advance federal energy efficiency policy.
Background

Back in 2014, we began to see large shipping containers showing up in Chelan County that were filled with racks of computers asking to hook up to our electric system. We soon came to learn this was the beginning of a wave of entrepreneurs seeking to mine cryptocurrency mostly in the form of bitcoin. This placed a tremendous strain on particular locations in our distribution system. It also raised questions about how much energy this new business might consume and how soon. This led us to put in place a moratorium and spend roughly 2 years defining policies and rates that would help to assure a neutral-to-positive impact to our existing customers.

In early 2017, we completed policies and rates to apply to these new businesses and lifted the moratorium. Later that year, there was a tremendous run up in the value of cryptocurrencies. That led to a new influx of cryptocurrency miners arriving in Chelan County. Some of these were the same size as what we had seen previously. But we also witnessed a flood of miners operating out of residential properties - and there were a few operations that were seeking very large amounts of power. That led us earlier this year to put in place another moratorium to address the changing portfolio of mining operations we were witnessing.
Challenges

You might ask: Why it is perplexing for an electric utility to serve growing loads as we do this all the time? There are five reasons why cryptocurrency mining creates a unique set of challenges for an electric utility.

FIRST

The energy intensity or usage per square-foot is staggering relative to nearly all traditional loads on an electric power system running roughly 10 times that of the highest use local loads on our system. This is exacerbated by the staggering number of requests for service we were receiving such that our loads that had developed over 75 years could have doubled in a short time frame. This alone would not make cryptocurrency unique, as other large industrial loads are also electricity intensive. For example, we have had an aluminum plant in Chelan County for more than 50 years.

SECOND

The portability of the loads is highly unusual. We are accustomed to buildings being built and then staying in the same place. Electric power infrastructure is generally placed where the loads are. With cryptocurrency mining the loads can and do move on a moment’s notice.

THIRD

Cryptocurrency miners can morph in size at a moment’s notice. They can decide they want 100 MW in one location, and then change that same request to 10 MW in 10 locations, and then change again to 1 MW in each of 100 locations. Again, this increases the level of complexity and risk for
planning and infrastructure investment well beyond anything that we are accustomed to.

FOURTH
The value of cryptocurrency is subject to price volatility that is unprecedented for the businesses with which we are accustomed to dealing. Our aluminum producer operates in markets that see regular price volatility. But the price volatility in bitcoin mining in the last year has been roughly 10 times that experienced in aluminum markets. As we have learned with aluminum, the power supplier is in effect a partner with the business and must take into account the potential for business disruption when commodity prices decrease.

FINALLY
We have also noticed that cryptocurrency miners have an underwhelming understanding of how mining impacts the electric power system. This is an industry still in its infancy, and it shows. We have repeatedly found cryptocurrency miners, using various levels of electricity, who assume that they only need to plug-in to the wall or the distribution system. They expect that the electrons will flow without an understanding that they could be overloading circuits and creating a safety risk. The most troubling example was a miner that placed computer racks in a third floor apartment, increasing the usage from 500 KWh to 22,000 KWh and creating a fire risk for all inhabitants in the building.

The impact on our community is not entirely unique. AP?A notes that there are public power systems in New York, Oregon, Idaho, Missouri, Colorado as
well as other public power utilities in Washington state that have experienced cryptocurrency mining requests.
Community Reaction

As a public power utility, our focus is on what enhances the quality of life in our community. We have created many opportunities over the last few years to hear from the public regarding their views about serving cryptocurrency mining loads. We have heard the following:

- There has been substantial concern about the potential impact of these loads on the need for infrastructure investment and potential for rate increases.
- Associated with the concerns about cost/rate implications, there is doubt about the value created. There appears to be very few jobs and not much so far in the way of investment that translates into an increased tax base.
- There has been substantial anxiety about the need to address health and safety risks.
- There is concern about the morality of cryptocurrency mining. The value creation driving cryptocurrency mining has been described in many ways, much of which appears opaque to the public. Assertions have been made about cryptocurrency being used to hide illicit activities.

On the other hand, there are those in our community who view cryptocurrency as having the potential for being on the cutting edge of a technological revolution, creating a long term economic growth opportunity. This perspective is held even more strongly and deeply when the conversation is expanded to blockchain. The potential for blockchain technology to substantially improve efficiency in industries that have a strong local presence (i.e. the potential for tracking personal medical
records in the health care industry or food safety protection in the form of stem-to-shelf tracking for the tree fruit industry) can be an attractive vision for many. To this point though, the translation of how providing electric power to blockchain entrepreneurs will lead to local job creation has remained opaque.

Chelan PUD has translated these community views into an evolving perspective that seeks to create opportunity for cryptocurrency/blockchain entrepreneurs while assuring existing PUD customers are left financially neutral (or even positive) as a result of their decision to locate in Chelan County.
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Risk Mitigation Steps

To ensure public health and safety, we have established strong standards with associated charges to assure cryptocurrency mining is self-reported to the PUD and that the infrastructure is adequate to avoid fire risks. The amount of the charges is tied directly to the costs that the District incurs locating and monitoring unauthorized or unsafe loads.

To protect our existing customer’s interest, we implemented - and now have proposed updating - upfront charges to assure infrastructure investments we make will be paid in advance, reducing the financial risk of loads that are here today but gone tomorrow.

We have also proposed energy charges that cover all costs, including market purchases, that can more easily be tailored to address the commitment timeframes cryptocurrency miners are willing to make.
National Policy Considerations

Cryptocurrency mining and likely blockchain technology are huge devourers of electricity. Electricity policy for both economic and environmental reasons has been an important focus of the national policy debate for decades. So it is sensible to ask about the energy national policy implications raised by cryptocurrency mining and blockchain. I would offer the following thoughts for your consideration.

1. What is the value of cryptocurrency? Over the last year, bitcoin prices have varied from hundreds of dollars to as high as $20,000. At the low values, cryptocurrency mining is likely only attractive where there is very low-cost electricity. At the higher values, mining could be attractive anywhere in the United States. How to value cryptocurrency remains a subject of great debate. How the market defines this value is going to determine whether cryptocurrency mining is a niche regional issue or a significant national issue.

If cryptocurrency or blockchain value is defined as high, the load growth potential is enormous, creating needs for transmission, distribution and generation that far exceeds current plans. This portends substantial discussion as to whether the social value of more efficient transactions is worth the environmental cost of an expanded electric power system.

2. Bitcoin mining is based on a platform described as proof of work. It is extraordinarily electricity-intensive. There are other platforms for mining cryptocurrency. For example, proof of stake is used for Ethereum and uses roughly 15% of the electricity to produce a coin as
a proof of work platform. The choice about how cryptocurrency will be mined in the future will have a significant impact on the amount of electricity used.

3. The dramatic increase in cryptocurrency prices has led to a gold rush mentality. The financial incentives and sense that acting now is necessary to capture benefits has led to unfortunate actions on the part of some miners who are focused only on a short-term perspective. In some cases, unrealistic and impassioned requests for rapid responses for service and infrastructure investment without concern for impacts on communities have tarnished the cryptocurrency industry's reputation. Even worse, plugging in without understanding power system impacts has created unnecessary public health and safety risks in the desire for financial gain. A measured approach to cryptocurrency mining development is necessary to protect the public interest.

4. Legitimate questions remain about whether cryptocurrency mining will help stabilize or destabilize grid operations. Thoughtfully planned development can be added to the grid without risk to reliability. Proposals have been made by some cryptocurrency miners that the loads could be interruptible, filling in the famous "belly of the duck" while reducing loads during the ramp that stresses the grid in the afternoon as the sun sets and solar output declines. To this point though, we are not witnessing operations that have the sophistication to crossover between cryptocurrency mining and grid operations that would allow such operations to proceed. Moreover, as discussed earlier, the early stages of cryptocurrency mining development we have experienced has been predisposed toward rapid and unplanned
development that creates risk of grid destabilization and uncompensated cost risk.

5. An interesting phenomena regarding cryptocurrency mining is a fundamental question as to whether it should occur in a centralized versus decentralized model. Many miners have been attracted to the potential for operating a small number of machines connected to the larger blockchain ledger, but while being able to operate as an independent business. From a utility perspective, the decentralized model is likely to be the more costly way to proceed. Pulling miners into more centralized cryptocurrency enterprise zones allows the most efficient planning and use of infrastructure. In a time when there is substantial opposition to new distribution and transmission, public policy is likely to play a significant role in how this industry evolves.

6. Blockchain seems likely to be an increasingly important tool used to facilitate transactions of all kinds in U.S. energy markets including energy efficiency. Wholesale and retail power transactors will likely be the first to harness blockchain because of the potential monetary benefits of incremental transactional “efficiency” gains. Energy systems are likely to become more transactive as “smart” technologies proliferate and homes and commercial buildings become increasingly “grid-enabled”. The optimal role for the federal government is uncertain. But Congress should conduct careful oversight to ensure that opportunities for energy efficiency are realized while security and privacy concerns are properly addressed.
Conclusion

I can’t tell you with certainty whether cryptocurrency and blockchain are the next big thing, although the efficiency gains from blockchain in particular seem likely to attract new uses across our economy. What I believe is that the electricity impacts on local communities can be managed through pricing and polices if the issues are recognized early enough and proactive measures are taken. The potential for the total amount of national load growth needed for generation supply and impacts on the grid associated with crypto transactions are worth monitoring. Just like at the local level, with the right kind of proactive policies there is the potential for consumer benefits from the adoption of these technologies. Managing the pace of development will be important to ensure we can learn and apply our learnings for the benefit of all consumers. I believe the Committee has been wise to hold this hearing, collect expert testimony, and consider how to respond.

I want to say how much we appreciate Chairwoman Murkowski’s and Senator Cantwell’s commitment to enacting the next generation of comprehensive energy legislation on a strong bipartisan basis. When Congress next addresses U.S. energy policy, I encourage this committee to ensure that energy efficiency remains a top priority. We also appreciate your work on hydropower licensing reform, and look forward to the Senate and House agreeing on a legislative path forward.
Senator CANTWELL. To put this into context, a recent estimate found that a single bitcoin transaction uses as much electricity as an average household in the Netherlands uses in a month. Needless to say, there are some issues here that I think our state is sorting through.

But we also know that blockchain has other great applications. We know that the grid is under near constant cyberattack, and blockchain technology which is relatively resistant to hacking could provide higher levels of cybersecurity than other means in our current electricity system. Blockchain applications may help accelerate clean energy and utility investment, and a recent report by the Energies Future Initiative estimates that the global investment in digital power sector infrastructure has increased 20 percent since 2014 and reached $47 billion.

We know that clean energy innovators are expanding the use of blockchain applications across multiple sectors. I mentioned electric vehicles, where blockchain providers are developing incentive to bring more charging stations online, microgrid applications, enabling homeowners to use excessive power from other sources and grid edge technologies for blockchain transactions, optimizing smart technologies like meters, thermostats, and appliances that will allow most of these technologies to help develop with third parties.

So I find this hearing of great contrast, Madam Chair, to the President’s continued insistence on trying to make coal the only reliable source of electricity. I guarantee you that what we need to be doing is upgrading our cybersecurity and making sure that we are not going to charge consumers more. This is the kind of technology that could help drive down costs for the future.

I look forward to hearing what the witnesses have to say in today’s discussion. Thanks for scheduling this hearing.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Cantwell.

We will now turn to our panel.

We will ask that you try to limit your comments to about five minutes. Your full statements will be incorporated into the record.

We will start with you, Mr. Skare. Scare?

Mr. SKARE. Scaree, thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Skare, I’m sorry.

Mr. Skare is the Chief Cyber Security and Technical Group Manager at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL). We welcome you to the Committee.

He will be followed by Mr. Thomas Golden who is the Program Manager for the Electric Power Research Institute, EPRI. Welcome.

Ms. Claire Henly is before the Committee this morning. She is the Managing Director for the Energy Web Foundation. We thank you for being here.

I mentioned Dr. Arvind Narayanan earlier. He is Associate Professor, Department of Computer Science at Princeton University. We welcome you.

And of course, Dr. Robert Kahn, who is the President and CEO at the Corporation for National Research Initiatives.

We welcome you all.

Mr. Skare, if you would like to lead off.
STATEMENT OF PAUL SKARE, CHIEF CYBER SECURITY PROGRAM MANAGER, PACIFIC NORTHWEST NATIONAL LABORATORY

Mr. SKARE. Good morning.

Thank you, Chairman Murkowski, Ranking Member Cantwell and members of the Committee for this opportunity to appear before you today to discuss blockchain as it relates to U.S. electric infrastructure.

My name is Paul Skare, and I lead the grid cybersecurity research at DOE's Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, located in Richland, Washington. I worked in grid cybersecurity for over 20 years both in private industry and at PNNL.

In my written testimony I've included more complete descriptions of these issues that we're discussing today. But for now, I'd like to cover the following points.

First, of all, cryptocurrency mining. One particular application that includes blockchain technology is the general ledger. This is having localized impacts on the U.S. power grid, especially where energy costs are low. But most of our understanding of mining's impact remains anecdotal. It's unclear how long-term and widespread this issue will be for U.S. electric infrastructure, but blockchain is just one tool that PNNL and others are exploring to help secure the grid.

First, I'd like to get into the difference between blockchain and cryptocurrency and the associated energy intensive computing. Blockchain technology is essentially a business ledger, electronically distributed that securely captures transactions of value without the need for a centralized authority or intermediary. Computers in a blockchain's network all evaluate the transactions in parallel and entries in the ledger cannot be altered without getting consensus of the computers in the network. Cryptocurrencies are an example of an application that uses public blockchains which are open to anyone but require volunteers to serve complex digital puzzles to support new blocks being added to the chain. Volunteers are rewarded for their contribution of computational work with small amounts of cryptocurrency, a process known as mining.

The energy used in cryptocurrency mining has been compared to the total energy usage of states and even countries. Miners require increasing amounts of computational power and therefore, energy, to capture their cryptocurrency rewards. Thus, the practice is most profitable wherever electricity prices are low such as central and eastern Washington.

While there have been media coverage of the impact that large cryptocurrency mining loads can have on local utilities, including some utilities declaring moratoriums on this activity, I'm not aware of any quantitative studies specifically on cryptocurrency mining impacts on the grid.

Furthermore, it's unclear how the demand for cryptocurrency in this energy use for mining will respond to the fluctuating value of cryptocurrencies themselves. Bitcoin alone has dropped more than 50 percent in value this year.

While cryptocurrency use is a public blockchain and mining to control access and verify blocks, one can also use a private
blockchain which is not open and does not use mining, and thus does not require energy intensive computation.

At PNNL we’re exploring the application of blockchain to grid cybersecurity with support from the Cybersecurity for Energy Delivery Systems program within the DOE Office of Cybersecurity, Energy Security, and Emergency Response.

At PNNL we take a holistic approach to securing the power grid, from stewarding operational capabilities, like the cyber threat monitoring program called CRISP, the Cybersecurity Risk Information Sharing Program, to developing entirely new technologies that keep our defenses at the forefront.

At PNNL’s blockchain project, we’re applying private blockchain solutions to a variety of use cases, including maintaining supply chain, chain of custody, ensuring integrity of control signals and managing distribution of software patches, among others.

Using a private blockchain has the potential for power system applications to add items to the blockchain every second and verify data upon the blockchain within the next second to alt scale. This quick update in capability is essential to handling increasing data requirements of a modern power grid and much more difficult to achieve with public blockchain approaches.

Blockchain and other distributed ledger of technologies, in fact, have many properties that make them well suited to facilitate more efficient and decentralized energy transactions but these properties also come with some potential challenges.

My written testimony discusses many of these challenges, but one I’d like to highlight here is endpoint security. No matter how secure the blockchain aspects of the solution are, the endpoints, those parts of the solution on either end of the blockchain, remains open to vulnerabilities as any other software.

Realizing the potential of blockchain for the grid, we’re requiring studying in addressing these challenges in applying blockchain to the grid, alongside other technologies within a broader cybersecurity framework.

With all the potential for security and control systems that industry and DOE are working toward, it is important to keep in mind that blockchain is just one of a broad set of tools we must develop as we work to secure our power grid.

I appreciate the opportunity to discuss this important issue with you today and I’m happy to answer your questions.

Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Skare follows:]
Good morning. Thank you, Chairman Murkowski, Ranking Member Cantwell, and Members of the committee. I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today to discuss blockchain as it relates to U.S. electric infrastructure issues and opportunities.

My name is Paul Skare, and I lead the Grid Cybersecurity Research Program at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), a Department of Energy (DOE) National Laboratory located in Richland, Washington. I also support the Security and Resilience team in DOE’s Grid Modernization Laboratory Consortium, a team of 14 National Labs that, along with industry and university partners, supports the Department’s Grid Modernization Initiative. The consortium members include PNNL, the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Argonne National Laboratory, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Idaho National Laboratory, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Los Alamos National Laboratory, the National Accelerator Laboratory at Stanford, National Energy Technology Laboratory, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Sandia National Laboratories, and Savannah River National Laboratory. I have worked in the power industry for 38 years, starting at Northern States Power in Minneapolis, MN, Siemens Energy in Minnetonka, MN, and I started working on cybersecurity for the grid 20 years ago. Today I will address these points:

1. Blockchain technology can be thought of as an electronic general ledger, securely capturing transactions without the need for a centralized authority, and cryptocurrency is just one application that uses this technology.

2. Cryptocurrency mining is having localized impacts on the U.S. power grid. However, most of our understanding remains anecdotal, and it is unclear what the long-term impacts will be as cryptocurrency prices fluctuate.

3. Grid cybersecurity is a multi-faceted issue with threats coming from many different directions, and blockchain is just one tool that PNNL and others are exploring that can help secure the grid. But there is no silver bullet to securing our power grid and other critical infrastructure.

**Background**

For more than two decades, PNNL has supported power system reliability, resilience and innovation for the State of Washington, the Pacific Northwest, and the nation. Over this period, the laboratory has:
1. Helped the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) and DOE design and implement the series of national grid cyber exercises known as GridEx which linked industry with government and law enforcement agencies and allows participants to practice their incident response plans. GridEx III engaged over 400 organizations and 4000+ participants in scenarios designed and operated with support from PNNL.

2. PNNL helped DOE develop the Electricity Subsector Cybersecurity Capability Maturity Model (ES-C2M2). This allows for utilities to assess their business practices supporting cybersecurity and learn where their business could invest more to meet their business’s goals for cyber. Cybersecurity insurance companies have used this to influence the rates for insurance. PNNL has expanded on ES-C2M2 to create models for Buildings, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Cybersecurity Framework, and Secure Design and Development Principles.

3. Led DOE-industry collaborations in developing and deploying synchrophasor technology to help avoid blackouts. Phasor measurement unit networks are designed to enhance situational awareness of wide area systems. This new grid tool has demonstrated value by detecting impending system control and equipment faults for system operators, thus avoiding major outages.

4. Led a public-private collaboration with utilities and vendors to develop and demonstrate transactive control concepts on the Olympic Peninsula in Washington and for the Pacific Northwest Smart Grid Demonstration project—the largest of its kind—to validate smart grid benefits and new control approaches that engage demand and distributed resources at scale.

5. Delivered the first applications of high performance computing to grid tools such as interconnection-scale contingency analysis, reducing run times from days to under two minutes. PNNL also applied high performance computing and phasor measurement unit data to deliver the first real-time dynamic state estimation to open the door to the future world of predictive grid tools. This parallelized state estimator tool enabled PNNL to deliver assessments of system risk at the interconnection scale (the Western Interconnection) in less than 2 minutes versus the traditional 24 hours.

These examples illustrate the high return on investment possible by utilities and National Labs across the country when combining advanced electric infrastructure technology innovation with public-private validation and deployment.

**Blockchain: a new technology with many potential applications**

Blockchain is most widely known as a technology that cryptocurrencies – Bitcoin being the most famous – use to secure digital transactions. The underlying blockchain technology, invented in 2008 as part of the Bitcoin cryptocurrency, consists of a database distributed across all computers in the blockchain network that maintains a continuously growing list of records – called blocks – that are protected from tampering and revision. Each block contains a timestamp
and a link to a previous block. The use of blockchain allows users to exchange value without intermediaries acting as arbiters of money and information, as the blockchain serves as a general ledger for transactions whose authenticity is established by the network itself.

Cryptocurrencies are an example of the ‘public’ use of blockchain (sometimes referred to as ‘permissionless’ or ‘open’), meaning anyone connected to the network can access the blockchain without restriction. This makes the transactions transparent and permanent. In these public blockchains, volunteers must solve complex digital ‘proof of work’ puzzles to make new entries in the blockchain without any other access control or identity verification. Solving these complex puzzles to verify the new block entries produces cryptocurrency as the reward for supplying computer calculations. This is known as ‘mining’ and is the source of unexpected energy usage electric utilities (especially those with lower energy prices) are facing today.

For other use cases beyond cryptocurrencies, ‘private’ blockchain is often used – also sometimes called ‘permissioned’, ‘consortium’, or ‘hybrid’ blockchain. This form does not allow public access to the blockchain, so mining is not necessary for access control and verifying blocks.

The key to the security of the blockchain transaction is the distributed, so-called ‘Byzantine’ fault tolerant architecture used to validate each transaction. In this scheme, numerous computers (nodes in the blockchain network) are evaluating each transaction in parallel, independently looking at each transaction, and then comparing results with the other nodes. These blocks cannot be altered without altering all the blocks AND having a consensus of the nodes. In addition, access to the blockchain uses public-key cryptography to identify an address on the blockchain. This can be thought of as “secure by design” in our current technology. It is fair to note here that there are no 100% secure systems or solutions. Please refer to a paper I cowrote with others on the application of Byzantine Architectures to secure control systems, ‘Survivable SCADA Via Intrusion-Tolerant Replication’ (IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SMART GRID, VOL. 5, NO. 1, JANUARY 2014).

**Cryptocurrency mining is straining localized parts of the US power grid**

The energy used in cryptocurrency mining has been compared to the total energy usage of some states and some countries. From an electric utility’s perspective, this can appear as an unexpected energy load on their distribution grid. A qualitative analysis shows that this strain is typically appearing in areas with low energy costs and low fixed costs (such as rent).

Cryptocurrency miners must complete increasingly complex calculations, requiring increasing amounts of computing power and therefore energy, to capture returns in the form of cryptocurrency. Thus, the practice is most profitable wherever electricity prices are low, such as the Columbia River Basin in Eastern Washington. When large mining operations move into a particular location, the increase in load can cause the utility to increase its generation, buy power from others, or experience overloaded distribution circuits which could lead to localized power outages. A number of cities have placed moratoriums on new high-density load hookups to give staff time to develop a plan for dealing with the demand for electricity from digital currency miners(https://news.bitcoin.com/washington-utility-increases-security-amid-crypto-mining-moratorium/). While there has been no shortage of popular press coverage of the scale and
impact of the growing cryptocurrency mining community on the US power grid, I am not aware of any quantitative studies of cryptocurrency mining impacts. Today, what we know comes from press stories and anecdotal evidence is that some utilities have knocked on doors to investigate unexpected loads and found rows of computer racks doing cryptocurrency mining in both residential and commercial areas. This year, Bitcoin alone has dropped more than 50% in value, and it is unclear how mining operations will respond to the fluctuating prices. Understanding the elasticity of demand for cryptocurrency is necessary to understand any potential long-term impacts on the US power grid.

**Grid cybersecurity and how blockchain fits into the landscape**

The U.S. power grid is rapidly changing from an earlier, simpler era with large generation stations and passive energy loads to a much more dynamic grid with growing distributed energy generation resources and much more active, connected, “smart” loads. With the increase in renewables on the grid, and the retirement of some older larger generators, generator inertia — which is crucial to the reliable operation of an AC power system — is strained. In addition, availability of black start generation — needed to restart generators after an outage — is also strained at some locations.

Blockchain technology shows potential in securing energy delivery systems (EDS) that have transactional attributes. This is important as these control systems require unprecedented levels of security and trustworthiness to verify integrity of data and manage complex demand response and market system exchanges. Improving the ability to identify, control, and secure grid devices with blockchain technology may increase the security and trustworthiness of real-time energy transactions without adding prohibitive costs, latency, interoperability or scale issues. The wide range of potential applications of blockchain to EDS has made the technology a priority for DOE.

In fact, blockchain and other distributed ledger technologies have many properties that make them well suited to facilitate more efficient and decentralized energy transactions, but these properties also come with some potential challenges:

- **Distributed consensus mechanism**: This supports decentralization of authority from single points of failure or compromise. This is a great advantage, but the challenge associated with purely distributed proof of work type consensus model is its vulnerability towards a 51% attack of the nodes. In such an attack, enough nodes can be compromised to approve a transaction. Such situations could be avoided by using permissioned type consensus model. In permissioned consensus models, privacy controls can also be implemented and customized as per the need of the application.
- **100% up time**: Blockchain provides a reliable, fail-safe logically centralized, physically distributed persistence mechanism. Bitcoin failures were focused on the application layer where there has been theft and loss of Bitcoins when users lose their private key required for signing a transaction or data content.
- **Strong immutability**: Even blockchain technology has proven nothing is immutable, with examples of mutations such as forks and or blockchain hacks that required rolling back
the blockchain. Blockchain technology does provide an atomically variable time stamped cryptographic signed electronic transaction that has proven to be very difficult to change.

- **Immutability challenges:** Immutability can lead to a number of challenges. Recently it was found that illegal images were saved in the Bitcoin blockchain. When undesired data are saved in the blockchain, it can prove very difficult to change. As discussed above, another way to change the blockchain is to control or compromise 51% of the nodes needed to reach a consensus.

- **Big data management blockchain:** Blockchain facilitates the distribution of prodigious data sets between organizations. Data can be synchronized and archived between multiple parties. The challenge here is at some point the blockchain might be overwhelmed by the amount of data being stored. It is important to address this by ensuring data is stored in efficient formats that minimize overall data volumes stored in the blockchain.

- **Endpoint Security:** No matter how secure the blockchain aspects of a solution are, the endpoints – parts of the solution on either end of the blockchain technology – remain as open to vulnerabilities as any other software.

**PNNL is leading the way in Advanced Grid Cyber Security Approaches and new Technologies**

PNNL is a leader in developing the foundational understanding and technologies for security of our power grid. We take a broad approach to this critical national need – from stewarding operational capabilities like the cyber threat monitoring program called CRISP to developing entirely new technologies that keep our defenses at the forefront.

CRISP – the Cybersecurity Risk Information Sharing Program – uses data shared by utilities to perform an intelligence-informed analysis that identifies threats that neither utilities alone, nor private cybersecurity firms, can identify. CRISP provides a strong complement to what utilities and private cybersecurity firms provide. Utility participation in CRISP will soon provide complete coverage of the continental United States. This program is able to identify traffic from malware that uses blockchain technology.

PNNL was recently awarded a project by the DOE Office of Cybersecurity, Energy Security, and Emergency Response’s (CESER) Electricity’s Cybersecurity for Energy Delivery Systems (CEDS) program (formerly part of the Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability) to evaluate uses of blockchain in the electric grid. In this program, we are applying private blockchain solutions – so one that does not require the energy intensive mining process – to a variety of use cases in the power grid.

By using a private blockchain, this approach has the potential for power system applications to add items at scale to the blockchain every second, and to verify data from the blockchain within the next second. This quick updating ability is essential to handle the increasing data requirements of the modern power grid.

Use cases for this project:
Supply Chain ‘chain of custody’ – the ability to trace products and components from origin to destination – this will allow utilities to see and track the source of all the components in a system, allowing for better understanding of risks due to potential vulnerabilities and patches.

Device Integrity – verification of control signals

Enhanced cybersecurity controls – trusted zone of nodes using verifiable digital signatures and signed messaging

Patch Management – allows an asset owner to track and trace a patch from the vendor to their system.

Supply and Demand transactions between microgrids

PNNL’s current program only scratches the surface of where we see potential for blockchain applications on the grid. We see many other potential use cases, including:

• EV Charging: Use blockchain to enable EV charging and billing interactions with the EV owner. This amount in kWh is subtracted from the smart meter read or billing to determine data for the prosumer (Prosumers are amateur advocates for products – in this case these are people who both produce and consume energy).

• Meter Data Access Management: Use blockchain technology to work with a central meter management system to allow consumers to manage who is allowed access to their meter data.

• Asset Lifecycle Management: Use blockchain to manage beginning-to-end lifecycle of assets’ parts and/or components (construction, operations, maintenance, disposal). This can also include the chain of custody for the supply chain.

• Distributed Energy Resources (DER) Transaction Processing: Use blockchain to process any transaction involving a DER asset, e.g., storage, solar photovoltaic (PV), EV, micro-combined heat and power (micro-CHP).

• Peer to Peer Trading of Distributed Energy: Use blockchain for bilateral trading of distributed energy generation (similar to the Brooklyn Microgrid project).

• Markets, Energy Trade Settlement: Use blockchain to support electronic trades at energy exchanges or for direct agreements/trades between market participants.

• Supplier Switching: Use blockchain technology to track supplier switching.

• Emission Certificates: Use blockchain to generate, own, and trade emission certificates related to energy generation.

• Energy Supply Chain: Supply chain reconciliation (energy delivered, technical/non-technical losses, consumption, etc.) spanning all measurement points all the way through from generation to consumption for commercial settlement.

• Blockchain based Metering: Use blockchain to augment smart meter for recording energy use of appliances (EV, heating).
In addition to our program evaluating blockchain for grid cybersecurity, we are also completing many other projects for the CEIS program, including:

- MEEDS – the Mitigation of External-exposure of Energy Delivery Systems - This project works with an existing cybersecurity search engine tool called Shodan to support a private review of control systems connected to the internet for a particular utility without publishing results publicly.
- SSASS-E – Safe, Secure Autonomous Scanning Solution for Energy Delivery Systems - This project supports continuous scanning of control systems without negatively impacting the performance of the control systems and devices.

On the technology front, PNNL has begun a new program with Lab Directed Research and Development funding, called Proactive Adaptive Cybersecurity For Control, or PACIFIC, which includes two focus areas:

1. Deception:
Adaptive Cybersecurity Controls are being explored from many perspectives. Traditional approaches have put us in an asymmetric disadvantage against our adversaries in defending our systems. Adaptive Cybersecurity Controls can be a way to provide a more level playing field by adjusting control system environments on the fly to confuse, obfuscate, and mislead adversaries as they work their way through a system, increasing the effort and knowledge needed to get through the defenses, while also giving a better chance for detection solutions to be effective.

2. Secure Design and Development Principles:
While there are many documented ways for a vendor to create a secure product that they can control and implement, this body of work provides a set of over 600 best practices that encompasses the entire product lifecycle.

Conclusion

Industry and DOE have partnered over the past several years to significantly advance our grid cyber technologies, and new projects are breaking new ground in leading edge technology such as blockchain. To see some potential of blockchain, look at Estonia – the first country to face a nationwide cyber-attack. As a result, ongoing investments have led to public services being digitized and accessed via secure digital identities provided to every citizen and resident. Integrated into the digital services is blockchain technology.

In parallel to “better securing” the grid, we need to leverage these same foundational science and technology tools of high-performance computation, analytics, deep learning, and control theory to develop more resilient system designs for networks, data, and grid control systems. These will enable the system to better resist inevitable attacks, better defend and ultimately recover quickly.

The DOE investments in fundamental science, applied technology and public/private partnerships in grid cybersecurity are essential elements of an effective, integrated national cyber readiness strategy for the U.S. electric power system and its related infrastructures. Securing our electric grid is a long-term endeavor that will require a range of strategies and new technologies;
there is no one silver bullet. Blockchain is just one of a set of tools we must develop as we work to accomplish the goal of securing our energy systems.

I appreciate the opportunity to discuss this important issue with you today, and I am happy to answer your questions.

Thank you.

CEDS-Supported Projects in Washington State (Active)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prime Performer</th>
<th>Project Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Northwest National Laboratory</td>
<td>Automated, Disruption-Tolerant Key Management System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PNNL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Northwest National Laboratory</td>
<td>Enabling Situation Assessment/Awareness for Utility Operators and Cybersecurity Professionals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PNNL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Northwest National Laboratory</td>
<td>Universal Utility Data Exchange (UUDEX)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PNNL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Northwest National Laboratory</td>
<td>Keyless Infrastructure Security Solution (KISSL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PNNL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Northwest National Laboratory</td>
<td>Software Defined Networking for Energy Delivery Systems (SDNEDS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PNNL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Northwest National Laboratory</td>
<td>Research Exploring Malware in Energy Delivery Systems (REMEDYS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PNNL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Northwest National Laboratory</td>
<td>Safe, Secure Autonomous Scanning Solution for Energy Delivery Systems (SSASS-E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PNNL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Northwest National Laboratory</td>
<td>Mitigation of External-exposure of Energy Delivery System Equipment (MEEEDS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PNNL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories, Inc.</td>
<td>Secure Software Defined Radio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories, Inc.</td>
<td>The Alliance Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories, Inc.</td>
<td>Tempus Project Time Synchronization Platform for GPS Spoofing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories, Inc.</td>
<td>Chess Master Project</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL): Automated, Disruption-Tolerant Key Management System

**Partners:** Arizona Public Service (APS), Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)
2. Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL): Enabling Situation Assessment/Awareness for Utility Operators and Cybersecurity Professionals

**Partners:** Idaho National Laboratory (INL), GE (Alstom Grid), Peak RC, Total Reliability Solutions, WAPA

**Project Description:** Utility operators are bombarded with data from differing sources and systems and struggle to derive meaning from the data. To enable operators to make informed decisions in the finite amount of time available, operators need a cognitive system that displays the associated data to enhance situational awareness. This project will develop visualizations that power system operators and/or cybersecurity professionals can use to make fast, accurate assessments of situation, enabling them to maintain situation awareness during unfolding events.

3. Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL): Universal Utility Data Exchange (UudeX)

**Partners:** MITRE, OATI

**Project Description:** The project team will develop a secure and flexible data-exchange approach to replacing key communication between control centers, including Inter-Control Center Communications Protocol (ICCP) data exchanges, threat information, synchrophasor, Reliability Coordinator Communications Information System (R CIS), and incident information. ICCP will be replaced with a modern model-driven data-exchange architecture and protocols, taking advantage of current methods of data transport and configuration.

4. Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL): Keyless Infrastructure Security Solution (KiSS)

**Partners:** Avista, Cisco, Guardtime, Rocky Mountain Institute, TVA (Utility Advisor), Washington State University, OATI

**Project Description:** The project team will develop a Keyless Infrastructure Security Solution (KiSS) to increase the trustworthiness, speed, integrity, and resiliency of EDSs responsible for complex grid-edge energy exchanges and integration of distributed energy resources, by developing a prototype of a secure and trustworthy blockchain energy platform.
   **Partners:** AECOM, CAISO, Dispersive Technologies, Juniper Networks, National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), Sandia National Laboratory (SNL), Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories, Inc. (SEL), Southern California Edison (SCE)

   **Project Description:** The project team plans to increase the adoption of SDN technologies and improve security for local area networks (LANs) and wide area networks (WANs) components in the energy sector.

   **Partners:** ORNL, MIT, ANG Consulting, James P. Fama, Nevermore Security

   **Project Description:** The project team will develop, evaluate, and refine organizational structures that could be used to coordinate the nation’s multiple energy sector stakeholders in the rapid research, development, and distribution of mitigations that reduce the risk of an imminent or emerging malware cyber-attack that might otherwise disrupt energy delivery.

   **Partners:** Chelan County PUD, National Rural Electric Cooperative (NRECA), Tenable Security, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC)

   **Project Description:** The project team will develop, validate, and verify innovative safe scanning methodology, models, and architectures, and produce a prototype to transform Tenable's IT/OT platform, the most widely deployed vulnerability scanner in the IT space, to secure operational technology (OT) installed in critical energy infrastructure.

   **Partners:** Shodan, LLC, National Rural Electric Coop, Tenable, Chelan PUD

   **Project Description:** MEEDS is a user-friendly web application for utilities built upon the existing Shodan technology for performing continuous monitoring of utilities’ internal networks to detect and identify any EDS equipment that may be inadvertently exposed to the internet.

**Partners:** Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E)

**Project Description:** The Secure Software-Defined Radio Project (SEL-3070) is developing a flexible platform for secure wireless communications to utility distribution automation devices, providing capabilities not offered in cellular, narrow-band licensed, or other unlicensed-band radios.

10. Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories (SEL): The Alliance Project

**Partners:** Sandia National Laboratory (SNL), Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA)

**Project Description:** The Alliance project is developing a proximity card reader and controller that allows physical and cybersecurity access to be monitored, tracked, and controlled using a single system. The reader and controller consist of four easy-to-deploy components: an access terminal, an access control processor, enhanced firmware for the SEL-3620 and SEL-3622 security gateways, and a card enrollment solution.


**Partners:** San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E), Southwestern Research Institute (SwRI)

**Project Description:** SEL will research, develop and demonstrate the capabilities of a secure, modular, and customizable time synchronization platform that provides layers of protection from GPS spoofing attacks. The project will include the development of innovative algorithms and electronics that detect GPS signal manipulation for critical applications that use timing signals in the energy sector.

12. Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories (SEL): Chess Master Project

**Partners:** Ameren Energy Resources, Sempra, Veracity Security Intelligence

**Project Description:** This project will provide system operators with a global view of their operational network, enabling them to set and view field network security policy and validate operational adherence to those policies. The Chess Master team will build on the successful commercial release of utility rated software defined network (SDN) technology under the previous CEDS project, Watchdog.
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Abstract—Providers of critical infrastructure services strive to maintain the high availability of their SCADA systems. This paper reports on our experience designing, architecting, and evaluating the first survivable SCADA system—one that is able to ensure correct behavior with minimal performance degradation even during cyber attacks that compromise part of the system. We describe the challenges we faced when integrating modern intrusion-tolerant protocols with a conventional SCADA architecture and present the techniques we developed to overcome these challenges. The results illustrate that our survivable SCADA system not only functions correctly in the face of a cyber attack, but that it also processes in excess of 20,000 messages per second with a latency of less than 30 ms, making it suitable for even large-scale deployments managing thousands of remote terminal units.
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I. INTRODUCTION

SUPERVISORY Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems form the backbone of many vital services, such as electricity transmission and distribution, water treatment, and traffic control. As key components of our critical infrastructure, SCADA systems must continue operating correctly and at their expected level of performance at all times. To practice, ensuring such continuous availability requires the capability to tolerate and overcome various types of faults that arise in large distributed systems, including benign faults (e.g., hardware crashes, power failures, and network partitions) and more severe faults, including potentially malicious cyber attacks.

Unfortunately, contemporary SCADA systems exhibit an accessibility vulnerability that leaves them vulnerable to downtime. While today’s systems are able to withstand effectively many types of benign faults using hardware and software redundancy techniques (e.g., primary/backup standby [1]), their ability to survive in the face of cyber attacks remains limited. Many SCADA systems were designed to operate on isolated, private networks, but this assumption of an “air gap” no longer holds in many modern deployments: interoperability goals and the need to provide access to more grid stakeholders mean that the SCADA system is often connected to enterprise IT infrastructure, inheriting the associated vulnerabilities. SCADA has also become an increasing target for cyber attacks [2], resulting in an arms race between attackers and SCADA vendors and operators. Furthermore, although today’s systems employ a defense-in-depth approach to security that focuses on preventing attacks, it is impossible to prevent all attacks; insider attacks, in particular, pose a growing threat to critical infrastructures [3].

This paper reports on our experience to date designing and implementing the first survivable SCADA system. By survivable, we mean that the SCADA system continues to operate correctly and with minimal performance degradation even if malicious attacks compromise part of the system. These twin properties are essential for maintaining high availability in the face of cyber attacks.

To achieve survivability, our system employs intrusion-tolerant replication [3, 6]. It runs, in parallel, several copies of the SCADA Master application; the copies collectively behave as a single logical SCADA Master that provides correct, timely service as long as less than a threshold fraction of the copies is compromised. Intrinsically, intrusion tolerance allows an application to act as its own firewall, providing protection even if the system’s security perimeter is breached. A distinguishing feature of intrusion-tolerant systems is that they do not require prior knowledge of attack signatures and behaviors to provide their guarantees.

Intrusion-tolerant replication protocols have been well-studied in the distributed systems community over the last decade (e.g., [6]-[11]), and in this paper we build on this previous research. Specifically, we use the Prime replication protocol [5, 6] as a fundamental building block in our survivable SCADA system. However, we were confronted with two significant challenges when attempting to integrate Prime with a SCADA system. First, existing intrusion-tolerant replication systems, including Prime, implicitly assume that the application being replicated is client-driven (i.e., the server application takes action only in response to unsolicited requests submitted by clients). By contrast, in a SCADA system, the SCADA Master application also processes solicited requests, which are pulled from field devices by a server-driven polling
operation. This need to support polling creates an architectural mismatch between Prime and SCADA. The second challenge we confronted relates to performance; the replication engine must be able to provide low enough latency to preserve the real-time control and monitoring of the SCADA system, while being able to support a high enough throughput so that the system can scale to large deployments.

Our efforts to date have resulted in a prototype implementa-
tion of a survivable SCADA system for electricity transmission and distribution, where our Prime-based intrusion-tolerant replication engine is integrated with a real Siemens SCADA product. We developed the prototype system on this product because the results of a comprehensive test of a critical infrastructure system such as the power grid would be particularly disruptive and would have significant adverse effects on today's society, and SCADA plays a critical role in the power grid. However, Prime and the protocols described in this paper are generic and could also be applied to other mission-critical systems (e.g., distributed control systems).

The novel contributions of this paper are as follows: i) We present the design of the first SCADA system in which the SCADA Master application is able to survive a partial compromise; ii) To address the architectural mismatch between SCADA systems and traditional intrusion-tolerant replication systems, we present the first scalable and intrusion-tolerant logical timeout protocol (to support the scheduling of polling events) and a logical channel protocol (to enable reliable and intrusion-tolerant SCADA communication in a replicated environment); iii) We present performance results demonstrating the suitability of our intrusion-tolerant replication engine for use even in large-scale SCADA deployments.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents background on SCADA and intrusion-tolerant replication needed to understand the rest of the paper. Section III presents the design of our survivable SCADA architecture, as well as our attack model and assumptions. Section IV discusses the integration challenges we faced and presents the new protocols we invented to overcome them. Section V presents our performance results, and Section VI places our solution in the context of related work. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Conventional SCADA Systems

SCADA systems are large and complex. In this section we describe the components of a SCADA system most relevant to the work in this paper. These components include:

- One or more Remote Terminal Units (RTUs), which communicate with, and aggregate data from, local sensors in the field (e.g., within an electricity distribution substation). Some larger systems can have several thousand RTUs.

- A SCADA Master, which periodically polls the RTUs by sending messages over a wide-area network. The SCADA Master maintains a real-time database containing the current state of each RTU. It can also send supervisory control commands to the RTUs. For fault tolerance, many SCADA systems use a Primary/Hot Standby (HSB) configuration, in which two similar but slightly different copies of the SCADA Master application run in parallel. Although both the Primary and the HSB receive incoming events, the Primary is responsible for controlling the system, and the output of the HSB is suppressed. The HSB monitors the Primary and performs a "take-over" operation to assume control if it believes the Primary has succumbed to a benign fault.

- One or more Human Machine Interface (HMI) workstations, which periodically query the SCADA Master so that the state of the system (e.g., the power grid) can be graphically displayed for a human operator.

B. Intrusion-Tolerant State Machine Replication

An intrusion-tolerant protocol [12] assumes that some of the participants may be Byzantine [13] and act in an arbitrary manner (e.g., because they are compromised or under the control of a malicious attacker). The protocol is designed to operate correctly regardless of how the Byzantine participants behave, as long as no more than a threshold fraction of the participants (typically f \leq \frac{n}{3}) is Byzantine [13]. Intrusion-tolerant protocols often use proactive recovery techniques [7], where participants are periodically reinitialized to a clean state. This allows the system to tolerate more than f Byzantine failures over the life of the system, as long as no more than f are Byzantine at the same time.

In this paper we make use of an intrusion-tolerant replication system, where replication is achieved via the state-machine approach [14], [15]. In this approach, the several application replicas begin in the same initial state, and they cooperate to agree on the order in which to execute any event (i.e., message or timeout) that might change the state of the application. The static transition caused by executing an event is assumed to be deterministic. Therefore, by executing events according to the agreed upon order, the replicas proceed through the same sequence of states.

It is important to note that although the replicas in a state machine replication system must be functionally equivalent, they are permitted to have different implementations, provided they all adhere to the same abstract protocol specification [16]. Indeed, the effectiveness of the state-machine approach to replication depends upon using replicas that are unlikely to suffer correlated vulnerabilities, which can be achieved by using replicas with diverse implementations. Diversity can be introduced at various levels, including at the operating system (OS) level [17] and at the application level.

At the operating system level, one may introduce diversity by running each replica on a different OS (or on as many as are available) Garcia, et al. [17] studied over 15 years of known OS vulnerabilities and found that there exist sets of operating systems that exhibit sufficient diversity to avoid suffering common vulnerabilities. While this approach may be a viable option in some deployments, in others it may result in excessive management complexity or may simply not be possible (i.e., if an application is tied to a specific OS). Within a single OS deployment, address space layout randomization (ASLR) [18] can be used...
to generate diversity. ASLR is used by many modern operating systems (e.g., OpenBSD, Linux, Solaris, Microsoft Windows, Mac OS X). It places the sections of a process’ address space at random offsets. This mitigates certain types of attacks that rely on being able to predict addresses, because the addresses are likely to differ at each replica.

Traditionally, achieving diversity at the application level has required expensive techniques such as N-version programming [19]. However, newer approaches can automatically create software diversity during compilation [20] or if source code is unavailable through binary re-writing [21]. Such approaches require no additional development effort and have been demonstrated to have minimum performance impact. Encouragingly, the compiler-based approach of [20] has been used to diversify an entire Linux operating system. Our system also introduces diversity by deploying each replica with its own private key. An attacker that compromises a replica can cause it to send messages that appear legitimate but have invalid content only if the attacker can compromise the replica’s private key. For this reason, in a real deployment it may also be prudent to protect the cryptographic keys using tamper-proof hardware.

As noted in Section I, we selected the Prime intrusion-tolerant replication protocol [5], [6] for our survivable SCADA system. Prime requires $f+1$ replicas to tolerate $f$ Byzantine faults and was the first protocol to guarantee both correct operation and good performance in executions in which up to $f$ of the replicas actually exhibit Byzantine behavior. Prime uses an elected leader to coordinate the ordering of events. We selected Prime because its service properties make it a particularly good fit for real-time applications, such as a SCADA Master. Specifically, Prime bounds the amount of delay that can be introduced by Byzantine replicas: assuming enough correct (i.e., non-Byzantine) replicas can communicate with one another in a timely manner, Prime ensures that any event submitted to the system will be ordered by the correct replica within a bounded delay $δ$, where $δ$ is a function of the network round-trip time (and their variance) among the correct replicas. To achieve this property, Prime runs a distributed monitoring protocol, whereby the replicas constantly monitor the performance of the current leader and quickly elect a new leader if they detect that the current one is performing too slowly.

III. SURVIVABLE SCADA: SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

A. Motivation and High-Level Design

We believe the highest value asset in a SCADA system is the SCADA Master. Because its compromise can have serious consequences for the control and monitoring of the entire system, therefore, our focus in this paper is on improving the robustness of the SCADA Master by making it survivable. In our survivable SCADA architecture, instead of running a Primary and a Hot Standby, we run $f+1$ peer replicas of the (primary) SCADA Master application, where $f$ is the maximum number of replicas that may be Byzantine. Fig. 1 depicts a minimal configuration of the system, which runs four SCADA Master replicas (i.e., $f = 1$). Each replica links with a local copy of the Prime Server Library, the intrusion-tolerant replication engine that delivers to each replica the same events in the same order.

The collection of SCADA Master replicas forms a logical SCADA Master that behaves correctly even if $f$ replicas are Byzantine; that is, upon processing an event, the logical SCADA Master makes the same state transition as an unreplicated, uncompromised SCADA Master application would make given the same event. Moreover, Prime’s service properties bound the degree to which the Byzantine replicas can slow down the performance of the logical SCADA Master compared to a correct, unreplicated SCADA Master.

In order to interact with the replicated SCADA Master, the HMI and the RTUs each link with the Prime Client Library. This library provides functions for (i) sending messages to multiple replicas and (ii) voting on the messages that arrive from the replicas to determine the correct content. In some deployments one may not have access to the RTU source code in order to link it with the Prime Client Library. We addressed this by implementing an RTU proxy, which communicates with the RTU using its native protocol and uses the Prime Client Library to interact with the SCADA Master replicas. This “bump-in-the-wire” solution may also be suitable for legacy RTUs with limited computational power or memory.

Although our solution significantly improves the robustness of the SCADA Master and its communication with RTUs, we emphasize that achieving system-wide survivability requires taking a systematic approach to security at all levels and in all parts of the system. Intrusion-tolerant replication is complementary to more traditional host, network, and perimeter security technologies and should be deployed alongside them rather than being seen as a replacement for them.

In previous work we discussed how virtualization can be used to reduce the hardware cost of replication to that of a conventional SCADA system: four SCADA Master replicas can be run on only two physical machines (the number required for a Primary/Hot Standby deployment), while still maintaining the ability to survive the crash of either machine. We refer the interested reader to [4] for details.

Notice at most $f$ replicas may be Byzantine, a client can act on a message when it receives $f+1$ copies of the message from different replicas, indicating that at least one correct replica sent a message with the given content.
B. Attack Model and Assumptions

As described above, the logical SCADA Master is implemented by a set of \( f + 1 \) replicas, \( f \) of which may be Byzantine. Byzantine replicas may send invalid or conflicting messages to other replicas or clients, drop or delay messages, or otherwise attempt to disrupt the system. Digital signatures provide message integrity, authentication, and non-repudiation for all Prime messages.

We assume that Byzantine replicas cannot disrupt the communication between correct replicas; this can be achieved through network isolation techniques \([11]\) or by using tamper-proof network cards capable of rate-limiting outgoing traffic \([22]\). Such solutions isolate the correct replicas from denial-of-service attacks launched from within the control center. Mitigating external denial-of-service attacks is a difficult problem for which production systems typically rely on commercial solutions. Note that denial-of-service attacks may, for their duration, affect the performance and monitoring capability of the system but do not affect the consistency of the replicas and, therefore, the correctness of the supervisory control commands issued by the logical SCADA Master.

As in a conventional SCADA system, the ability of the logical SCADA Master to monitor effectively the physical assets of the system relies on the RTUs to report legitimate values. In the current version of our system, a compromised RTU may report incorrect values that will be replicated consistently by the SCADA Master replicas. This impacts the SCADA Master’s ability to monitor the substation containing the compromised RTU but is unlikely to affect the monitoring of other substations. Note that although our focus is on making the SCADA Master survivable, intrusion-tolerant replication could also be used at the substation level to form survivable RTUs. In a real deployment, a utility would need to evaluate the costs and benefits of such an approach to determine the feasibility of using replication at this level.

IV. SURVIVABLE SCADA: CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS

Conventional SCADA systems are server-driven: the SCADA Master (the server) periodically sends poll requests to the RTUs (the clients), and the RTUs respond with their current status.\(^3\) The periodic sending of poll requests is triggered by the expiration of some timeout at the SCADA Master. In contrast, existing intrusion-tolerant replication systems implicitly assume that the state machine of the server application being replicated as client-driven: the application processes a client request as input, sends a reply to the requesting client as output, and then processes the next client request.

In this section we describe how this seemingly small difference has large implications on the functionality required from the replication engine in our survivable SCADA system. Indeed, addressing this architectural mismatch required the invention of several new protocols.

A. Scalable Intrusion-Tolerant Synchronization

1) Motivation: When polling an RTU, a SCADA Master takes action based on the passage of time: the expiration of

\[ t = d \]

\[ d \]

\[ \text{a local timeout} \]

A local timeout triggers the SCADA Master to send a poll request to the RTU. However, absent perfectly synchronized clocks, the passage of time will be observed in a non-deterministic way at the different SCADA Master replicas in our survivable SCADA system. As a result, if the replicas were to make state transitions based on their local clock values, they could become inconsistent with one another. Therefore, in our survivable SCADA system, the SCADA Master replicas use a logical timeout protocol to expire the logical time at which a time-based action (such as generating a poll request) should be taken. This protocol must be intrusion-tolerant so that Byzantine replicas cannot disrupt the agreement or trigger the expiration of spurious timeouts. Moreover, since large SCADA systems may contain thousands of RTUs, each of which may be polled individually, the protocol must scale with the number of different logical timeouts being assigned.

Existing techniques for time-based synchronization in a Byzantine environment \([5]\) are intrusion-tolerant but not scalable, requiring a number of messages proportional to the number of logical timeouts set by the application. In \([5]\), each replica sends a “vote” message at regular intervals to indicate the logical timeout should expire (i.e., once per timeout), and the replicas set on a given logical timeout when they agree that \( f + 1 \) replicas have sent corresponding votes.

To provide a solution that scales to large SCADA deployments, we developed a new protocol that only requires a constant number of messages to be exchanged, independent of the number of logical timeouts requested by the application. Our protocol makes no assumptions about the relative speeds of the replicas’ local clocks and prevents Byzantine replicas from arbitrarily advancing or delaying the logical time at which a logical timeout expires. As explained below, our protocol achieves scalability at the cost of a (potentially) slightly lower timeout resolution compared to \([5]\).

2) Protocol Details: The Prime Server Library provides an API that allows an application to set a logical timeout, \( t = d \), where \( d \) is the number of seconds that should pass before \( t \) expires. For example, to poll an RTU a SCADA Master replica might set a logical timeout, \( t \), with a duration, \( d \), of 1 second. Approximately 1 second later, the replica will receive from the Prime Server Library a notification that the timeout has expired. Upon receiving this notification (which is delivered to all replicas at the same logical time), each replica generates an identical poll request and sends it to the RTU.

Observe that since the replicas set each logical timeout at the same logical time, they can consistently map each logical timeout to a unique sequence number, where the ith timeout set is mapped to sequence number \( i \). Although logical timeouts are set in sequence number order, they may expire out of order, because they can be set with arbitrary (non-negative) durations.

Each replica periodically broadcasts to the other replicas a \( \text{SYNC} \) message of the form \( \text{SYNC}, \text{localClock}, \text{lastTimeoutSet}, \text{lastTimeoutValue} \), where \( \text{localClock} \) is the replica’s current local clock value and \( \text{lastTimeoutSet} \) and \( \text{lastTimeoutValue} \) are the sequence number and the last logical time of the last logical timeout set by the replica.

Each replica receives \( \text{SYNC} \) messages. Thus, each replica executes an (identical) ordered stream, \( S \), of \( \text{SYNC} \) messages. Prime guarantees that if replica \( r \) sends \( \text{SYNC} \) message \( S_i \) before sending \( \text{SYNC} \) message \( S_j \), then \( i < j \).
appears before $S_2$ in $S$. SYNC messages from different replicas may be interlaced in $S$. Note that SYNC messages are sent periodically and are the only types of messages sent during the protocol. Thus, the protocol has a constant message complexity. As explained below, the replicas agree upon the logical time at which each logical timeout should expire by using a deterministic, online algorithm that examines the ordered stream of SYNC messages, $S = S_1, S_2, \ldots$, one message at a time, as each new message $S_i$ is ordered by Prime. The examination of the SYNC message most recently ordered results in the expiration of a (potentially empty) set of logical timeouts. The algorithm proceeds in three steps.

Step 1: Identifying candidates for expiration. Let $M = (\text{SYNC}, C, k)$ be the current SYNC message being examined by some replica $s$. From this message, $s$ learns that $M$ was originated by replica $r$ at time $t_{\text{SYNC}}$ (i.e., $r$'s local clock value) and that the last timeout set by $r$ had sequence number $j$. Since logical timeouts are set in sequence number order, $M$ also implies that $r$ has set all timeouts 1 through $k$.

At replica $s$, we say that a logical timeout with sequence number $j$ becomes a candidate for expiration with respect to $r$ the first time that $s$ examines a SYNC message implying that $r$ has set a timeout with sequence number $j$. In general, the examination of SYNC message $M$ by $s$ may cause several logical timeouts to become candidates for expiration with respect to $r$; this stems from the fact that replicas generate SYNC messages periodically rather than each time it sets a logical timeout. As a concrete example, if $s$ is currently examining a message $M_3$ from $r$ with $\text{lastTimeoutSet} = 3$, then the logical timeouts with sequence numbers 4 and 5 would become candidates for expiration when $s$ examines $M_4$.

Each replica maintains $N$ candidate lists ($N$ being the number of replicas), numbered 1 through $N$, where list $i$ contains an entry for each logical timeout that has become a candidate for expiration with respect to $r$.

Step 2: Computing when each candidate should expire. Each candidate timeout $t$ is stored along with its local expiration time with respect to $r$. This value is computed as $t_{\text{SYNC}} + d$, where $t_{\text{SYNC}}$ is the local clock value contained in the SYNC message that caused $t$ to become a candidate and $d$ is the duration of $t$ as requested by the application. Intuitively, $t_{\text{SYNC}}$ represents the "best guess" of replica $s$ for when $r$ set timeout $t$, so $s$ believes $t$ should expire when $r$'s local clock reads $t_{\text{SYNC}} + d$ (i.e., $d$ seconds later). Note that since $r$ only sends SYNC messages periodically, $t_{\text{SYNC}}$ may be up to one period later than the actual time at which $r$ set $t$. This error is the price paid by our protocol to achieve constant message complexity.

Step 3: Triggering the expiration of candidate timeouts. At replica $s$, we say that a candidate timeout $t$ is triggered with respect to replica $r$ when $s$ examines a SYNC message from $r$ indicating that $r$'s local clock has reached the local expiration time associated with $t$ in candidate list $r$. Observe that a logical timeout that becomes a candidate upon examination of a new SYNC message from $r$ may not be triggered until a later SYNC message from $r$ is examined; this is due to the fact that examining new SYNC messages from $r$ is the only way in which $s$ updates its estimate of $r$'s current local clock value. When a logical timeout has been triggered with respect to $f + 1$ different replicas, the timeout is said to expire and is delivered to the application.

3) Discussion: We make several observations about our logical timeout protocol. First, because the examination of ordered SYNC messages is deterministic, each logical timeout $(t, d)$ expires at the same logical time (at all correct replicas). Second, Byzantine replicas cannot cause $t$ to expire before $d$ seconds have elapsed on the local clock of at least one correct replica; thus, Byzantine replicas cannot cause $t$ to expire "too soon." This property holds because $t$ does not expire until it is triggered with respect to $f + 1$ replicas, at least one of which is correct. Third, Byzantine replicas cannot delay the expiration of $t$ by sending a candidate for expiration and becoming triggered with respect to a correct replica $r$ on a message that is ordered from $r$, which cannot be influenced or delayed by the Byzantine replicas.

The "clock resolution" of logical timeout protocol is determined by two configurable parameters: i) the rate at which SYNC messages are generated (since this dictates how quickly a replica's local clock value can be observed to advance), and ii) the rate at which SYNC messages can be ordered by Prime. The latter is determined by the network delay between replicas (which, on a LAN, should be small) and the rate at which certain periodic messages are sent in Prime. The resolution of the timeout protocol is therefore limited by the slower of rates i) and ii) As explained in Section V, our current implementation achieves a resolution of approximately 17 ms, with the limiting factor being the rate at which Prime ordersSYNC messages.

B. Intrusion-Tolerant Reliable Channels

Many SCADA systems make use of a reliable transport protocol, such as TCP, to pass messages between the SCADA Master and the RTUs. By contrast, existing intrusion-tolerant replication systems tend to use UDP and implement their own reliability. In such systems, the replication engine passes application messages between clients and the server replicas. Unfortunately, since existing intrusion-tolerant replication systems implicitly assume that the application is client-driven, they provide only limited support for reliable communication between a client and the server replicas. Most use a transaction-based protocol, where the client retransmits its request if it does not receive a response within a timeout period. This approach makes additional implicit assumptions, namely that the server application will always generate a response that can be used by the client as an acknowledgment, and that this acknowledgment message will be sent to the requesting client. In our reliable SCADA system, messages may be originated by both the SCADA Master replicas and by clients. Moreover, the execution of a client message (e.g., a poll response) by the replicas may cause them to send a reply to an entirely different entity (e.g., the HMI workstation) or not to send a reply at all. Therefore, the system needs a more flexible approach to achieving reliability than the simple client-driven scheme just described.

As noted in [7], TCP is poorly suited to systems with potentially Byzantine receivers because of its design to send acknowledgments; the Byzantine receivers can require correct replicas to buffer an unlimited number of messages.
To address this issue, we developed two protocols that together implement the abstraction of an intrusion-tolerant reliable channel between clients and the SCADA Master replicates. Each protocol handles a different communication direction (see Fig. 2). The two endpoints of a channel are asymmetric: one is a client (RTU or HMI) and the other is the set of SCADA Master replicates. Using two unidirectional protocols allows us to take advantage of this asymmetry to optimize performance in each direction. The SCADA Master replicates may communicate with many clients, using a separate channel for each client. Each client is an endpoint of exactly one channel.

Applications interact with a channel using an API similar to that of a TCP socket. The API provides calls for establishing a connection, sending and receiving a message into and from the channel, and closing a connection. Despite the similarity of our API to the socket API, the fact that one end of our channels is replicated has several practical implications. First, when a client application sends a message to a channel, the channel implementation actually sends the message to multiple replicates to ensure its delivery (since some replicates may be Byzantine). Second, although it is a useful abstraction to imagine that a logical SCADA Master application sends a single message to a client, the sending of the message by the logical SCADA Master actually requires several physical messages to be sent, since multiple replicates introduce modest latency.

Byzantine replicates may also introduce arbitrary messages into the channel at any time.

We refer to messages introduced into a channel by correct replicates or correct clients as legitimate; all other messages are spurious. The correctness requirements of our channel abstraction, which we now state, define the delivery properties of legitimate and spurious messages.

Let \( O \) be a communication channel established between the SCADA Master replicates and a correct (non-Byzantine) client. We say that \( O \) is an "intrusion-tolerant reliable channel" if, even when up to \( f \) of the SCADA Master replicates are Byzantine, (i) delivers legitimate messages without modification or unnecessary delay; (ii) does not deliver spurious messages; and (iii) prevents either endpoint from causing the other to consume excessive computational or networking resources. Achieving intrusion tolerance is challenging. Because Byzantine replicates may attempt to insert spurious messages into the channel, delay or prevent the delivery of certain legitimate messages, attempt to deliver messages out of order, or otherwise attempt to disrupt the protocol.

Let \( O^c \) be a communication channel established between the SCADA Master replicates and a Byzantine client. \( O^c \) makes no delivery or timing guarantees for messages sent from the replicates to the client. Messages sent from the client (which, by definition, are spurious) to the replicates may or may not be delivered, but if any correct replicate delivers a message, then they all do. The channel also prevents the Byzantine client from consuming excessive resources at the replicates.

The following sub-sections provide a high-level overview of the operation of each reliable channel sub-protocol.

**Client-to-Replicas Sub-Protocol:** To introduce a data message into the channel, a client assigns it a sequence number and sends it to a set of \( f+1 \) replicates. Since at most \( f \) replicates are Byzantine, this ensures that the message is received by at least one correct replicate. Each client message carries a digital signature, which prevents Byzantine replicates from modifying its content. Upon receiving a data message, a replica places it into its local window. A replica introduces a message for ordering (via Prime) when all messages with lower sequence numbers have been placed in its window. Note that the same client message may be (legitimately) introduced for ordering multiple times (by different replicates), and that Byzantine replicates may introduce messages for ordering out of sequence number order. The replica’s channel implementation overcomes these issues and ensures that the client’s messages are delivered exactly once, in sequence number order.

Each replica sends cumulative acknowledgments containing the sequence number of the last client data message it has executed. Since the replicates execute data messages at the same logical time, all correct replicates construct identical acknowledgments. The client can slide its window forward (and thus send more messages) when at least \( f+1 \) distinct replicates have acknowledged executing the data message at the front of its window. This prevents Byzantine replicates from causing the client to prematurely slide its window. Note that although the replicates send identical acknowledgments, they send negative acknowledgments individually (i.e., based on which data messages they have locally received). This separation enables faster packet recovery in the face of loss, because a replica need not wait until an out-of-order message is executed before requesting a retransmission.

**Replica-to-Client Sub-Protocol:** Since the SCADA Master replicates construct data messages at the same logical time, each correct replica introduces identical data messages into the channel, in the same order. Outgoing messages are assigned a sequence number and sent to the client. A client’s channel implementation delivers a data message to the client application when the client receives \( f+1 \) copies of the message (from distinct replicates) and when the channel has delivered all messages with lower sequence numbers.

Clients send cumulative acknowledgments containing the sequence number of the last data message they have delivered. A client also sends negative acknowledgments for those messages it knows to be missing. For efficiency, the client indicates, for each missing sequence number, from which replicates it has already received a copy of the message. Such replicates do not need to retransmit their copies.

The SCADA Master replicates explicitly avoid introducing for ordering (via Prime) client acknowledgments that they receive from the network. This significantly reduces the computational
overhead of the protocol, because it avoids the several rounds of message exchange and the corresponding cryptographic operations associated with ordering. However, an important implication of this design decision is that different replicas may process client acknowledgements at different logical times. As a result, replicas may disagree on which messages the client has received so far, and they may hide their windows asynchronously with respect to one another. To ensure that the replicas still proceed through the same sequence of application states despite the asynchrony that may occur within their channel implementations, the replicas do use Prime to order the limited number of key events that might cause the behavior of the application to change. These events include i) connection establishment messages, ii) connection termination messages, and iii) messages indicating that a given replica believes a connection should be closed due to a timeout or because the client is not reading fast enough. Therefore, the replicas always agree on whether the logical state of a channel is open or closed, so they still behave like deterministic state machines at the application level.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We have integrated our Prime-based intrusion-tolerant replication engine with a real SCADA Master product for electricity distribution, and we have developed a proxy to integrate this survivable SCADA Master with an RTU. Before integrating our engine with this product, we benchmarked the engine in both fault-free and under-attack scenarios to verify that its throughput and latency could meet the performance requirements of a SCADA system. We also evaluated the performance of our logical timeout protocol to determine whether it could scale to large deployments. Benchmarking the engine in this way enabled us to assess its performance in isolation from the effects of any particular SCADA product or deployment. This section presents the results of our benchmarks.

A. Testbed and Network Setup

We used a cluster of four Dell Precision T3500 servers. The machines had 64-bit, 6-core, 3.47 GHz Intel Xeon processors, with 12 GB RAM and hyper-threading enabled. The machines were interconnected on a local-area network via a 100-port Gigabit switch. All machines ran 64-bit Fedora 12 Linux. 1024-bit RSA signatures [23] provided authentication and non-repudiation. Each machine can compute an RSA signature in 0.389 ms (2570/sec) and can verify an RSA signature in 0.02 ms (49,080/sec).

For our benchmarks, we implemented a simplified SCADA Master and a simplified RTU. The SCADA Master links with the Prime Server Library and the RTU links with the Prime Client Library (see Fig. 1). The SCADA Master can be configured to be server-driven (i.e., to poll one or more RTUs, driven by the expiration of logical timeouts) or client-driven (i.e., to receive RTU state updates and send replies). In the experiments described below, we ran two SCADA Master replicas on each of two machines (for a total of four replicas), and the remaining machines ran RTU processes.

Fig. 3. Poll operation latency, cumulative distribution function.

B. Polling Scenario

Since the main operation in a SCADA, system is the polling of RTUs by the SCADA Master, we first evaluated the performance of one engine in a polling scenario. We ran four replicas of the SCADA Master, and we ran 1000 RTU processes. The replicas polled each of the 1000 RTUs individually, at a rate of once per second. The time at which each RTU was initially polled was selected uniformly at random over a 1 second interval. Poll requests were 100 bytes long. Upon delivering a poll request, an RTU responded by sending a 100-byte poll reply. When the SCADA Master replicas delivered the ordered poll reply, they rescheduled a logical timeout for 1 second in the future to poll the associated RTU again. At steady state, replicas set (approximately) 1000 logical timeouts per second, sent 1000 poll requests per second, and received 1000 poll replies per second.

Polling Latency: First, we measured the latency of each poll operation, as measured by SCADA Master replica 1 during an 8-minute run. The latency of a poll operation is computed as the time between the replica sending the poll request to a given RTU and executing the ordered poll reply from that RTU. Since the test was performed on a LAN with sub-millisecond link delay, the measured latency was dominated by the time required for the Prime Server Library to order (and subsequently deliver) the incoming poll reply. This enabled us to measure the amount of latency added by Prime to a typical polling roundtrip. In a real deployment, the SCADA Master replicas would be separated from the RTUs by a wide-area network, so the actual polling latency reported here would be scaled up by the network roundtrip time.

Fig. 3 shows a cumulative distribution function of the polling latencies measured during the run. The x-value of a point represents the percentage of poll operations whose latency was less than or equal to the y-value of the point. For example, the figure shows that about 96 percent of poll operations had a latency less than or equal to approximately 22 ms, and all poll operations had a latency of less than 43 ms. Our discussions with SCADA system architects suggest that, given the supervisory nature of SCADA, this latency is sufficiently low to be suitable for real deployments (in fact, even a latency added by Prime that was twice as high would likely be low enough).
Polling Under Attack. To demonstrate that Prime can mitigate performance attacks effectively, we ran a polling experiment, but this time we instrumented the coordinator of Prime so that it would begin delaying its outgoing packets by 100 ms after the system had been running for 220 seconds. Fig. 4 shows the latency of the poll operations initiated between time 200 and 300 seconds, as measured at SCADA Master replicas. Each point represents the latency of a single poll operation. Before the attack, all poll operations had a latency of less than 30 ms, with most falling into two bands at 10 ms and 20 ms. The bands reflect the batching period of 10 ms used for certain messages within Prime. At time 220 s, there is a momentary spike in latency when the attack is triggered; poll operations initiated at this time were delayed by as much as 130 ms. The spike contains at most one operation for each RTU. That is, this is as “skinnier” implies that the other replicas quickly detected the attack and reconfigured Prime to mitigate the attack (by electing a new coordinator) so that subsequent operations were not affected.

C. Scalability Scenario

In order to better understand the scalability of our replication engine, we run a scalability scenario in which we measured Prime’s request ordering latency at different throughputs. To generate load, we configured the SCADA Master to be client-driven: the RTU submitted to the SCADA Master a 100-byte request to be ordered, and then the replica responded with a 100-byte reply. Upon receiving a reply, the RTU submitted a new request. We ran between 1 and 30 RTUs, each of which had up to 30 outstanding requests at a time.

In our first, baseline scalability test, each RTU submitted each of its requests to \( f + 1 \) SCADA Master replicas. Each request was followed by a confirmation message, and each confirmation message was sent \( f + 1 \) times (twice, in this case), reducing the maximum throughput that can be achieved. The throughput numbers that we report apply to the number of unique requests ordered per second.

Fig. 5 shows the average latency of a request vs. the throughput achieved by our replication engine. Latency was measured at the RTU and compared to the time between submitting a request for ordering and receiving the corresponding reply, averaged across all requests during the run. Throughput was measured at the SCADA Master replicas as the number of requests ordered per second. The performance of our baseline test is shown in the line labeled “Baseline, RTU to \( f + 1 \) replicas” in Fig. 5. Requests experienced a latency of about 25 ms when 12,000 requests per second were ordered, and they experienced a latency of about 30 ms when 13,500 requests per second were ordered. The loads beyond this point, latency dramatically increased because the system was saturated and at its peak throughput.

In running our baseline scalability test, we observed that the throughput of the system was CPU bound, and that the performance bottleneck was the computation required to verify the RSA signatures contained in all Prime messages. Therefore, we re-engineered our engine to use a separate thread for the verification of digital signatures, allowing the implementation to better exploit multiple CPU cores. As seen in the middle plot in Fig. 5, using a verification thread significantly increased the peak throughput of our engine, resulting in lower latency of about 27 ms when 20,000 requests per second were ordered and about 35 ms when 24,000 requests per second were ordered.

In the two tests just described, the RTU submits its request to \( f + 1 \) replicas. A different strategy would be for the RTU to initially submit its request to only one replica, and if it does not receive a reply within a timeout period, it submits to a different replica. This strategy can result in higher peak throughput in fault-free executions, but in under-attack scenarios it can cause latency to be increased by the duration of the RTU’s timeout. In order to assess the fault-free performance impact of this approach, we configured each RTU to submit its requests to a randomly-selected replica. As seen in Fig. 5, this modification increased the scalability of our engine even further, enabling it to order 30,000 requests per second with a latency just under 30 ms. We comment that although this optimistic strategy may be suitable for some SCADA systems, others may be more sensitive to delay, and thus which strategy to prefer is deployment-specific.
The above results suggest that the performance of our intrusion-tolerant replication engine will be sufficient for most SCADA systems, even large-scale systems with several thousand RTUs being polled approximately once per second.

D. Logical Timeout Performance

Accuracy: To measure the accuracy of our logical timeout protocol, we configured the SCADA Master application so that it set logical timeouts at various periods; upon delivering a logical timeout, each application replica re-scheduled a new one with the same duration. As shown in Table I, we run the application in this scenario with several different target periods (Table I, column 1). In each run, the replicas set timeouts at the given period for a five minute duration. For each logical timeout, we measured the time between replica 1 setting the timeout and delivering the event indicating that the timeout expired. Columns 2, 3, and 4 of Table I report the minimum, maximum, and average delay of the measured delay, respectively. Column 5 reports the average Δ, defined as the actual delay experienced minus the target delay, and Column 6 reports the standard deviation.

Table I shows that the average Δ for all measured target delays is between 15 and 20 ms, indicating that the application consistently experienced a delay 15-20 ms higher than it requested. As discussed in Section 4-A, this “error” reflects the clock resolution of the logical timeout protocol and is caused by the time required for Prime to reach agreement on sync messages. Since the Δ values are fairly consistent, the results suggest that an application should take the error into account when specifying its polling period. For example, Table I shows that an application wishing to poll at one second intervals should specify a polling period of 980 ms to compensate for the error. The 0 ms row on Table I shows the clock resolution directly when logical timeouts are set sequentially (i.e., the next one is started only after the current one expires). The data show that Prime can deliver roughly 60 sequential timeout events per second, reflecting an agreement time of roughly 17 ms.

Scalability: To evaluate the scalability of our logical timeout protocol, we measured the average Δ observed by the application when increasing numbers of periodic logical timeouts are set. We repeated this experiment for four different target periods: 10 ms, 100 ms, 500 ms, and 1 s.

Fig. 6 shows the intuitive result that the number of timeouts that can be set before the system reaches saturation (and the Δ values spike) increases with the target period. For example, the replicas can reach agreement on roughly 20,000 500 ms timeouts with a Δ of about 27 ms, and they can reach agreement on roughly 30,000 1 s timeouts with a Δ of 28 ms. Recall from Table I that the Δ values for 500 ms and 1 s timeouts when only one timeout was being set at a time were 14.7 and 17.1 ms, respectively. Thus, in the 1 s case, the number of timeouts being set increased by a factor of 30/1000 while the average Δ increased by less than a factor of 2, reflecting the protocol’s scalability.

VI. RELATED WORK

The number of reported cyber attacks, especially insider attacks, continues to rise. McAfee reported more than 50 million unique pieces of malware in its database in its Q2 2012 threat report [24], up from 70 million just one year earlier. Therefore, SCADA systems have begun deploying standard IT security technologies to harden their defenses. Some representative technologies include firewalls [25] to police incoming traffic; intrusion-detection systems [26] to monitor network and system events to log and report suspicious behavior; and application whitelisting [27] to ensure that only known, trusted executables can run. Although these technologies significantly enhance the security of today’s SCADA systems, they focus on preventing attacks and do not protect the SCADA application if an attack compromises part of the system.

The field of intrusion tolerance [12] represents a different way of thinking about security and availability. An intrusion-tolerant protocol assumes that some of the protocol participants may be Byzantine [13] and act in an arbitrary manner. Over the last decade, using intrusion-tolerant protocols to achieve consistent global state (e.g., [6],[11]) has been shown to be an effective technique for building highly available systems able to withstand partial compromises. Such protocols are known as intrusion-tolerant replication protocols. While earlier protocols guaranteed correctness (i.e., replica consistency) in the face of partial compromise, more recent protocols [6],[11],[28] also guarantee minimal performance degradation whilst under attack and hence meet our definition of survivability. Importantly, these recent protocols can also scale to support thousands of clients.

A different approach to applying intrusion tolerance techniques to critical infrastructure systems was presented by Haas et al. [29]. Rather than integrating intrusion-tolerant replication within the SCADA system itself, one creates an intrusion-tolerant “firewall” (called CRUTIAL Information Switch) that sits on the perimeter of the network and ensures...
that only messages which adhere to policy are admitted into the system, even if some of the replicas implementing the firewall are compromised. Such an approach has the benefit that it does not require any changes to or integration with the SCADA Master. However, its effectiveness requires the policy to be specified and implemented correctly, and (unlike our approach) it does not protect the SCADA Master from attacks launched from within the system’s security perimeter. Another important distinction is that CRITIAL relies on trusted hardware components, which are assumed to be unstealable or compromised.

In contrast, our survivable SCADA system assumes that any machine may be compromised.

VII. CONCLUSION

In addition to the conventional challenges to availability, such as hardware crashes, power failures, and network partitioning, SCADA providers must also anticipate the consequences of cyber attacks. Whereas conventional enterprise security technologies have sought to build increasingly sophisticated perimeter defenses, in this research we sought to answer whether it is possible to build a SCADA system that is able to operate correctly and with good performance even if a cyber attack was successful at evading these conventional defenses. As the compromise of the highest value asset, the SCADA Master, can have potentially disastrous consequences, our work has focused on protecting this entity via intrusion-tolerant replication. In effect, intrusion tolerance allows the SCADA Master application to act as its own firewall, thus providing protection in the event of a security breach.

This paper reports on our experience designing and evaluating our first demonstration SCADA system. We described the unique requirements imposed by the SCADA architecture and gave an overview of several new techniques facilitating the integration of intrusion-tolerant replication and SCADA. Our experimental results illustrate that our replication engine performs sufficiently well to meet the needs of even large-scale SCADA systems containing thousands of RTUs.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Skare.
Mr. Golden, welcome.
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TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION, ELECTRIC POWER RESEARCH INSTITUTE

Mr. GOLDEN. Thank you and good morning.
Chair Murkowski, Ranking Member Cantwell and members of the Committee, thank you for inviting me here today to discuss energy efficiency of blockchain and other similar technologies, as well as the cybersecurity possibilities of such technologies for energy industry applications.

My name is Thomas Golden, Program Manager for Technology Innovation, appearing before you on behalf of the Electric Power Research Institute, also known as EPRI.

The goal of both my written testimony as well as my testimony today is to provide this Committee with objective research findings to help inform your discussions regarding this potentially important technology.

As you know, many times there is a desire to think of blockchain and bitcoin as one and the same; however, bitcoin is not blockchain. Rather, it uses blockchain as the underlying technology platform. That being said, it is also important to note that much of the relevant early research to date has been conducted on bitcoin because of the relatively wide adoption of volatile value and popularity in the press.

There are several different types of blockchain architecture currently in use, including the proof of work, proof of stake, proof of authority, and tangle. Each of these architectures require varying levels of energy.

Bitcoin uses the proof of work architecture which is often most energy intensive. For that reason, combined with the Committee’s hearing topic, I would like to share a few thoughts regarding the mining process for bitcoin.

Mining is a process of using computing power to solve cryptographic puzzles to validate new transactions in the blockchain. When bitcoin was first established mining was possible using a standard desktop PC; however, the cryptographic puzzle is made more difficult every 10 days to maintain an average of 10 minutes of solving new transactions. As these cryptographic puzzles become more difficult, the amount of computing power required to solve these puzzles increases, resulting in an increase in energy usage based on the computing power and cooling requirements.

Much like gold miners of the past traded their pans for pickaxes and their pickaxes for front end loaders, blockchain miners are constantly looking to gain efficiencies in both processes and energy requirements. There has been a transition from the standard desktop PC to something called the graphic processing unit and finally to the application-specific integrated circuit. Each transition has resulted in increasing efficiencies by either one or two orders of magnitude.

Similar to the mining route times of the past where miners congregated geographically, bitcoin miners have sought to locate themselves with unused high capacity electric grid connections, rel-
atively inexpensive electricity and a cold, dry climate. This is all intended to reduce their energy costs which have been estimated to be as high as 32 percent of overall operating costs.

When bitcoin prices hit record highs, many began to enter this new market and establish mining operations. Although the mining operations have become more sophisticated, this surge of new participants helped to drive up overall energy consumption.

Today, worldwide bitcoin energy usage is estimated between two to three gigawatts of power. To put that in perspective, this is approximately 0.1 percent of the total worldwide generating capacity, or more simply put, equivalent to the power required for nearly two million residential homes. This power consumption can be thought of as somewhat small in a global context but can be seen as very large in concentrated areas that are experiencing bitcoin boom towns.

EPRI is working with its members to understand the potential challenges associated with blockchain mining operations, including potential cost to customers. Our research will continue to examine a wide array of potential impacts this technology may impress upon the electric grid.

Additionally, EPRI has recently convened a member group called the Utility Blockchain Interest Group. This group of nearly 40 energy companies has been chartered to discuss research findings, level set technology intelligence and share results of early pilots.

Finally, it is important to state that bitcoin is not the only use for blockchain technology. Any transaction that requires trust and currently uses a third party to deliver that trust, will most likely be looked upon as a place where bitcoin can add value.

Many changes are underway in the electric grid. Gone are the days where consumers simply buy their electricity from their local trusted utility. Today we continue to see the installation of distributed energy resources such as solar panels on commercial and residential roofs. This presents an opportunity for what many are calling transactive energy. Rather than simply buying electricity from a utility, there exists a possibility where in the future you could buy and sell electricity in an open market with your neighbors and your utility. Many have theorized that blockchain technology may solve many of the challenges associated with setting up such a market. Additional research and testing is required before this theory can be truly vetted. EPRI is committed to this research and has created an initial version of the blockchain energy market simulator to test this theory.

In closing, I thank you again for the opportunity to testify before the Committee today. I look forward to discussing many of the nuances and potential use cases for this technology in the energy industry and the potential applications regarding cybersecurity.

Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Golden follows:]
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“The purpose of the hearing is to consider the energy efficiency of blockchain and similar technologies and the cybersecurity possibilities of such technologies for energy industry applications.”

August 21, 2018

Chair Murkowski, Ranking Member Cantwell, Members of the Committee – thank you for inviting me to discuss the energy efficiency of blockchain and similar technologies as well as the cybersecurity possibilities of such technologies for energy industry applications.

The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) conducts research and development relating to the generation, delivery, and use of electricity for the benefit of the public. An independent, non-profit organization, EPRI brings together its scientists and engineers, as well as experts from academia, government, and industry, to help address challenges in electricity, including reliability, efficiency, affordability, health, safety, and the environment. EPRI’s members represent approximately 90 percent of the electricity generated and delivered in the United States, and international participation extends to more than 30 countries.

EPRI’s research into blockchain and its capabilities began recently (2016) as early interest in bitcoin led to questions on bitcoin mining energy usage and how other blockchain enabled technologies could impact energy industry processes and operations. EPRI’s early research efforts related to blockchain technology in the energy sector have revealed several pilots that have shown potential promise in the use of blockchain to enable transactive energy. The GridWise Architecture Council’s (GWAC) Transactive Energy Framework defines transactive energy as techniques for managing the generation, consumption or flow of electric power within an electric power system through the use of economic or market-based constructs while considering grid reliability constraints. The term “transactive” comes from considering that decisions are made based on a value. These decisions may be analogous to or literally economic transactions.

While innovation in the blockchain space is rapidly expanding blockchain capabilities, questions remain as to the standards, scalability, energy usage, and potential return on investment related to deploying blockchain-enabled technology into distribution and transmission networks. EPRI has
helped to raise awareness and provide information to the energy industry via our Technology Innovation research program and EPRI’s Utility Blockchain Interest Group (UBIG). This UBIG is comprised of nearly forty energy companies and growing as the technology continues to generate great interest within the industry. EPRI has also begun developing a blockchain-based energy market simulator to explore how loads and renewable resources could work together using more granular market information.

**Information & Insights**

EPRI has published a whitepaper (attached) and what we term “Quick Insights” *(Blockchain: Early Activity for Utilities; Bitcoin Mining, Blockchain, and Energy Consumption attached)* to provide the public and energy industry with a high-level view of blockchain basics and potential impacts on industry capabilities if blockchain technology were to be adopted. These two documents provided much needed education to counter some hype that often surrounds emerging technologies. In addition to these early education efforts, EPRI’s UBIG holds regular webcasts to share experiences and applications of blockchain among supporting members.

**Blockchain and Energy Use**

In response to questions around blockchain and energy use, EPRI published *Quick Insights: Bitcoin Mining, Blockchain, and Electricity Consumption*. Questions have been raised about data mining operations. These operations often seek out locations with a cool, dry climate, which reduce HVAC expenses and lower energy costs. The concern is that these operations may shutter if cryptocurrency mining becomes less profitable. The price of Bitcoin, one ‘cryptocurrency’, has seen a decline in recent months from a high of ~$19,000 in December of 2017 to roughly ~$6,000 today as shown in the figure below.

![Figure 1 Bitcoin price from Nov 1, 2017 to August 16, 2018 Source: CoinDesk](image_url)
Blockchain Architecture

Blockchain is an append-only file; data can only be added and verified. Once added, data cannot be changed or deleted. The various blockchain architectures of Proof-of-Work, Proof-of-Stake, Proof-of-Authority, and tangle all make different design trade-offs and hence, use different amounts of energy, have different security requirements, and differ in performance characteristics. A blockchain company called Ethereum is already experimenting with using Proof-of-Stake\(^1\) for some blocks in its chain to counter scalability and energy use issues.

The three primary characteristics that collectively make blockchain interesting are security, transparency, and immutability—don’t fit all types of transactions. Security and control requirements vary due to design trade-offs inherent in the technology. It is important to find processes where these three characteristics add value. Some of the early uses EPRI is exploring in addition to transactive energy involve applications that may be subject to audits and safety checklists. For customer-facing applications, the main value may be in increasing trust for those customers who would prefer an independent system capturing energy usage.

Transactive Energy

Blockchain is seen as an enabler for Transactive Energy. The challenge facing any transactive energy system is that it must run on disparate devices, through many levels of the grid, consumer, microgrid, feeder, distribution system operator, and transmission system operator to enable transactions. These transactions will be between the customer and the utility, as well as any willing buyer and seller (prosumer). Blockchain could potentially solve this challenge and provide a platform that handles exactly what is described above. Regardless of the type of device, if the contract constructs are standardized, then the device would only need to be able to exchange price/energy data with the blockchain being used to enable the market. In the energy sector, nearly all the attention has been on blockchain’s enabling capability for transactive energy or eMobility (e.g., payment platform for electric vehicle payments). However, there are regulatory barriers that currently restrict transactions to being between a customer and their local utility and questions about the cost, return on investment, and capability of the devices required to enable this infrastructure. Also, as in traditional smart metering, there are differences in geography and topology that impact the design of the required communication networks. What may be feasible in downtown New York with ubiquitous broadband connectivity, may not work in rural areas that are usually more limited to Power Line Carrier (PLC) or intermittent communication.

To better understand this environment, EPRI has created an initial version of a blockchain energy market simulator. This platform was developed as part of the Information Communication Technology Security Architecture for DER research program. This platform will be expanded to simulate many more nodes, loads types, and combined with the EPRI smart inverter simulator.

---

\(^1\) https://www.coindesk.com/bitcoins-taproot-privacy-tech-is-ready-but-one-things-standing-in-the-way/
and should provide robust simulation capabilities for loads, generation, and energy from solar panels. This simulation capability, built on an open platform, coupled with the projected deployment cost, may finally give some insight into the total cost of ownership required to enable transactive energy.

**Concluding Remarks**

Working collaboratively with other stakeholders, EPRI will continue to explore energy efficiency of blockchain and similar technologies as well as their cybersecurity implications.

EPRI is committed to developing science-based solutions to these difficult problems, and offers technical leadership and support to the electricity sector, public policymakers, and other stakeholders to enable safe, reliable, affordable, and environmentally responsible electricity.
Quick Insights

Blockchain: Early Activity for Utilities

RESEARCH QUESTION

What is blockchain and its associated capabilities and applications in the utility industry?

KEY POINTS

- Blockchain is an emerging digital technology acting as a distributed ledger to record transactions.
- The technology removes the need for centralized third-party intermediaries and supports cryptocurrencies that function similar to cash, which are exchanged immediately with no provision for money being returned.
- As the internet of things (IoT) evolves and connected devices proliferate, blockchain may facilitate payments and other information exchanges among an exponentially increasing volume of customers and service providers.
- The technology is in its early stages of development, with only a couple of utility-related proof-of-concept implementations, though engagement is starting to increase with companies developing the technology for various use cases.

INTRODUCTION TO BLOCKCHAIN

Blockchain is a "distributed ledger" technology, like a traditional ledger, it keeps a record of every transaction in a system. Unlike centralized ledgers, it is considered transparent because every participant in the peer-to-peer network has a copy of the ledger and can see the contents of every transaction. Blockchain is currently more closely associated with enabling cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, or ZCash, but in addition to its uses as a currency, hundreds of use cases are being explored, everything from games to contracts.

Blockchain gets its name because it is a chain of data blocks, each containing a given set of transactions. Additionally, each block contains a mathematical algorithm called a cryptographic hash which is based on all the content of all the blocks in the chain to that point including a timestamp based upon the time of creation.

While there are a number of kinds of cryptographic hashes, they all share the property that it is relatively easy to verify that a particular block of data matches a given hash.
topographic hash, but that the reverse operation of creating a block of data that matches a particular hash is very difficult.

This computationally difficult verification is called a proof of work in blockchain parlance. In Bitcoin, one of the more well-known cryptocurrencies based on blockchain technology, the “miners” (the entities that create a new block) are rewarded with bitcoins for performing this task. Other entities also exist in the cryptocurrency ecosystem, such as exchanges, which will exchange the cryptocurrencies for something else (dollars, euros, etc.), and wallets, a mechanism that allows one to buy or sell using the cryptocurrency, without the energy or computational overhead of the entities that maintain the blockchain.

There are trade-offs made with the distributed ledger design choice. For example, with Bitcoin, the blockchain is computationally expensive, and for Bitcoin miners (the entities that create the proof-of-work), only the largest organizations can afford to pay for the energy required to run the computers, whereas smaller entities may pool their resources and share the rewards. The size of the blockchain is also a challenge. It is estimated that for a Visa-scale transactional system (~3,000 per second), the blockchain would grow at a rate of approximately 25 terabytes per month.

While a blockchain is inherently secure due to how blocks are created and the use of cryptographic keys, it is not without its challenges. While the chain is secure, the computers and devices that would participate are still vulnerable to hacking. However, to compromise the blockchain, a hostile entity would need to control more than half of the participating devices due to the nature of how participants need to “agree” on each block that is added to the chain, the majority “wins”.

PERMISSIONLESS VS PERMISSIONED BLOCKCHAINS: A MATTER OF TRUST

The Bitcoin implementation of blockchain is permissionless, that is, anyone can choose to participate and decide how much information they wish to reveal about their identities. In this way Bitcoin is “pseudo-anonymous”—while identities may be hidden, some companies now offer services that perform analysis on the blockchain in an attempt to reveal participant identities. However, in a permissioned blockchain, entities are only allowed to participate if their identity has been verified.

There are cryptocurrencies, such as ZCash that allow complete anonymity using what is called a “zero knowledge proof”, where a verifier can validate that the user knows something to a third-party without revealing the actual item in question. Zero knowledge proofs are probabilistic proofs rather than deterministic proofs. The chapter has some chance, albeit small, to make the verified believe they satisfy the proof.

Due to current and potential emerging regulatory requirements, blockchains applied in the utility industry will likely be the permissioned variety.

APPLICATIONS OF BLOCKCHAIN

There are hundreds of use cases for blockchains in various stages of development (a list can be found at http://blockchain.com). The applications are endless from smart contracts, insurance, ticket purchasing and keeping personal data inidentity records, to unalterable constitutions or governance—now enforced by algorithm rather than humans.

Similarly, any transaction that the utility participates in that requires an exchange of currency or of paper could use a blockchain. When all parties can verify a transaction without requiring a third party for validation or confirmation to process the hold information, the cost and speed of transactions is improved, potentially reducing costs and benefiting society. EPRI’s investigation of blockchain as well aligns with its public benefit mission. This may also be the answer to facilitating the
transactions required to enable transactive energy. This concept changes the relationship of customer and utility to each other. A consumer can buy or sell, not just to the utility, but to any willing participant.

INDUSTRY ACTIVITY

The CleanTech Forum Conference (January 24-25, 2017) offered a panel discussion on blockchain technology which brought together international representatives from the utility, vendor, and startup communities. The startup companies use, and are publishing, clear opportunities in the financial industry. They were looking at the utilities to outline potential use cases for blockchain in the energy sector, while the utility attendees were interested in potential applications and impact on their businesses.

There is a clear knowledge gap between technology developers and existing market participants, as well as legal, regulatory, and technical issues which will need to be addressed. However, these use cases were mentioned that may demand closer inspection:

- Transactive energy to support DER and their interaction with DER management systems (DERMS)
- Flexibility— the ability to transact energy changing at stations in multiple service territories
- Customer contracts — removing the middleman from the retail energy market

NEXT STEPS/ONGOING EPRI RESEARCH

EPRi will continue to survey new technologies and the marketplace for blockchain-related capabilities and use cases that would present opportunities in the utility industry. EPRi will also engage utility leadership and thought leaders in this emerging industry to provide information and assess potential impact to the energy industry, and to inform related research activities.

CONTACT INFORMATION

For inquiries regarding the technical content of this brief or for general inquiries about EPRi’s Quick Insight Briefs, please send an email to: QuickInsightBriefs@epri.com
RESEARCH QUESTION

What is the energy consumption of mining cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, and how can utilities best interact with these customers?

INTRODUCTION

In 2009, Bitcoin became the first digital currency based on a blockchain technology, which has become broadly known as cryptocurrencies—coins that can be used to purchase goods and services without the involvement of financial institutions or governments. There are currently more than 1,300 similar cryptocurrencies using blockchain technology to secure transactions, create a non-repudiable history, and record and validate the transfer of value. Cryptocurrencies are backed by blockchain technology, which employs cryptography to validate each transaction and create a permanent public record. Bitcoin mining requires large amounts of electricity, but its inherent volatility, decentralized operations, and inherent future create challenges for electric utilities engaged in long-term asset planning.

KEY POINTS

- Bitcoin mining requires an estimated 1 to 3 GW of continuous electricity demand—representing less than 0.1% of global electricity generation capacity.
- It is difficult to determine the actual electricity use for mining Bitcoin at any given time because there is no central registry of miners. Similarly, it is virtually impossible to accurately predict future growth because the efficiency of mining equipment is changing rapidly, the difficulty of mining varies, and the revenue paid to miners is highly volatile.
- Given that the values of many cryptocurrencies have recently skyrocketed, any reporting that extrapolates current growth rates to project future electricity demand will likely result in future predictions of consumption.
- The potential boom-or-bust nature of cryptocurrency mining and the potential risk to longer-term outcomes lead to stranded assets.
- Amid rapid Bitcoin mining growth in U.S. regions where electric rates are inexpensive, local utilities have grappled with accommodating or banning this type of electricity load.
- The blockchain technology that underpins cryptocurrencies could eventually streamline the management of other transactional processes, but it is too soon to determine its ultimate impact.
WHAT IS BLOCKCHAIN?

Fundamentally, a blockchain is a series of digital blocks, each of which contains a set of transactions. A unique identifier represents the contents of each block and the combined value of all prior blocks in the chain. This linkage of unique identifiers, called a cryptographic hash, ties the blocks together in the chain. Rather than having a centrally stored and controlled ledger like a traditional accounting system, the blockchain’s “ledger” is distributed, with each participant in the peer-to-peer network holding a copy of the “distributed ledger.”

Each block of transactions recorded in a blockchain requires a proof of work (PoW) to validate the block and securely append (and timestamp) it to the ledger. This creates a chain of blocks, hence the name blockchain.

A PoW is a cryptographic hash discovered by performing a computationally intense algorithm called mining. A hash function is simple to compute given an input value, but the inverse function—i.e., solving for an input given the output—can only be determined through brute-force trial and error. Because a PoW is required to validate each block of transactions that is added to the ledger, mining is necessary to support the use of the currency. In exchange for computing the hash, a miner earns a reward (typically a small amount of the cryptocurrency).

For more information on potential applications for blockchain technology, see BMI Quick Insight 300020099892 [1] and BMI white paper 3000010242 [2], which explain how blockchain technology could be applied to other utility transactional business operations.

MINING FOR CRYPTOCURRENCY

When Bitcoin was first established, mining was possible using the CPU of a standard desktop PC. As more miners have joined the Bitcoin network, the global hash rate (total number of hash functions that are solved by all miners on the network) now measured by exahashes per second (EH/s).EH/s has risen exponentially, to as high as 28 EH/s in March 2018.

The difficulty of the mining algorithm is adjusted roughly every 10 days to maintain an average creation of one block every 10 minutes. With the mining reward set to be halved about every four years, mining will become less profitable over time..As a result of continuously growing resource requirements—particularly the amount of electricity needed for processing and cooling—GPUs are no longer cost-competitive for Bitcoin mining. To improve efficiency, miners initially shifted from CPUs to graphics processing units (GPUs), which offer about an order of magnitude superior mining performance over standard CPUs.
Today’s best-in-class mining hardware—which employs application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) specially designed for mining Bitcoin—performs two orders of magnitude better than GPUs. Due to advances in chip technology, reported mining efficiencies have roughly doubled every 12 months, from about 500 J/TH (joules per terahash) in late 2014, to 250 J/TH in late 2015, to 100 J/TH in mid-2016. Recognizing that one of the largest manufacturers of mining hardware also operates one of the world’s largest mining facilities, there may be preproduction mining machines in operation that surpass the commercially available 100 J/TH efficiency level.

Serious Bitcoin mining operations are not expected to reside in conventional data centers because the core business of data centers that house mining operators is to maximize the number of hashes computed for the lowest operating cost. With little concern for equipment availability, mining facilities do not employ the redundancy, fault-tolerance, or power conditioning equipment used in conventional data centers. In addition, many miners use “free cooling,” relying on evaporative “swamp” cooling rather than mechanical (vapor compression) cooling. Some mining facilities have no mechanical cooling aside from fans that bring in outdoor air.

### INDUSTRY ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Since December 2017, when the value of Bitcoin reached all-time highs of $20,000 per bitcoin, numerous media outlets have reported on the growing energy consumption of the Bitcoin network. These reports cite the Bitcoin Energy Consumption Index (BECC) published on Diacronia.net (3) which uses an economic approach to estimate the annual energy consumption of Bitcoin (more than 30 TWh as of March 2018). Note that any estimate of overall energy consumption must realize numerous assumptions because there is no central registry of all active Bitcoin mining machines. Moreover, there is neither published data on the efficiency of mining machines in real-world applications, nor data on the number of machines in operation.

However, this widely cited estimate is fundamentally flawed. It assumes that 50% of mining revenue is spent on electricity without providing a citation. One critic of this approach (5) suggests that the actual percentage of mining revenue spent on electricity may range from 5% to 32%, when accounting for capital recovery. In addition, the author of the BECC estimate presents a case study from an operating mining facility that found that the real-world efficiency of mining machines was less than rated efficiency—a finding attributed to the elevated operating temperature and failure rates seen in the real-world application.
Marc Bévard, a cryptocurrency researcher and entrepreneur, makes a more detailed evaluation of hardware efficiency on his website [4]. This approach took an in-depth look at the evolution of mining hardware efficiency over time, estimating the number of machines added in each hardware generation as a function of the increasing global hash rate. It makes the conservative estimate that only the least efficient hardware available in each generation was added, so long as it was profitable to operate at 3.05 J/kWh. On January 11, 2018, Bévard updated his estimate of the global Bitcoin mining network to be 2.1 GW of demand upper and lower bounds of 1.6 and 3.1 GW and 18 TWh of annual consumption (ranged by 14 and 27 TWH).

The results of this estimate and others suggest that Bitcoin mining worldwide is on the order of 2 to 3 GW. With global installed generating capacity totaling more than 6,200 GW as of 2015 [6], Bitcoin mining represents less than 0.1% of world generating capacity. In 2014, the annual energy consumption of data centers worldwide was estimated to be 138 TWh [7], roughly 10 times the annual consumption of Bitcoin mining estimated by Bévard [4].

There may be valid concerns as to how the energy intensity of cryptocurrencies would scale if they were to handle the number of transactions supported by credit cards each year (roughly two orders of magnitude more). Any reporting that complicates current growth rates — when the value of the currency has recently skyrocketed — will likely influence future prediction of energy consumption. It is virtually impossible to make an accurate prediction of growth in mining demand due to the number of unknown variables, including:

- Mining difficulty depends on the number of miners connected.
- The real-world efficiency of mining hardware is unknown, and reported hardware efficiency has improved at an unprecedented rate.
- The revenue paid to miners is highly unpredictable because it is determined by the value of the cryptocurrency, which has been highly volatile.

**EVOLVING INDUSTRY**

While it is impossible to predict the rate of future mining growth, there is evidence that this industry may continue to expand in the near future. For instance, demand for mining equipment has created a scarcity of back-end hardware, and prices have risen significantly. In addition, anecdotal reports from mining operations and utilities indicate that it is growing rapidly in certain parts of the United States.

Specifically, the majority of commercial Bitcoin mining operations have been located in China—specifically, Inner Mongolia—due to its cold, dry climate and exceptionally low cost of electricity. In January 2018, the Chinese government began to curb mining, in part due to its impact on demand for electricity. Since then, there have been several reports of mining operations seeking to make significant expansions in areas of North America where electricity and land prices are modest and the climate favors free cooling. For example, mining operations in Wenatchee, WA have been able to take advantage of frequent electricity outages and unused distribution capacity left by shuttered industries (namely aluminum and logging). On the other hand, Pittsburgh, PA has banned any additional mining operations from locating there for 18 months due to the impact that these facilities may have on local electricity prices.
Even with low-cost electricity, the volatility of mining revenues may drive some mining companies to cease operations before electric utilities fully recover the costs of delivering service. With so much uncertainty in the longevity of this market, utilities may best consider these customers cautiously. Yet given the high load factors of these facilities, some utilities might consider them very attractive customers, if only for a limited time.

One aspect largely missed in the discussion of blockchain efficiency is the potential for the technology to make other transaction processes more efficient. Because blockchain eliminates the need for a central database manager or independent transaction validation, it could streamline transaction management in areas other than cryptocurrency. If used for transactional databases in other industries (e.g., insurance, medical, real estate, and banking sectors), blockchain technology has the potential to offer global (societal) efficiency gains (i.e., digitizing and streamlining the management of verified transactions) while increasing electricity use to validate the transactions. However, it is too early in the maturity of this technology to deploy it to predict the potential efficiency gains. This is an area of ongoing research that EPRI is conducting under its Information and Communications Technology for Integration of Distributed Energy Resources program [6].

**RESEARCH GAPS**

- Can the actual energy consumption of cryptocurrency mining be more accurately estimated? What is the real-world efficiency of deployed mining machines?
- What is the risk to an electric utility of stranded assets or failure to recover costs?
- Can a mining operation follow time-series rates and only be active during periods of low electricity prices?
- Are these methods for making cryptocurrencies more efficient while maintaining security and validity?
- Can blockchain technology offer global (societal) efficiency gains (i.e., digitizing and streamlining the management of verified transactions)?
- What electric utility or other industry processes are best suited to blockchain technology?
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Abstract

Blockchain is a potentially disruptive technology that will impact the way in which many business transactions are conducted in the future, including those used by the utility industry and its trading partners. While it is most commonly known as the technology behind cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, the greater impact will likely be with the implementation and automation of "smart" contracts that reduce costs by eliminating intermediaries. In this white paper, the characteristics of blockchain will be explored, providing insight into why this is a disruptive technology, the places blockchain is being used today, some of the potential applications of this technology in the utility industry, and the current challenges and limitations of the technology of which utilities need to be aware.

WHAT IS BLOCKCHAIN

Fundamentally, a blockchain is simply a chain of blocks (hence the name), with each block containing a set of transactions. Within each block, a unique identifier is generated that represents the contents of that block, and additionally, the value of all the prior blocks in the chain. This linkage of unique identifiers, called a "cryptographic hash", is what ties the blocks together in the chain. Additionally, rather than being centrally located like a traditional accounting system, with a ledger stored and controlled in a central database, the blockchain’s "ledger" is distributed, with each participant in the peer-to-peer network holding a copy, hence the term "distributed ledger".
How Blockchain Works

In addition to the cryptographic hash, each block contains other data as well. In the case of cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, the block contains a list of transactions and the entire blockchain functions as a distributed ledger, which means that all the participants on the blockchain network have, and can verify, the contents of the blockchain. This transparency is an important feature of blockchain.

Whenever a node wishes to create a new transaction, for example, a customer wants to buy a hat, or two financial institutions want to exchange currency, this transaction is sent to neighboring nodes in the blockchain network. Because each transaction is digitally signed, each receiving node verifies the signature. Each receiving node propagates signed transactions, discarding any that cannot be verified. Collections of transactions are packaged into a candidate block by nodes in the peer-to-peer (P2P) network. This packaging and linking is called mining and has several different forms, depending on the type of blockchain mechanism used. The miners receive a “proof of work” for solving the puzzle (the hash of the prior blocks in the chain plus the new transactions). Receiving nodes verify the validity of these candidate blocks and accept them, adding them to their own blockchain. As candidate blocks are propagated and accepted by other nodes, the network arrives at consensus on the current state of the blockchain.

For a high-level view, Figure 1 below, illustrates the steps in the blockchian process.

Transaction Basics: “I want to buy a hat”

Assume for a moment that a customer wants to buy an item using a cryptocurrency such as Bitcoin (see Figure 2). The customer needs to send the merchant (“Hats R Us”), a bitcoin for payment (based on the current valuation, a very expensive hat). The merchant generates an address and sends it to the customer. The customer forms a transaction to transfer from their address to the address of the merchant. The transaction record contains a unique address and all the details of the transaction. This transaction is then broadcast to all the miners on the P2P Bitcoin network. The miner takes the transaction and broadcasts it to the next block in the chain (see Figure 1). Theminer will wait for confirmation (approximately 10 minutes for the miners to verify the transaction), or for low value transactions, simply assume the transaction is accepted so that the customer does not need to wait.

2. Addresses are generated within the Bitcoin core software, is an identifier of 20-35 alphanumeric characters, https://bc.mentor.com/address
the community, such as different miners running different versions of the code. This protects the community by helping to ensure that each node in the blockchain P2P network runs the same version of the software. This prevents challenges such as differences in determining how consensus is reached and, hence, which are the valid blocks in the chain.

Large miners / Pool operators – in the Bitcoin ecosystem, miners are rewarded for generating a key and establishing a proof-of-work with bitcoins. In the early days of Bitcoin, a person with a single desktop computer had a reasonable chance to get such a reward. However, as the number of participants increases, the reward for generating the proof-of-work has been outstripped by the energy costs to run the computer system. Only the largest miners, with the latest technology, optimized for mining and energy costs, can now reasonably expect to be rewarded with bitcoins. An individual operator has an increasingly smaller chance of getting such a reward. Hence, the evolution of the pool operators. A smaller miner can join a pool, increasing the chance of a reward being earned by this group, and the rewards are spread across all the participants in the pool.

Users / Wallet providers – Users or customers, create new transaction requests, for example, maybe they would like to buy a hat. Software called a wallet, processes requests to the P2P network, and these transactions are then packaged into blocks. A wallet allows a person or entity to generate a transaction without having to do the mining.

Payment processors – this software allows organizations that offer payment services in Bitcoin, but then pay their clients in real-world currencies.

Exchanges – just like traditional currency exchanges, this allows bitcoins to be exchanged with other currencies.

BLOCKCHAIN AND THE DISRUPTION CURVE

The disruption curve (Figure 3 below) illustrates how new technology can destroy incumbent players in established markets. Based on the work of Clayton Christensen, who discovered the phenomenon while investigating architectural changes in the hard drive industry and found that the curve repeated itself across many industries and technologies. Christensen makes the distinction between "sustaining innovation" versus "disruptive innovation." This finding dispelled the notion that perhaps companies were not listening to their customers or innovating in their product lines. Quite the contrary. They often did, but the investment in existing products and listening to customers led to only changes in existing technology.

Disruptive technology is often not recognized when it emerges. It often underperforms existing technology. However, disruptive technology presents certain attributes that new customers prefer, and in fact, disruptive technology often must identify new customer to be successful. When the new technology matures, and begins to outperform the incumbent technology, then it begins stealing customers from the incumbent (Figure 3 below).

It remains to be seen if blockchain's distributed ledger technology appears to be just such a disruptive technology.

Blockchain emerged in response to the financial crisis in the hopes of increasing transparency and to create a currency with specific attributes such as immutability, and limited supply (much like gold). At the time, these attributes were attractive to a small audience. As Bitcoin demonstrated the capability of the technology and became more accepted, innovators began exploring how distributed ledger technology could be employed in other types of transactions. While there are challenges with Bitcoin itself when it comes to issues such as scalability, the technology is being applied to a host of "smart contracts" and distributed applications. While any new technology must answer the question of, "How does this technology do something better than the existing technology?" to justify investment, it appears that it may be applicable anywhere contracts or exchanges are used today, with the added benefit of eliminating third parties to the transaction, which lowers costs (4).

The attractive advantages for new customers are reduced transaction costs, anonymity (to a greater or lesser degree), and immutability of the transaction. In this regard Blockchain has been creating a new set of customers, however,
the destruction of incumbents, the key hallmark of disruptive technology, has not been observed yet.

Blockchain and Distributed Applications

While blockchain is more well known as the technology behind cryptocurrencies, its greater potential is in the use of distributed applications, or in blockchain vernacular, “dapps.” There are hundreds of dapps that cover everything from games, to insurance, to unalterable contracts. Anything that can be controlled (financially, or any exchange, can be; hosted in a distributed ledger. The value-add of dapps is that they leverage the transparent quality of distributed ledger and payments is typically tamper-proof. This immediacy of payment, which functions essentially like cash, is one of the other benefits of blockchain.

Blockchain Challenges

Like any technology, there are tradeoffs intentionally made in the design to favor certain characteristics over others. Looking at the Bitcoin implementation, there have been challenges with scalability, anonymity, and hacking [4][5][6], albeit with some interesting twists.

Scalability – The Bitcoin blockchain is now 147 GB. This is easily handled by computers of the scale that are typical in utility data centers. However, it is estimated that a “visa scale” global network (~2,000 transaction per second) would need $1.3 terabytes (TB) per month [7], which requires planning to accommodate such a scale, and would, of course, surpass the ability of utility grid edge devices to be a part of the Bitcoin blockchain network (although edge devices could run a wallet and transact with a peer). As it relates to the Internet of Things (IoT), these are questions about the ability of cryptocurrencies to support the micro transactions that devices might employ as they exchange services.

Anonymity – As discussed in the “Getting Technical” section, blockchains can be permissionless (anyone can join) or permissioned (only authorized entities may join). It is often assumed that Bitcoin is anonymous, when in reality pseudonymous. Parties to transactions do not have to give identifying information beyond their public key, but there are methods available to determine a given party’s identity (for example, some companies offer services where they examine the Bitcoin transaction to deduce a party’s identity). Alternatives to Bitcoin, such as zCash (8) and Monero, promise complete privacy for those engaging in transactions. There is an interesting dichotomy at play when Bitcoin’s acceptance has been reflected in increasing regulation [9][10][11]. Blockchains that are completely anonymous not only disrupt markets, but disrupt regulation as well (if you’re using it, no one can tell). Also, when the particulars of a transaction are stored or controlled by a “smart contract” (12), it requires less need for oversight because the “oversight” is encoded in the contract to which the parties agree.

Security and Control – Those that control the nodes, control the contents of the blockchain. This goes back to how consensus is reached on the blockchain. The nodes “vote” on the largest chain. If a single entity controls more than 50% of the nodes, then that entity can determine which block“wins.” This has implications for both permissionless and permissioned blockchains, where a consortium controls the nodes: participants need to be mindful of the 50% rule. This also has implications for claims that blockchain will solve IoT security challenges. This is because the devices themselves are still vulnerable. If more than 50% of the IoT devices are compromised, then the blockchain they transact on can also be compromised.

An IoT consortium, led by COSCO, Bosch, and others, is working to leverage blockchain to “secure and improve” IoT applications [13]. However, while the blockchain itself is secure due to the nature of the security employed to encrypt the transactions, this does not inherently secure the IoT devices themselves. For example, traditional device issues, such as not changing the manufacturers default password or inappropriately applying vulnerability patches, could allow bad actors to launch a distributed denial of service attack (DDoS) from these vulnerable devices [14]. If the devices are compromised, then these devices could flood an IoT-based blockchain with bogus transactions.

While blockchain technology has some technology challenges that need to be addressed as it matures, it still bears the hallmarks of a disruptive technology.

The Ethereum Hard Fork – One demonstration that blockchain technology is still maturing, was the “hard fork” (a change in the software that runs Ethereum) that was used to restore lost funds [15]. This change to the software was required to return roughly $40 million worth of ether that had been stolen from an account owned by an unknown

---

3. https://blockchain.com
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For example, in Figure X, suppose the customer with the PV generates more energy than it needs and offers to sell it to the other utility customer. In this future looking scenario, a meter still provides the measurement and verification (one wants confirmation that what one is paying for has been produced). The utility, in this scenario, is the distribution system operator and provides the wires for the energy exchange to take place, and one or both parties would have a transaction fee to the utility that pays maintenance overhead on this operation, in addition to the transaction fee that would be associated with the blockchain in use. Again, blockchain computational requirements exceed the capability of residential meters, so another platform would need to be provided to manage the peer-to-peer network, perhaps an additional meter behind the utility meter as we see in the LO3 configuration of the Brooklyn microgrid, or a device that can run a blockchain wallet, or there may be a distributed peer on the circuit run by the utility, e.g., a distributed DMS or DERMS that in addition to providing control function could also provide the mechanism for the blockchain transaction. Contrast this with how transactions energy is provided in the United Kingdom.

P2P Energy in the UK

The United Kingdom already supports a P2P energy trading program, albeit a traditional one. Quidel Energy allows customers to sign up to purchase power from renewable energy suppliers that come in two categories: a 10 kW–100 kW provider with a pay-in tariff (PIT) tariff, or for >100 kW suppliers, power purchase agreements (PPAs), fixed, variable, and “cost for difference”. Buyers can choose from whom they wish to purchase and sellers get a predictable income.

Customers who sign up to the service are given access to an online portal where they can set preferences and priorities for their energy supply at certain points throughout the day. If a generator is available, the two parties are matched and the business will effectively pay that generator for the electricity it consumes. [1]

The difference is that Quidel Energy appears to be the normal third party handling the arrangements. In a blockchain-based P2P, once contract terms are met, buyers and sellers trade; there is no third party setting the market.

Metering

While blockchain could be used to secure transactions, there are some facets of smart metering today that do not lend itself to this application. Metering actors include the meter, the AMI head-end, optionally a Meter Data Management System (MDMS) that may serve as a data ware-

house for metering data, and the Customer Information System (CIS) which ties meters to customers and generates the bill. In traditional metering, there does not appear to be much place for blockchain to provide a "best" story.

The data flow for AMI metering is already secured; so there is not a value proposition for blockchain relative to that. In this case, the data exchange is only between the utility customer and the utility. There is no third party involved. Also, blockchain as currently available outperps the ability of a standard residential meter's computational capability.

**Move-in / Move-out / New Service / Prepaid metering**

Where there might be a place for blockchain in this scenario is for the move-in/move-out process or to setup prepaid metering. This is not the metering information path, but rather the "out of band" communications that go on between a potential customer, the utility, and third parties that may confirm the creditworthiness of a customer. In this scenario, the customer indicates a desire to become a utility customer. The utility uses a third party to confirm the creditworthiness of a customer and may require the customer to provide a deposit before engaging in a service contract.

Now consider using blockchain in this scenario. The tokens used by blockchain such as Bitcoin function like cash. If the customer wants to engage in business, blockchain assures the merchant, in this case, the utility, that the cash (token) are on hand before entering into a contract. The third party can be eliminated (paying the utility money and speeding the execution of the transaction). The customer and utility agree to pay via a blockchain currency, with the costs limited to the transaction fees of the blockchain in use. If the utility and customer use a permissioned blockchain, the transaction has the added benefit that the customer identity is verified before the parties enter into the transaction.

**Mobile Payments**

Even as early as some of the first requirements gathering efforts were occurring for Home Area Networking (HAN), vehicle charging and the payment for those services had been considered as part of that development. If a customer has an electric or plug-in hybrid electric vehicle, this process is straightforward. One adds electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE) to their premise, contacts their utility if there is an applicable tariff or program, and they can charge their vehicle.

The problem gets a lot more complex if the vehicle owner drive the vehicle to a different location and charges their vehicle there. If the location is in the same utility service territory, the driver simply needs to pay for the service locally, and if they wish to get credit with the utility program, then they need to identify themselves at that location.

It gets more complex when the electric vehicle uses a cross-territory. Potentially this customer would need to create an identity with every utility with which it desired to charge from. In the early days of HAN requirements, it was supposed that a national clearinghouse would emerge, much like a VISA or American Express that would handle these transactions. But these clearinghouses operate on a per-
carriage of the transaction, 2% and 3%, respectively. Given
the low transaction amount for vehicle charging this does
not provide much of an incentive to enter this market.

Now imagine that one is not only crossing utility service
territory, but national boundaries as well. This is the situa-
tion with electric vehicles in Europe and the Ether EoT
charging stations. The Ether EoT stations accept crypto-
currencies that can be paid via a blockchain wallet so
the fees associated with the transaction are very low and
no registration with a local charging provider is required
because the identities and transactions are managed by
the blockchain, and if the underlying infrastructure is used,
there is no matter what local entity (utility, government,
private) operates the charging station. For a similar case
to work without blockchain, the existing charging station
providers would need to agree to a common messaging
infrastructure between all of the potential transaction partic-
ipants, secure it, and then provide a mechanism to ensure
transparency (or be audited), all of which would increase
the operating costs. While the market is small today, the
value proposition will increase as the number of electric
vehicles and charging stations increase.

When the home security cameras were compromised, the
issue was not with the messages per se, it is that the devic-
es were compromised in the first place, allowing the devic-
es to participate in the distributed denial of service attack.
With IoT, the messages might be secured and properly
formatted, but if the devices themselves are compromised,
if an entity gains control of the majority of devices, then that
entity will determine the content of the blockchain. When
a device uses a low-power protocol such as CoAP that is
designed to run as little as 10 KB RAM, that suggests it
may not have the processing power to support blockchain,
even if it is only the wallet (allowing the device to transact)
and not a peer. Again, there are various strategies in place
today to secure IoT messages (TLS/SIS, DTLS, depending
on the messaging protocol), but this challenge is securing
the devices. It remains to be seen if the design compro-
mises required to get on IoT device to support blockchain
would be more or less secure than the security protocols
currently supported for the messages. Device security remains
a separate issue.

Asset Management

The story of the "lost" transformer is an issue as old as trans-
fomers themselves. (Transformer in this case is a surrogate
for any asset deployed in the field). The utility orders a
transformer; it arrives and is scanned into the system. When
it is needed for a job, the transformer is scanned, removed
from inventory, and loaded onto the truck. The transformer
is deployed in the field, with its location geographically
determined by the crew. However, in the past days of paper-
based paperwork, it was not uncommon for the paperwork
to be lost or incomplete. As systems have been automated
and barcodes or RFID employed to tag assets with tablets,
laptops, and scanners employed to automate the transfer
of custody, the barriers to adopting these leading practices
have been reduced, though perhaps not eliminated, as the
process still relies on a human to perform these functions.

The benefit that blockchain brings to this situation is that
the record is immutably fixed. It cannot be changed or forged
(assuming some relevant state and not just "I forgot to scan
the asset"). Although an asset still relies on a human actor for
transfer, one thing will be known for certain, who
the last person was to "touch" it.
**Smart** Contracts: **Appliance Service Plan**

Another area where a smart contract might be employed is with **Appliance Service Plans**. Often utilities offer this service themselves or via a contractor. Customers typically sign up via a web site and the work is contracted to annually inspect and service equipment, and in the case of a failure, replace or repair the equipment that is included in the plan. One of the benefits of a smart contract is that it is executed once the terms of the contract are met. Again, assuming a known entity via a permissible blockchain and tokens that are treated as cash (no need for a credit check or if funds are available), the contract could be executed immediately. Compare this experience to banking or real estate (or aircraft) where signed paperwork still needs to be faxed before an agreement can be executed.

**European Utilities Get Involved**

Other utilities in Europe investigating blockchain technology include: ENEL, E.ON, EDF, Energa, CEZ, Forum, Vattenfall, Bearsted, EDF, Iberdrola, E.ON, EDF, Enel, Energa and Allianz, as well as the British TSO National Grid and Elexon [12], that participated in a two-day workshop in Amsterdam. ENEL indicated that they use a need to review architecture impacts and the primary area of focus for them is low-voltage grid management, trading on the energy and commodities markets, and renewable energy for facilitating payments within microgrid [25].

**LOOKING FORWARD**

Bitcoin has moved from nascent technology to being accepted, albeit with at times dramatic fluctuations, as a currency that is used on world markets. But the disruption associated with blockchain distributed ledger technology is not with the emergence of this cryptocurrency, but with dapps, the distributed applications that will replace how any exchange based on a contract (payment, security, consideration, and term) are executed. Realizing this, several consortiums have formed to address the financial sector [26], IoT, logistics, and a coalition in the energy sector called the Energy Web Foundation. ERM will also be exploring how blockchain may impart different facets of the utility business, with emphasis on cyber security in the supply chain, within the Information and Communication Cyber Security Program (IC 183), and the Information and Communications Technology, and Security Architecture for Distributed Energy Resource Integration. We have only touched upon a small sample of use cases here. While these show some promise, the "killer app" for distributed ledgers has yet to be identified. For those looking for potential applications of distributed ledger technology in the utility industry, there are two sources one might start with, either the American Productivity and Quality Center (APQC) Process Classification Framework (PCF) utility specific model, or the ERM Business Architecture Service Repository. Both list hundreds of business processes that exist within utilities. These lists of processes and services could be reviewed for how distributed ledger technology either makes the process better (using the unique distributed ledger characteristics of immutability, ad transparency) or faster, by eliminating intermediaries.

In addition to utilities, it seems all the well-known technology companies, IBM, Google, Microsoft, in addition to a plethora of startups are emerging, all to create new blockchain applications. EnergyBro noted a Navient estimate that the spending to support these related technologies will be about $132 0.0 million in 2016, growing to about $2 trillion by 2023 [23].

Keep an eye on incumbent players. For example, while big banks are investing in blockchain applications because of the reduction in transaction costs, there will be emerging companies trying to displace banks for the very same reason.

Similar issues revolve around regulation. There are emerging attempts to regulate cryptocurrencies, but a permissioned blockchain where all the participants are completely anonymous has the ability to sidestep regulatory frameworks. Utilities will not want to be caught up in such schemes, but the potential disruption to regulatory agencies and their attempts to deal with this will be watching.

As with any emerging technology, utilities should continue to monitor the capabilities as they evolve, but be wary of...
startups that are not familiar with the utility business. Expect to see smaller companies go out of business, be acquired, or exit the space where they cannot compete. As many pilots begin to emerge, it will also be important to be wary of products that might utilize in beta, or otherwise not ready for full production mode, or companies that may outgrow their ability to support the customers they do gain. Gartner has blockchain at or near the peak of the hype cycle [24]. Be prepared for a shockout period as blockchain enters what Gartner refers to as the “trough of disillusionment.” Cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum seem to have established themselves, but other applications of the technology have yet to do so; and no “killer app” outside of these cryptocurrencies has really emerged.

Utilities should also be wary of pilots or applications that do not have a clear story of how blockchain technology improves or eliminates redundant processes, improves speed of delivery, or provides some other operational benefit. History has shown that in the IoT space, there have been overestimated claims of how simply using blockchain solves the security issues related to the devices themselves, so utilities will need to dig into benefit claims and ask for demonstrable capability of blockchain-related products and not chase blockchain because it is the latest silver bullet to hit the industry. There will be cases where blockchain provides a clear benefit, but these “can’t miss” use cases are still in the process of being determined.

For more information
Please contact Dr. Gerald R. Gray, agmd@sepri.com
+1.865.218.8113
Appendix

GETTING TECHNICAL: THE DISTRIBUTED LEDGER

Blockchain is more than the technology behind cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin. Due to the nature of distributed ledger technology that blockchain supports, the capabilities of smart contracts is likely to be the most disruptive feature of the technology. But first, readers will need to get technical for a moment while some of the pieces that make this technology work are explained to have a better understanding of the potential impact. Also, when Wensino come calling, it is important to be able to understand the basics of the technology so as to be able to validate any vendor claims about their products capabilities.

Public Key Cryptography

An important mechanism employed in blockchain is public key cryptography which is also known as asymmetric key cryptography to contrast it with symmetric key cryptography. With any symmetric encryption mechanism, the two fundamental operations are encryption and decryption. With encryption, an input message is rendered, often called the plaintext, into an equivalent message called the ciphertext which, ideally, is completely unintelligible. In symmetric key cryptography, which includes the well-known and widely used Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), the same key is used for both encryption and decryption. It is important to note that the security of such encryption is solely dependent on keeping the key secret. The fact that the algorithm is well known does not adversely affect the security of messages encrypted with such algorithms.

By contrast, public key cryptography employs key pairs. The pair of keys are related mathematically by one of a few so-called one-way or one-way functions in which is relatively computationally easy to compute a function, but for which the inverse function has no such algorithm. Of these key pairs, one must be kept secret and is therefore called the private key, but the other related key may be freely shared without compromising security and is therefore called the public key. The only difference between the keys is that one is kept secret. Mathematically there is no distinguishing characteristic to determine which is which, so for a given key pair, which one is made public and which one is kept private is an arbitrary choice. This feature allows some interesting uses that are much easier to accomplish with public key cryptography than with symmetric key cryptography.

Digital Signature

One such use is the digital signature. A digital signature is a way of associating a message with a private/public key pair without revealing the private key. The usual way that a digital signature is created for some message is to follow these steps:

1. Calculate the cryptographic hash of the message, called a message digest
2. Use the private key to generate a digital signature over the message
3. Transmit both the encrypted hash and the message

Using this, a receiver who knows the associated public key can verify the message by these steps:

1. Calculate the message digest of the message
2. Perform signature verification on the digital signature, resulting in a message digest
3. If the two message digests match, accept the signature.

There are two reasons that a cryptographic hash is used here. First, asymmetric cryptography tends to be much more computationally intensive (and therefore slower) than the corresponding secure symmetric key encryption, so it is faster to encrypt a small digest than a large message. Second, the use of a hash enhances the security of the scheme for reasons not explained here.

Using these mechanisms provides the features of authentications, integrity and non-repudiation, but not confidentiality. Simply explained:

- Confidentiality means that only authorized parties may read the message
- Integrity means that one can verify that the message has not been altered either accidentally or maliciously
- Authentication, in this context, means that if the digital signature of a message is verified, the message was created by the entity possessing the corresponding private key
- Non-repudiation means that an entity cannot plausibly deny creating a verified digitally signed message

Note again, that these features ensure that the private key remains secret.

The Cryptographic Hash

A cryptographic hash is a mathematical algorithm that re-ads an ordinary-sized block of data called the message into a shorter, fixed-size sequence of bits that is often called
a digest. There are several kinds of cryptographic hashes, but they all share the property that it is relatively easy to verify that a block of data matches a given digest, but that the reverse operation of creating a block of data that matches a digest is very difficult. This property allows for a simple method of verifying that the contents of a message match a given digest. One commonly used cryptographic hash function is called SHA-256. SHA-256 is endorsed and used by the US Government and is standardized in FIPS 180-3. Secure Hash Standard. It should be noted that the NSA plans to retire current cryptography standards and already recommends using at least SHA-384. Ensuring the cryptographical standards stay ahead of hacker capabilities is an important facet of ensuring financial transaction security. The cryptographic hash is what ties the blocks in a blockchain together.

Wallets

A wallet is a software that allows a user to transact with the blockchain-P2P network, without the requirement of being a peer or doing a mining activity. When it is created, there is a seed function that will create an account and manage the secure keys that a user needs to transact with a blockchain. Additionally, a wallet is encrypted so whatever device runs the software and the user’s password for the wallet is used to both encrypt and decrypt the contents. As noted in the “Transaction Basics” section, when a customer wants to buy a lot, it is the wallet software that connects with merchant system and a peer on the P2P network, authorizing the transaction (via the user) and sends the appropriate number of tokens for the transaction.

Smart Contracts

A smart contract is not the same as a legal contract as the same parameters one would use in a legal contract can also be used in a smart contract. A smart contract is simply a digital conditional trigger that is configured and embedded in the blockchain, coding that enforces when the conditions are met. In fact, a smart contract does not require the use of a blockchain, it is simply a smart contract, in conjunction with the blockchain, takes on the attributes that make the blockchain attractive in the first place: security and transparency.

DESIGNING A BLOCKCHAIN

If an organization did not want to use an existing blockchain but rather design a blockchain for a specific purpose or industry, there are several choices that need to be made. Each choice is briefly described below.

Who can access the network?

In cryptocurrency systems, such as Bitcoin, literally anyone can participate on the network (permissionless) [2]. All nodes can see the entire contents of the blockchain (blockchain functions as a distributed ledger) and can participate in creating and verifying new transactions. However, there are other possible models. For instance, it is possible to create a private blockchain system in which only certain qualified nodes may participate (permissioned). It is also possible for different nodes to have different roles as further described below.

How are tokens created?

In some systems, including Bitcoin, tokens are created via a specialty “genesis block” (the first block of the blockchain) and then further tokens are generated during the process of mining. With Bitcoin, miners are incentivized to mine by being rewarded with Bitcoin. Eventually all Bitcoins will be mined and no further ones can be created (the design of Bitcoin is such that the limit of generated tokens will be $21 million) although fractions of Bitcoins will continue to be used in transactions.

An alternative scheme is to give some nodes the ability to create digital tokens that are then used by the system. A genesis block is still required, but need not actually contain any tokens. Similarly, there may be a mechanism for destroying or “burning” tokens.

How are transactions validated?

In the case of Bitcoin, a message is at least potentially valid if the digital signature of a transaction is verified. To prevent “double spending” of Bitcoin, the network tries to arrive at a new consensus view before the transaction is verified. Alternatives could include matching the public key to an authorized list of nodes who can initiate that kind of transaction, though in this case, a mechanism would need to provide for a means to verify the identity of such a node.

References

2. https://blockchain.info/explorer/
How does the network arrive at consensus?

Within Bitcoin, the mechanism for the nodes to agree on a valid block is referred to as consensus. There are several ways that the network might arrive at consensus. Bitcoin uses a “proof-of-work” (PoW) scheme that involves solving a mathematical puzzle involving a cryptographic hash of the block content. Because it is computationally expensive to solve this puzzle, the first mining entity to solve the puzzle presents it to the network and other nodes may easily verify it. In the case that two nodes solve the puzzle nearly simultaneously, there are temporally two versions of the blockchain on the network, but this is generally resolved when the first solution to the next block is propagated; the network only accepts the longest chain in the correct one.

Another scheme is called Proof-of-Stake (PoS) which is less computationally expensive and uses significantly less energy. In this mechanism, nodes which have a larger balance have a higher probability of creating the next block. The cost to mine is significantly lower, and transaction throughput is increased and energy use is reduced versus PoW schemes. Lower mining costs, however, benefit both legitimate and malicious entities as the rate of introduction of fake blocks could be higher. There is also the potential that the entity with the largest stake might also be malicious. Various alternatives have been introduced to attempt to mitigate this risk including randomized or delegated PoS (DPOS) systems.

A class of algorithms generally called Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) algorithms is also an alternative approach. It was originally described in terms of what is called the Byzantine Generals Problem. Several Byzantine generals have, with their armies, surrounded a city. Some of them, but a minority, may be traitors. The problem is to find a way in which the generals may arrive at a plan of attack using only messengers between them such that all loyal generals agree on the same plan. There are a few variants, but essentially all of them have a maximum threshold of treacherous generals. The algorithm works if the actual number of disloyal generals does not exceed this threshold.

The Byzantine Generals problem applies to Blockchain because one cannot assume that these are no malicious nodes in the network. In fact, if a malicious entity gains control of more than half of the nodes on a given network, that entity determines what block, and its contents, achieve consensus.

---
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Golden. 
Ms. Henly, welcome.

STATEMENT OF CLAIRE HENLY, MANAGING DIRECTOR, 
ENERGY WEB FOUNDATION

Ms. HENLY. Good morning, Madam Chair Murkowski, Ranking 
Member Cantwell, Senators. Thank you for inviting me to speak 
today on this exciting and important topic.

My name is Claire Henly. I'm a Managing Director at the Energy 
Web Foundation which is the brainchild of a German technology 
start-up, Grid Singularity and a U.S. energy non-profit, Rocky 
Mountain Institute. Many of you will be familiar with Rocky Moun-
tain Institute’s founder, Amory Lovins, who sat in this chair often. 
The Energy Web Foundation builds open-sourced blockchain tools 
and technology for the energy sector in collaboration with our more 
than 80 affiliate companies, the likes of Duke, PG&E, Exelon, 
Sempra and many more globally.

Today I would like to leave you with three messages. First, lead-
ing blockchains are replacing energy intensive bitcoin mining prac-
tices with efficient alternatives. Second, blockchain presents a valu-
able opportunity for the U.S. electricity grid to improve security, 
increase efficiency and lower costs. And third, the U.S. is behind both 
Europe and Asia in advancing the frontier of blockchain research 
and development.

First, bitcoin uses significant electricity, as we've heard, roughly 
10 to 20 terawatt hours per year in our median estimates which 
is enough to power one to two million U.S. homes. Bitcoin’s elec-
tricity use is required by its security mechanism, proof of work, in 
which block validators, known as miners, work expending com-
puting power and electricity to add blocks to the bitcoin chain. 
Bitcoin’s energy use is a substantial concern, not only for you, Sen-
ators, but also for the industry. We know energy consumption on 
this scale will limit the potential of the technology to expand into 
and create value in energy and other sectors.

As a result, there are several alternatives that are under develop-
ment. Two are leading the pack. One called proof of stake re-
quires validators to deposit value on chain that is seized in the 
case of bad behavior. The other, called proof of authority, requires 
known, trusted and regulated entities to validate transactions. 
These alternatives have drawbacks, respectively, cost of capital and 
increased centralization, but they both also have the important 
benefit of using many orders of magnitude, less electricity which 
would lead to bitcoin consumption on the scale of a small office 
building, not a small country.

I don’t mean to suggest that blockchain’s electricity use will dis-
appear overnight. There’s currently little momentum in the bitcoin 
community to move away from proof of work. However, other lead-
ing blockchains are adopting the alternatives. Actually, the most 
widely-used blockchain, Ethereum, is in the process of switching to 
proof of stake and the Energy Web Foundation's blockchain is 
launching next year using proof of authority.

Second, beyond bitcoin blockchain presents a valuable oppor-
tunity for the U.S. energy sector. Bitcoin created a secure, distrib-
uted currency ledger, but blockchain has become, as we've heard, more than just bitcoin.

Subsequent innovations in blockchain have added the ability to execute code, turning the distributive ledger into a distributed computer. Features of this computer include automatic contract execution, no single point of failure, full data traceability and selective data permissioning and perhaps, most importantly, a common record of the state of the network held by all users.

What could this mean for the U.S. energy sector? It means a grid that is no longer only centrally controlled and vulnerable to grid operator attack; it means an energy market where customers can choose where they buy their electricity without fear of providence uncertainty or high broker fees; it means a grid where households, like large generators, can be accurately compensated for self-generation and efficiency; and it means an electricity system that is no longer unidirectional, but instead it supports local energy exchange, making for an overall network that is more dynamic, resilient and efficient. These are just a few examples. In the growing energy blockchain ecosystem there are dozens of companies who are actively working to develop applications, specifically for the energy sector.

Last, the technology is at an early stage. Important for you to know is that the U.S. is behind both Europe and Asia on research and development and the global hub for blockchain is not in San Francisco, as you might expect, but is in Berlin. The DOE’s funding to explore blockchain’s cybersecurity benefits is one good example of how the U.S. Government can support the technology but more is needed.

The path to the genesis of the internet, the fusing of Arpanet and TCP/IP in 1983 was not straightforward or without problems. Similarly and perhaps unsurprisingly, the first blockchains have flaws. But as an industry we are actively working to implement solutions.

Also, as in the early days of the internet, the current benefits of blockchain are not simple to grasp. Before email many believed the internet would have purely military applications. No one was dreaming of Amazon. But while the internet has allowed unprecedented information sharing, blockchain can create secure information agreement leading to open markets, distributed ownership and transformed institutions.

On behalf of everyone at the Energy Web Foundation, thank you again for inviting me to speak to you today. I welcome your questions.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Henly follows:]
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August 21, 2018

Summary

- The blockchain industry is moving away from energy intensive versions of the technology. Early blockchains such as Bitcoin and Ethereum are energy intensive, but there are two much less energy intensive alternatives in late stages of development. These alternatives are not without tradeoffs, but it’s become clear to the industry that the energy intensity of Bitcoin and similar networks is a critical problem to be addressed.
- There are valuable potential applications of blockchain in the energy sector. Blockchain’s novel functionality can render energy markets more efficient and more open.
- There are still barriers to be overcome before blockchain can contribute to the energy sector at scale. More work is needed—in particular in the US—to address these challenges and establish the value of blockchain in the energy sector.

The Blockchain Industry is Moving Away from Energy Intensive Versions of the Technology

With Bitcoin’s Growing Popularity Comes Growing Energy Use

With its increasing popularity⁠, estimates of Bitcoin’s global electricity consumption have grown to between roughly 1 TWh and 32 TWh² per year, depending on methodology. The former is enough to power roughly 90,000 U.S. homes for a year³, the latter is on par with the annual electricity use of Denmark. Today a single Bitcoin transaction can consume as much electricity as an average American home does each week. And that’s just Bitcoin; there are hundreds of other blockchains that, though they are less used, can be similarly energy intensive per transaction.

Not All Blockchain Networks Are Created Equal

Bitcoin’s consensus protocol—the mechanism by which the computers in the network validate and agree upon transactions—is called “proof-of-work” (PoW). It is so named because miners work hard (i.e., devote real-world resources like computers and energy) to solve an equation and prove it to the rest of the network. Though inherently energy-intensive, PoW has the benefit of setting an extremely high bar for validating blocks, making it exceedingly difficult to manipulate or corrupt the blockchain.

PoW is only one way to validate transactions, and at least two alternatives hold promise as blockchain approaches with lighter energy footprints:

- **Proof-of-Stake (PoS):** Under a PoS system, network participants own a share of the system’s digital currency and are selected to validate blocks in proportion to their share. This proportional stake—and the risk of losing this “deposit”—dissuades malicious actors. Since there isn’t computing competition among all participants to solve an encryption problem, as in a PoW network, PoS blockchains use a fraction of the energy.

¹ Wall Street Journal  
² Energy Web Foundation  
³ EIA
However, PoS has a cost of capital for deposited money, creating economic cost and skewing decision-making power to the wealthy.

- **Proof-of-Authority (PoA):** PoA systems rely on a trusted set of authorities to create and validate blocks. To ensure good governance, there are rules that regulate how authorities join the network and how transactions are validated. Such PoA networks are well-suited to regulated industries where entities responsible for maintaining the network (authorities) need to be known, rather than remain anonymous, as in PoW or PoS chains. Since only approved authorities are validating the blockchain, there is no competition amongst authorities to race each other, which means drastically less power consumption than PoW blockchains. However, PoA requires a set of trusted intermediaries, reducing the distributed nature of the blockchain.

**The Industry is Moving Away from Energy Intensive Networks**
Blockchain’s energy use will not change overnight, but the most widely used chain, Ethereum⁴, is actively moving away from Proof-of-Work. Bitcoin may take longer to change, but the industry’s overall energy usage will decline as existing networks move away from Proof-of-Work and new networks go live with PoS and PoA. The Energy Web Foundation, for example, was founded in part to address these and other technical limitations of blockchain. We are currently running a Proof-of-Authority test network that we will launch live in 2019.

**Blockchain Has Novel Functionality That Could Transform Energy Markets**
Blockchain’s Functionality is Relevant to the Energy Sector
Blockchain has the potential to play a valuable role in energy markets, providing several novel functionalities:

- **Increased Market Access:** with smart contracts automating many of the functions necessary to bid, settle and participate in markets, blockchain can open up high-entry energy markets to smaller participants.
- **Enhanced Traceability:** by creating unique and trusted digital identities and allowing all users to work off a common ledger, blockchain can seamlessly track ownership of assets (e.g., electric vehicles) and data (e.g., smart meter data), increasing certainty of the origin of assets and electricity.
- **Direct Ownership:** through automated smart contracts, blockchain makes it possible to raise financing for an asset that directly represents an ownership stake and right to partial profit, allowing for enhanced execution of locally owned energy projects.
- **Asset Agency:** through unique and trusted digital identities, blockchain can enable assets like batteries to participate directly in markets without the need for a human intermediary, increasing grid efficiency and decreasing overall electric costs.
- **Data Sovereignty:** by creating unique identifiers for asset owners, assets, and the data produced by those assets, blockchain can create direct data ownership and selective permissioning, allowing for better customer data management and privacy.
- **Distributed Cybersecurity:** through its distributed ledger and distributed consensus mechanism, blockchain ensures that there is no single point of failure for grid control systems, increasing the robustness of the grid to certain types of cyber attack vectors.

---
⁴ The Ethereum main-net processes up to 1,300,000 transactions per day (Etherscan), more than the number of transactions processed by all other public blockchain (excluding Ripple) combined.
⁵ CoinDesk
Blockchain Can Make Energy Markets More Efficient and More Accessible

One concrete example of a blockchain energy use-case is the Energy Web Foundation’s reference application, Origin, a blockchain-based tracking system for renewable energy credits. Current renewable energy credit markets have high transaction fees, are opaque, and are closed to small participants. Blockchain technology, through its trusted common ledger and automated transactions, allows for drastically lower transaction costs, higher functionality, and greater market access. This has the potential to create new sources of revenue for households with self-generation and allow all customers to buy renewable electricity at their discretion.

While renewable certificate markets are relatively small worldwide, a similar use of blockchain technology could apply to wholesale electricity markets. Origin is intended as a reference for commercial actors to build applications in global energy markets of all types.

There Are Barriers to be Overcome Before Blockchain Can Contribute to the Energy Sector at Scale

Barriers Beyond Energy Use: Are Limiting Blockchain’s Usability

The technology is at an early stage of development. Remaining barriers to deployment include:

- Enabling secure and seamless connections with real-world assets
- Increasing transaction throughput
- Implementing low-cost data storage
- Educating IT professionals in the energy sector on how to use the technology
- Educating energy sector regulators about the potential benefits of the technology
- Deploying a governance mechanism for actors to agree upon needed software upgrades

Energy Web Foundation (EWF) is Working to Address These Issues

EWF has assembled a consortium of 80 Affiliates ranging from large energy companies (such as PG&G, Duke, and Exelon) to small blockchain and energy startups (such as Electron, LO3, and Share&Charge), all focused on creating industrial-grade applications of blockchain technology in the energy sector. EWF’s primary project is to develop and deploy the EW Chain, a public, open-source blockchain, purpose-built to support applications in the energy sector. The EW Chain currently uses a proof-of-authority-based consensus mechanism, enabling it to run with the energy footprint of a medium-sized office building, not a medium-sized country.

This Technology is at a Promising Early Stage; Government R&D Support is Needed to Establish the US as a Leader in this Space

Blockchain technology is at an early stage and more work is needed to address the limitations of the technology and understand its nuanced benefits for electricity grids and the energy sector. The DOE-funded research on blockchain’s cybersecurity benefits is a good example of how the federal government can support the technology. However, Europe is far ahead of the US when it comes to blockchain demonstrations and expertise. Without further research and development funding, the US is at risk of falling behind as this technology quickly develops.

---

6 Department of Energy
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Ms. Henly.
Mr. Narayanan, I had it right the first time.
[Laughter.]
Mr. NARAYANAN. Good morning. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Good morning, Mr. Narayanan.

STATEMENT OF DR. ARVIND NARAYANAN, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF COMPUTER SCIENCE, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

Dr. NARAYANAN. Chairman Murkowski, Ranking Member Cantwell, members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity to testify about blockchain technology and its implications.

I’m an Associate Professor at Princeton University. I’m a computer scientist. I’ve been researching cryptocurrency and blockchain technology since 2013. I’m the lead author of a textbook on this topic that’s been used in over a hundred courses around the country and worldwide.

I’ll address two topics today. I’ll offer a view on what we can expect in terms of the energy consumption of certain blockchains, then I’ll discuss potential applications of the blockchain technology in the energy industry.

I’d like to begin by highlighting an important distinction that’s already been raised here today which is between public and private blockchains. Public blockchains are open for anyone to participate in. They were the foundation of cryptocurrencies, and the majority of public blockchains today are based on mining which involves the computation of a large number of mathematical calculations.

Private blockchains, on the other hand, are operated by a limited set of entities, such as a consortium of banks or a consortium of energy companies. They don’t involve mining, they’re not tied to cryptocurrencies and the applications in energy trading that we’ve heard about mostly involve private blockchains. This distinction is important when we talk about the energy consumption of cryptocurrency mining.

Mining today is carried out in large scale, commercial operations using purpose-built computing devices that are specialized to the task of mining and nothing else. At present, the miners of bitcoin, the original blockchain-based cryptocurrency, are collectively calculating about 50 billion billion of these computations every second. That’s a 20-digit number. This rate of calculation requires a large amount of power.

It’s hard to estimate precisely. We’ve heard some estimates today. I’ve included my own estimate in my written testimony which is about five gigawatts for bitcoin mining alone today. Other blockchains also consume a substantial, but still lower amount of energy.

Now, as we’ve heard, mining-free blockchain technology is being developed. How will this affect the future of blockchain energy consumption? Let me offer a few points on this.

First, it’s easy to design private blockchains that don’t require mining, but it’s proven much harder to get rid of mining in public blockchains that support cryptocurrencies. There are many technical challenges even if those are solved. The question remains as to whether all the existing mining-based cryptocurrencies will switch to a mining free model. My view is that this is unlikely.
So how will mining energy consumption evolve in the future? The main factor that governs the economics of mining is the exchange rate between cryptocurrencies and dollars. Roughly speaking, if the price of a cryptocurrency goes up, it will become more valuable to mine, more miners will enter the market and more energy will be used in mining it. If the exchange rate goes down, then less energy will be used.

So, what are the policy levers that can be used to influence mining? It’s important to note that miners are very cost sensitive. That means that taxes and other policy incentives and disincentives could have a big impact in terms of where they locate their operations geographically.

Now let me turn to the implications of blockchains for the energy industry. Many exciting applications have been proposed: blockchains that underpin existing energy markets; new markets, such as the peer-to-peer trading of rooftop solar power; smart devices that adjust their operation based on dynamic price signals, et cetera. Blockchains are one possible technology platform among many for implementing these applications. Many of these applications inherently require the use of blockchain technology, and we should pick the best tool for the job on a case-by-case basis. Blockchain-based recordkeeping systems can be more efficient compared to paper-based records, but at the same time, compared to other types of electronic databases and platforms, blockchains are often less efficient.

Finally, let me turn to cybersecurity. Our electric grid and energy systems are becoming more computerized and more networked. That leads to new cybersecurity risks. If foreign adversaries are able to exploit digital vulnerabilities to penetrate these networks, that means they might be able to interfere with the grid’s operation.

Now technology for improving the security and fault tolerance of computing systems has been developed for several decades. Cryptography is a key element of these defenses. For example, digital signatures help to ensure that a control command on the grid, for instance, was sent by an authorized person rather than an intruder. Other key cybersecurity technologies include things like consensus protocols and firewalls.

In some scenarios blockchains could augment the cybersecurity benefits of these classical technologies, and I’ve mentioned some examples in my written statement, but blockchain technology is not a necessary or core component of cybersecurity. It brings potential benefits, as well as new cybersecurity risks, and policymakers should view it as one tool among many.

Thank you again for the opportunity to testify and I look forward to your questions.

(The prepared statement of Dr. Narayanan follows:)
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Chairman Murkowski, Ranking Member Cantwell, and members of the Committee, I thank you for the opportunity to testify about blockchain technology and its implications for energy efficiency and cybersecurity.

My name is Arvind Narayanan, and I am an associate professor at Princeton University. I am a computer scientist, and my main research areas are information privacy and cybersecurity. I have been researching blockchain technology since 2013 and have authored numerous peer-reviewed publications in this field. I have taught courses on cryptocurrencies and blockchains since 2014. I am a lead author of a textbook on the topic that has been used in over a hundred courses around the country and worldwide.

In this testimony, I will address three topics. First, I will provide an overview of blockchain technology. Second, I will describe the energy consumption associated with certain blockchains. I will explain why these blockchains consume a large amount of energy for their upkeep, and offer an opinion on how we can expect this consumption to evolve. Third, I will discuss the potential applications of blockchain technology in the energy industry. I will focus on the potential to improve cybersecurity and efficiency, while also highlighting the limits of blockchain technology and alternatives that might achieve the same goals.

1. Overview of blockchain technology

The term blockchain is used to describe a loosely related collection of technologies. What they have in common is a sequence of records that is collectively maintained by a set of stakeholders and is designed to support the addition of records while resisting modification or deletion of existing records. This is achieved by a technological mechanism that protects the integrity of the data even if any minority of participants attempt to undermine it.

Hundreds of blockchains exist today. The vast majority follow one of two basic designs. In public blockchains, also called permissionless blockchains, anyone may become a maintainer of the records. In the most prominent public blockchains today, maintaining the records involves a computationally intensive process called mining. It requires mathematical calculations by a large number of computers working in parallel. This is by deliberate design; the aim is to ensure that any adversary aiming to disrupt the integrity of the system must control and operate, at

---

1 I discuss mining-free public blockchains in the next section.
least momentarily, as much computing power as the rest of the miners. In other words, it is precisely the computational difficulty of mining that makes public blockchains hard for adversaries to attack.

Miners are compensated for their effort in maintaining the integrity of the blockchain. To enable this, each public blockchain is paired with a virtual currency, also known as a cryptocurrency. Addition of records to the blockchain triggers an algorithm to issue new units of the cryptocurrency, which are paid out as revenue to the miners. The blockchain in turn supports the operation of the cryptocurrency by serving as an authoritative record of cryptocurrency transfers. Since the blockchain is resilient to modification, participants trust the veracity of this record and use it to execute trades and determine currency balances. In other words, the blockchain is the technology platform necessary for the operation of the cryptocurrency, and the cryptocurrency incentivizes miners to maintain the blockchain. Neither would exist in a useful form without the other.

In contrast to public blockchains, private blockchains (also called permissioned blockchains or consortium blockchains) work very differently. Maintenance of the records is limited to a pre-specified list of entities, such as a consortium of banks or a consortium of utilities. Since a majority of stakeholders are assumed to be trustworthy and there is no risk of an unknown adversary attempting to subvert the system, mining is not necessary. Nor is a cryptocurrency needed for the functioning of private blockchains, although many such blockchains do support cryptocurrencies or other digital tokens. Finally, private blockchains tend to have a high capacity or throughput, that is, they support a high rate of addition of new records, whereas public blockchains are inherently limited in this respect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Public blockchains</th>
<th>Private blockchains</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Who maintains the blockchain</td>
<td>Anyone may participate anonymously</td>
<td>Limited, known set of participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship to cryptocurrency</td>
<td>Must be paired with a cryptocurrency</td>
<td>Cryptocurrency not necessary, but sometimes supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy efficiency</td>
<td>Most prevalent design requires energy-intensive mining</td>
<td>Does not involve mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity (records added per second)</td>
<td>Inherently limited</td>
<td>High capacity achievable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table: comparison of public and private blockchains
2. Implications of blockchains for energy efficiency

On today's most prominent public blockchains, mining involves the computation of a large number of mathematical calculations, called hashes, in parallel. For example, as of this writing, miners of Bitcoin, the original blockchain-based cryptocurrency, collectively compute about 50 billion billion hashes, or 50 billion gigahashes, every second. Most mining is carried out in large-scale commercial operations using purpose-built computing devices specialized to the task of repeatedly computing these hashes — and nothing else. These devices are housed in warehouses dedicated to mining, usually called data centers. Substantial energy is required to operate the computing devices as well as to cool them to keep them within their operating temperature limits.

An accepted method for deriving an estimate of the energy consumption of mining is to assume that all miners use the most energy efficient mining device available on the market. Commercial devices are accompanied by published specifications listing the number of hashes that can be computed per second using the device, as well as the power consumption of the device in watts. It is then straightforward to calculate how much power is required to compute 50 billion billion hashes per second using the most energy efficient devices available. I performed such a calculation and obtained an estimate of around 5 gigawatts for Bitcoin mining alone today. This is slightly under 1% of world electricity consumption, or slightly more than the electricity consumption of the state of Ohio or that of the state of New York. Other public blockchains also consume a substantial, albeit much lower, amount of energy.

To understand how this number might change over time, economists use equilibrium models of mining. Miners produce a virtual commodity in a competitive market. Miners will enter this market if it is profitable to mine and drop out if it is not, driving the market toward zero profit. Further, mining is a zero-sum game: the total revenue that can be earned per time unit by mining a specific cryptocurrency is fixed. In the case of Bitcoin, it is roughly 12.5 bitcoins every 10 minutes. In mid-August 2018, the exchange rate is roughly USD 6,500 per bitcoin, making

---

8 An estimate of the current rate of hash computation is available at: https://www.blockchain.com/en/charts/hash-rate


4 The most energy efficient mining device known to be in widespread use is the Bitmain Antminer S9, which achieves an efficiency of 10 billion hash computations per Joule of energy, resulting in an estimate of 5 gigawatts for Bitcoin mining. Recent announcements of new devices have claimed higher mining efficiencies; if these are in widespread use, the true power consumption might be slightly lower than 5 gigawatts. On the other hand, some devices in use may be much less efficient, which would mean that the true power consumption might be higher. Further, accounting for the energy consumption of cooling of mining data centers would also increase the estimate.

5 de Vries, supra note 3.

6 To be more precise, Bitcoin miners earn revenue from two sources: from newly minted units of cryptocurrency, and from transaction fees that cryptocurrency users pay to miners. The rate of mining of Bitcoin halves every four years. It is next scheduled to halve in mid-2020 from 12.5 bitcoins to 6.25 bitcoins every 10 minutes. Transaction fees are determined by a market mechanism; they currently
the mining revenue worth roughly USD 80,000 per 10-minute period. However, the exchange rate tends to fluctuate substantially. Against these revenues, miners have costs including electricity, mining hardware, and other costs of operating mining data centers. Electricity costs are a substantial fraction of overall costs — a fraction that is relatively stable over time. For example, if we use a ballpark figure of 50% for this fraction, the equilibrium model suggests that Bitcoin miners currently collectively expend roughly USD 6 million per day worth of electricity.

To summarize, the main variable in the equation that governs the energy consumption of cryptocurrency mining at equilibrium is the exchange rate between the cryptocurrency and dollars. Other factors such as the amount of cryptocurrency available to mine per unit time have minor impacts on energy consumption, but they cannot explain the orders-of-magnitude increase in mining energy consumption that we have witnessed over the last few years. Roughly speaking, if the price of a cryptocurrency goes up, more energy will be used in mining it; if it goes down, less energy will be used. Little else matters. In particular, the increasing energy efficiency of mining hardware has essentially no impact on energy consumption.

Several attempts have been made to design public blockchains that don’t require mining. The security of these designs is not as well understood theoretically or as well tested practically as that of mining-based blockchains; it is an active area of research and development. The developers of Ethereum, the second largest blockchain by market capitalization, have announced a goal of switching Ethereum to a mining-free model. However, the developers and the community behind Bitcoin have strongly resisted major changes to its design. In my opinion, this is likely to continue. Since Bitcoin is by far the largest consumer of cryptocurrency mining energy, this makes it unlikely that the maturation of mining-free public blockchain technology will have a short-to-medium-term impact on overall energy consumption in the blockchain sector. However, the long-term impact is harder to predict.

The above analysis pertains to the cumulative, worldwide energy consumption of public blockchains. A question remains as to where miners will choose to locate their operations. Cost considerations tend to dominate the geographic distribution of mining activity: low electricity prices and cooler climates (which leads to lower data center cooling costs) are attractive for mining. Policy incentives and disincentives such as taxes can also play a significant role.

3. Implications of blockchain technology for the energy industry

Just as blockchains can be used to record transfers of cryptocurrencies, they can be used to record transfers of other assets that can be represented digitally, such as commodities and derivatives. Since a blockchain can record both transfers of assets and payments for those assets, it can serve as a platform for a digital market. Indeed, a blockchain-based market for Internet

remain a small component of mining revenue, at a fraction of a bitcoin per 10-minute interval, but it is believed that as the mining reward dwindles, transaction fees will gradually increase. Most other mining-based cryptocurrencies follow this overall reward structure, but with differing specifics. Regardless of these nuances, at a high level, the amount of mining revenue available to be earned is not directly affected by the number of miners who compete to earn it, or the computational power they bring to bear.

4
domain names has existed since 2014, and numerous other blockchain-based markets are in various stages of development and deployment. Proponents of such markets view it as a benefit that unlike traditional digital markets, no single entity acts as a gatekeeper with the power to determine who is allowed to trade and who isn’t. Another purported benefit is that transaction data would be accessible by all market participants, enabling more efficient trading. Finally, blockchain-based markets may improve efficiency and decrease settlement time compared to one where trades are settled using paper records or otherwise require human intervention. On the other hand, they tend to be less efficient compared to centralized digital markets.

In practice, blockchain applications have often fallen short of claimed benefits. One recurring pattern is that the development new blockchains is difficult to accomplish without a degree of central coordination, and the technology developers inevitably possess a significant ability to control the resulting platform. In at least one instance, a blockchain-based platform for voting was controlled by a single company, arguably negating the putative benefits.

In the energy sector, several initiatives exist for utilizing blockchain technology in the context of both wholesale and consumer markets. Such blockchains are typically run by consortia of utilities or energy companies, and are thus private blockchains. Some initiatives enable firms to trade bulk quantities of power, gas, other commodities, and options on those commodities. A blockchain-based market might be more attractive than a centralized trading platform if market participants are averse to a single company controlling the platform. Other initiatives enable customers to directly trade electricity with each other in a “peer to peer” fashion, for example, by buying and selling excess rooftop solar power. However, peer-to-peer trading still requires the cooperation of utilities who ultimately control the physical flow of electricity.

Another envisioned application combines energy trading with automated control of energy consumption. This requires granular electricity prices based on time and location. If such a market existed, a refrigerator, for example, might contain a software controller that monitors energy prices, ambient temperature, and other factors to make decisions about power consumption at any given moment. Such automated controllers are often termed smart contracts. In my opinion, smart contracts for controlling energy consumption and generation can be adopted largely independently of blockchain technology.

To summarize, blockchains have the potential to underpin various types of energy markets, both existing and new. Many of these applications are currently speculative and blockchain technology is only one route to realizing them, with potential benefits as well as drawbacks.

---

Blockchains and the cybersecurity of the grid

As the nation’s electric grid and energy systems become more digital, cybersecurity risks arise: adversaries who exploit digital vulnerabilities to penetrate networks might be able to interfere with the grid’s operation even without physical access to critical infrastructure.\textsuperscript{10} Like any digital system, securing the computing systems that supply our energy comes down to the protection of their confidentiality, integrity, and availability.

Confidentiality means keeping sensitive information from falling into the hands of unauthorized parties. Integrity means preventing unauthorized modifications to data and authenticating its origin. Availability means ensuring the smooth operation of computing systems and the accessibility of information to authorized parties when needed.

Today’s information security best practices incorporate cryptography as a key vehicle for achieving these goals. Encryption, when properly implemented, aids greatly in ensuring confidentiality. Similarly, digital signatures and message authentication codes are vital tools for achieving data integrity. For example, an attacker who infiltrates a part of the network might be able to spoof a signal from a sensor or an intelligent electronic device, resulting in the issuance of rogue control commands, such as tripping circuit breakers. A design that aims to mitigate such attacks would require control commands to be accompanied by message authentication codes. The receiving device or system would verify the code before executing the command. If the keys were stored securely, the attacker would not be able to spoof the code without a compromise of physical security.

While these techniques have similarities to the manner in which blockchains ensure data integrity, blockchain technology is not necessary for achieving most of the cybersecurity benefits of cryptography in energy systems. That said, blockchain technology has the potential to provide additional cybersecurity benefits.

First, blockchains offer an alternative route to data integrity that provides an authoritative record of the date and time of transactions and other messages. Second, blockchains can enable rapid detection of (and recovery from) breaches. If all actions taken in a system were required to be recorded on a blockchain, it would provide a comprehensive audit trail that would aid intrusion investigation and forensics. Finally, blockchains can help improve the availability and fault-tolerance of computing systems, although alternative technologies exist.\textsuperscript{11}

On the other hand, blockchain technology might also introduce new cybersecurity risks. Let me highlight one. Participants in a blockchain network tend to adopt the same or similar software platforms. This so-called monoculture means that a vulnerability in one part of the network is a vulnerability in all of them, leading to the potential for cascading, rather than localized, failures.

To summarize, blockchain technology brings potential benefits as well as risks to the cybersecurity of energy systems. It is not essential for achieving the foundational components of digital security, and policy makers should view it as one of several possible technical tools for addressing energy cybersecurity.

Thank you again for the opportunity to address blockchain technology and its implications for energy efficiency and cybersecurity at today’s hearing. I look forward to your questions.
STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT E. KAHN, PRESIDENT AND CEO, CORPORATION FOR NATIONAL RESEARCH INITIATIVES

Dr. Kahn. Thank you, Chairman Murkowski, Ranking Member Cantwell and members of the Committee, I appreciate your invitation to testify before you today at this hearing.

I’d like to summarize a few points for you from my written testimony today.

When invited to testify at this hearing, I was specifically asked to focus my remarks on the more general topic of digital objects (DO). As Senator Cantwell just mentioned, bitcoin is a specific example of a distributed ledger technology and, in my view, distributed ledger technology and blockchains are specific examples of the more general topic of digital objects. So that’s where my focus will be.

What I want to address also is what I call the digital object architecture which we’ve been developing at my organization, Corporation for National Research Initiatives, to manage digital information structured as digital objects. This architecture was created, initially, with U.S. Government support, is non-proprietary, it’s in the public domain and it has been implemented by many parties over many years.

The architecture is a logical extension of the internet with a focus on simplifying the task of managing information in digital form in the internet or other computational environments. So I think this is pretty important. It offers users great flexibility in determining how to structure their digital information and how to manage it with a degree of cybersecurity protection previously unavailable.

The initial internet protocols we developed enabled networks and computer facilities to work together, interdependent of what the components actually were. That’s why the internet keeps working today, even though the underlying technologies have scaled by a factor of, perhaps, ten million over the years. And the most essential aspects of those internet protocols remain unchanged, even though other aspects have evolved quite a bit over time. This same basic design approach for evolution and scaling have been taken in the development of the digital object architecture so that it will continue to work with the new and yet-to-be-developed technologies of the future.

Simply put, a digital object is a sequence of bits or a set of such sequences with a unique, persistent identifier and which incorporates a work or other information in which a party has rights or interests or in which there is value. This is certainly relevant in the energy space as well.

The DO architecture enables one to structure this digital information in a way though that it’s self-describing with its own integrated metadata so that if a digital object were to show up on your computer, the software on that machine would know how to interpret the arriving bits. And digital objects can also be linked together as has been the case with blockchains.
As far as trust in the digital object is concerned, it has to come primarily from the use of strong cryptography. If you trust the cryptography, that should be sufficient for many reasons, but often both belt and suspenders are used, perhaps just because one doesn’t fully trust the cryptography.

The digital object architecture enables each digital object to be separately encrypted and enables users to interact directly with the objects through the protocol for secure operation. Its utility is potentially quite large in both normal as well as abnormal situations.

In particular, a troubling situation would exist, for example, if the energy grid were compromised and no one in a position of responsibility knew anything about it. This might be an area where an implementation of the DO architecture could help to reliably detect such intrusions, either before they happen or afterwards.

A user seeking information needs to be able to securely and accurately identify the information of interest. They need to rely on the strong cryptography it uses, perhaps for authentication, perhaps for encryption. And then, it has to trust that the system provider can defend against the systemic attacks that may be instigated, perhaps even, surreptitiously.

On this later point, I’ve included with my testimony a paper that I wrote entitled, “The Role of Architecture in Internet Defense.” It describes an alternative approach to the never-ending task of defending against threats in the form of harmful bit patterns.

We don’t defend our borders by looking for photons and electrons, specific patterns. Yet, that’s what we do on the internet today. But because of a technique known as data typing, digital objects can be structured to enable harmful inputs to be flagged ahead of time with a degree of granularity not previously available.

On the issue of value, I’ve also included with my testimony, a paper entitled, “Representing Value as Digital Objects,” with a focus on being able to transfer such objects and to do so with anonymity while enabling the object to retain its value. This, of course, is the essence of cryptocurrencies.

Finally, I’d like to comment on how one may reasonably expect to bring about social change as well as technological change when the value of the new approach is not yet widely understood or demonstrated in the industry. This was the challenge we had with the internet.

Fundamentally, one needs to identify an area that requires assistance for which a new and novel approach seems to make sense and, if possible, find one or more early adopters to apply that approach without the need to require them or need any commercial provider to make substantial changes to their existing technology and/or services. Sometimes, only small changes are needed, maybe even no changes are needed if you can augment those existing capabilities to demonstrate the new approach. Eventually, if the new approach has enough added value, industry will likely adopt it and then integrate it by themselves. This was the approach taken in deploying the early internet. This is also how progress can be achieved in advancing and protecting our energy infrastructure, in my view, while at the same time, enhancing our ability to manage the infrastructure and better understanding what is happening with it.
I would be pleased to share with you more detailed information on aspects of the digital object architecture or its implementation if you think it may further assist the Committee in its deliberations.

In closing, I appreciate the opportunity to testify and I’d be happy to answer any questions you may have.

Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Kahn follows:]
Testimony of Dr. Robert E. Kahn

To the U.S. Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources
August 21, 2018 Hearing on Energy Efficiency of Blockchain and other related Technologies

Chairman Murkowski, Ranking member Cantwell and other members of the Committee, thank you for the invitation to testify here today. My name is Robert Kahn and I am President & CEO of Corporation for National Research Initiatives (CNRI), a non-profit organization in Reston, Virginia, which I set up upon leaving U.S. Government service to provide a leadership role in the private sector, working with industry and academia, to foster the development of National Information Infrastructure and related pilot projects that demonstrate how to improve our national capabilities. Key to this approach is the use of computational facilities and high speed digital communication networks, which, as you know, are all critically dependent on energy to operate. We have witnessed significant infrastructural advances over the years, many of which CNRI has been directly involved with; but, unfortunately, as a nation, we are still a long way from fully realizing those goals.

I started CNRI after having spent 13 years at the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), where for much of that time, as Director of the Information Processing Techniques Office, we funded a significant fraction of the IT research in the country. Among other things, DARPA funded the first packet switched computer network, called ARPANET. I was responsible for its overall system design; and I led the design and/or development of several other such networks based on the use of satellites and ground radio. At DARPA, I then started a project to link together these very different types of packet networks into what ultimately became more widely known as the Internet.

I would like to relate my experience with those activities to those that you and others are currently dealing with in securing our nation’s critical infrastructure, in particular the Energy Grid. I am well aware that human threats are perhaps the greatest danger one may encounter here, and that significant efforts have been made to address issues concerning the hardening of our critical infrastructure. Also, there are inevitably technological vulnerabilities discovered in the industrial control systems that operate the infrastructure, and software patching is used to regularly update those systems. Unfortunately, we can only fix what we know to be a problem, so this is no guarantee against further technical threats to these systems; and patching itself can introduce challenges even if one takes steps to manage the supply chain effectively. I also assume that embedded threats can still be implanted in these systems, can be activated at any time in the future, and that we may not be aware of it until it’s too late.

Even if a solution were at hand to ensure that this kind of problem could never occur, there is the substantial and fundamental problem of getting industry to buy into any solution that entails major reengineering of their existing systems. This is as much a community buy-in and coordination issue, as it is a technical or even a security issue. We had a similar challenge facing us in creating the Internet, where it was not practical to cause every existing network to change to provide a new and unproven capability for internetworking. Instead, we set out to make use of existing capabilities and to work around the existing systems (i.e., with very minimal change) via the use of gateways (now called routers) and new protocols that the research community
experimented with in their computers. It is not possible to keep up in real-time with all the ways in which our systems can be compromised, but we can detect if changes have been made to the software that operates them, whether those changes pose a threat or not. While the analogy is not exact here, I believe the kind of workaround strategy we used in creating the Internet is implementable in the Energy Grid with only a small amount of help from industry, and (importantly) without requiring significant reworking of their existing industrial control systems. Over time, however, I would hope that industry would integrate those changes as well, if it sees the need or merit in so doing.

I do not hold myself out as an expert on energy systems or, for that matter, energy related issues. However, I do have a PhD in Electrical Engineering and took courses in Power Engineering along the way. As a scientist and technologist, I am familiar with some of the critical issues that may arise in the design and operation of real systems, including energy systems.

The subject today basically concerns managing information in digital form, whether or not it concerns the control of an energy system, cryptocurrencies (which is where the notion of blockchain is most prevalent today), or other types of application. As I am sure you have heard from others, a blockchain doesn’t itself secure any system, but rather is intended to provide a trusted record of events recorded in digital form in what are called blocks. There are other ways to do this. The notion of blocks goes back more than fifty years and, ultimately, the trust in any digital information will depend on the trust one places in 1) the ability to securely and accurately identify the information of interest, 2) the strong cryptography it uses, and 3) the ability to defend against attacks that may be instigated surreptitiously (before or after the fact). I would now like to turn my attention to the many ways of managing such information and many ways of structuring digital information using cryptography to develop trust.

An important architecture for managing digital information in the Internet, which I call the Digital Object Architecture, derived from earlier work by CNRI on mobile programs, and has been under development going back to the 1980s, much of it with DARPA support. The architecture is not proprietary and is widely used today in many applications. It is a logical extension of the Internet whose purpose is to simplify and make more efficient access to digital information. The basis of this architecture is the “digital object” which is a sequence of bits (or even a set of such sequences) with an associated unique persistent identifier, and which incorporates a work or other information in which a party has rights or interests, or in which there is value. Digital Objects are self-describing and enable interoperability based on the use of embedded data types. When this technology was first introduced to an industry group during the 1990s, there was general agreement that this was an agreeable method for organizing, identifying, authenticating and otherwise managing information in digital form, and structured as containers, cryptotopes, packages, or, more generally, digital objects.

Each digital object has an associated unique persistent identifier that is resolvable to “state information” about the object. The operation of the resolution system by an organization is a deployment choice that may be performed in a restricted environment, or it may be more widely distributed, as is the Internet. The resolution system will accept the unique identifier and return information about the location(s) where the digital object may be accessed, how to authenticate
it, public keys if needed, and more. This architecture may also be implemented more widely to provide for defense of the Internet by managing its information flows with increased granularity.

Blockchain technology represents a specific way of structuring digital objects. In my view, a blockchain is itself a digital object, and every block within a blockchain could be considered a digital object as well. Thus, a blockchain is, in reality, a digital object that consists of other linked digital objects. In the Digital Object Architecture, digital objects are managed by repositories, which are themselves digital objects; and a repository provides network based services that enable objects to be stored, processed, accessed and otherwise managed. Every organization that provides repository capabilities, to itself or to others, will likely want to decide how to manage its repository services. Whether to deploy one repository or many, provide mirrored operations or not, and perhaps even how to link their objects and possibly provide links to other such objects.

How does one acquire trust in a digital object? Ultimately, in the digital world, the strongest protection is in the cryptography that is used. As computers get more powerful, we may need to re-encrypt data that was once thought to have strong enough encryption, but we should have adequate warning (as in a decade or more) to get prepared. Questions that can be raised here are: 1) was the information accurate before it was originally encrypted, 2) what if you don’t have access to the decryption keys, 3) what if the information was structured in a proprietary data format that requires proprietary software to manifest the underlying information, and 4) what kind of computational environment (which may be antiquated) is needed to run the possibly antiquated proprietary software?

Blockchain technology is said to provide such trust, not because it uses strong cryptography, but because every block is cryptographically linked to another block, which (in turn) is cryptographically linked to yet another block and so forth. Multiple distributed systems and different organizations are typically involved, such that a change to any one block, or a subset of the blocks, could easily be determined. This approach requires many systems, much storage and the ability to maintain these records over suitably long time frames.

Is such an approach necessary to develop trust? Probably not. Are there other equally effective ways to generate trust? Almost surely! Are there better ways to develop trust? This is not entirely a technical question, or even a factual matter, but rather a question about comfort levels or perhaps beliefs. I would not argue that blockchain technology has no role here, since it is really one particular way to implement digital objects. But I would certainly urge that serious consideration be given to all the other ways in which one might protect, secure and hopefully trust that the Energy Grid is safe from corrupted operation.

Ultimate trust in a digital object, no matter how you obtain it, would be based on the application of strong cryptography, whether just for authentication or to hide the contents. One size fits all is unlikely to be what is required for all applications in either the short or the long term. And the overall efficiency of the choices made will be an important part of the decision-making process.

To elaborate somewhat on the points I made today, I am including three attachments to my testimony, namely a paper I wrote on “The Role of Architecture in Internet Defense”, a paper I
wrote with Patrice Lyons on “Representing Value as Digital Objects”, and, finally, a slide presentation I gave in March 2018 at an Asia-Pacific Blockchain Conference in Melbourne, Australia, entitled “Trusting Digital Entities”. The last two slides of that presentation also contain a number of other references you may find of interest.

I would be pleased to share with you more detailed information on aspects of the Digital Object Architecture or its implementation if you think it may further assist the Committee in your deliberations.

In closing, I appreciate the opportunity to testify today and would be happy to address any questions you may have.
THE ROLE OF ARCHITECTURE IN INTERNET DEFENSE

By Robert E. Kahn

Since it was first introduced in the early 1970s, the Internet has met the growing needs of an ever-widening community of users with great benefits to individuals, organizations, governments and their associated disciplines. Yet, along with that growth and evolution has come an increasing downside, namely traffic that intrudes and may disrupt productive uses of the Internet. Worse yet, concerns exist that such unwanted and unwaranted intrusions may cause more extensive damage in the future. Managers of information systems and resources attempt to find ways to ensure that access controls are not breached, or that intrusions or disruptions have little likelihood of success. There are no guarantees, however, that a resourceful adversary will not find ways to subvert existing techniques to their own benefit. Since cyber insecurity is likely to persist, a rethinking of the architecture of the Internet, and how it might evolve to become more secure, is warranted.

This chapter explores the interplay between Internet architecture and the ability of users, network operators and application service providers to adequately defend against threats posed by others on the Internet. It introduces the digital object (DO) architecture and suggests a way of integrating certain defined functionality into the Internet based on the use of digital objects. This approach is compatible with existing Internet capabilities and has the potential to substantially improve our ability to detect and deal with internal and hostile actions. It would also deal with actions that are simply accidental or naively misguided, but which may have serious consequences.

Today's Internet subsumes a wide range of networks, devices and other computational facilities, as well as diverse services, processes and applications. In order to protect against real and potential threats, technical capabilities are required to understand what is transpiring within the Internet and its various constituent components, and to take steps to deal with emergent...
situations that may require action. For example, most laptop users have little or no idea what is transpiring on their computers, and no effective way to find out in real time. They may only know that something is not working properly, or that the machine is running more slowly than usual. At present, the Internet landscape is sufficiently complex that the myriad exchanges of bits over the Internet cannot easily be differentiated by intent or function. Certain architectural changes to the Internet, which primarily affect the way the Internet is used, can help in mitigating these situations. Specifically, the DO architecture can help mediate this situation.

There are no guarantees that future threats, which require reconsideration of various architectural and design choices in the future, will not materialize; nor does use of the DO architecture guarantee that those who ignore or do not otherwise choose to take advantage of new architectural approaches will necessarily be harmed by that choice. At present, the Internet environment is tilted in favor of those with adverse motives, while the rest of the community must be on constant alert to defend against harmful interference. However, over time, architectural changes become more pervasive. The assertion of this chapter is that the playing field will become more level in a way that provides architectural advantages for the defense of the Internet.

In the DO architecture, all system interactions involve the exchange of structured information in the form of digital objects, each of which has a unique identifier that can be resolved by a resolution system to state information about the object. Information, structured as a digital object, can be accessed and used by resources on the Internet based on its identifier, and is subject to any stated access controls or permissions associated with such objects. Even user commands, where invoked, can be converted into digital objects before being sent. This enables interoperability of the systems that embrace the protocol.

While many, if not most, interactions on the Internet are likely to be reasonable and legitimate, intrusion or hostile actions need to be flagged. Action must be taken to prevent damage, or other steps must be taken to quickly isolate matters. Even with the more structured view of the Internet provided by the DO architecture, the task is extremely challenging. Without such a view, the task is close to daunting, and would likely require semantic...
interpretation of unstructured interactions, even if encrypted on the user's machine, that may be beyond the state of the art.

In the future, if arbitrary information arrives, the type of information will need to be understood from the structure of the information itself to enable further processing. Further, the environment into which the information arrives is ultimately processed will require some degree of structuring, such as the structuring provided by the DIO architecture, to determine with more specificity how best to deal with the information. In some cases, manual intervention may still be called for. In many other cases, however, automated processing may be possible based on interpretation of the structural information itself.

For example, a medical reading sent by a remote wireless device might be understood from the structural information itself and placed in the user's medical record. Likewise, a remote financial transaction may be recorded and inserted automatically into a record of the user's daily transactions. Information collected in real time from remote sensors and appropriately identified can also be managed according to general rules and procedures adopted for such types of sensor information.

Overview of the Existing Internet Architecture

The existing Internet architecture was designed to enable the interconnection of multiple networks, devices, and other computational facilities. Each potentially had a different design and performance, such that computers on different networks could communicate seamlessly and reliably with each other without having to know the location of the facilities, the intervening networks, or how to actually route the information. More specifically, it enabled information in the form of packets of digital information to be communicated between computers without the need to first establish communication pathways between the computers. As a result, the Internet has become a standard means of communication worldwide, not only for traditional computer facilities, but also increasingly for digital representations of voice, video, and sensor data managed by computers.

At present, the Internet environment is tilted in favor of those with adverse motives, while the rest of the community must be on constant vigil to defend against harmful interference.

The Internet's creators based the existing architecture on two relatively simple notions. One was connecting networks with routers, which forward received packets by a process in which the routers act as relays with each step hopefully moving the packet closer to the eventual destination. The destination is specified by a globally unique identification known as an Internet protocol (IP) address that distinguishes the destination machine from all other destination machines on the Internet. The routers interpret the IP address to determine how best to route the packet. The process of communicating packets does not require the user to specify how to route the packets, which combination of networks to use, or even where the destination machine is located. Indeed, except for certain control information (such as the IP address) the contents of the packet may be encrypted. A dynamic routing protocol is used to adapt to changes in the underlying network components, such that if the packet can be routed to the eventual destination, it can be delivered in a timely fashion.

The second notion was the use of a boot protocol, originally known only as the Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP), to enable the components to intercommunicate. TCP was later separated into two parts, one of which is IP, and the remaining part remained TCP. At the destination computer, TCP checks the validity of the arriving packets, discards duplicates that may have been generated along the way, reconfigures the data as appropriate and takes the necessary next steps in furthering the processing of the packets at the destination. In 1993, to clarify what the Internet actually was, the U.S. Federal Networking Council provided a definition of the Internet as a global information system that enables information traverses of all kinds to intercommunicate by use of certain defined protocols including IP or their logical follow-ons and extensions.6

We note here that the overall objective of today’s Internet is to ensure that global connectivity is achieved with low latency and reliable communication. While attacks on the network components of the Internet are possible, the Internet is far from completely defendable. Operators can take many types of precautions to ensure that traffic originating from users on their networks – and transport traffic from other networks – cannot directly cause actions within their networks (direct or otherwise) other than to forward packets to their intended destination. However, although network operators can play a central role in helping to understand what is happening with their networks when adverse actions are reported or detected elsewhere, much of the concern still centers on vulnerabilities of the application service providers, their users and the underlying information systems they employ.

Vulnerabilities in Today’s Internet

Various characteristics of the existing Internet make it especially vulnerable to harmful interference. One is the lack of overt security which makes communications vulnerable to interference. Second is lack of identity management, which makes verification less secure than perhaps may be desired or necessary. Password protection is often used, but public key systems offer greater protection assuming the private keys are not communicated over the Internet. Passwords, which are communicated, may travel in the clear or be included in email messages (or perhaps accessible files), and can be used by anyone to access a password-controlled system if they know the account name. Third is freedom of communication without prior arrangement that can include desirable or essential communication; however, this also enables undesirable communications, which may range from simply annoying to potentially harmful. There is a role for anonymous and non-pre-arranged communication on the Internet. But, at present, all communications are treated basically with equal significance, thus making it difficult to differentiate between those that are known and acceptable, versus those that are unknown and possibly undesirable. The key to addressing this issue lies with architectural changes in how information is managed in the Internet, including, in particular, in the devices and other computational facilities that provide the application services.

Much has been done to protect the various networks that comprise the communications portion of the Internet, and serious ongoing efforts exist to build ever more robust and reliable computational facilities. But, for the most part, the most severe
vulnerabilities in today's Internet exist in those applications - in operating systems and in other resources - that cannot adequately defend themselves. The extent of the threat possibility is still unfolding, but the earliest examples of intrusive action are by now well known. For example, spam is unwanted e-mail that consumes communication capacity and can overwhelm user systems. But spam is increasingly being filtered out with the help of commercially available software designed to distinguish between spam and non-spam communications. Generally speaking, these software packages are not perfect, but they do reduce the nuisance significantly. Since most spammers rely on the dissemination of lots of similar traffic relatively indiscriminately, certain changing schemes could mitigate the spam traffic. However, most spam is not intended to cause damage, and some unwanted advertising might actually be of interest to some. In most cases, however, it represents an intrusion upon an unwilling recipient.

Other actions can actually cause damage in some form. Intrusions that penetrate user systems can collect private information, can harm or degrade the operation of the user's system and in extreme cases can render it unusable. These harmful actions are usually achieved by exploiting vulnerabilities in the operating system or in one or more applications that run on the machine. These actions result from incoming traffic generated by unknown sources that may have immediate effect, or may be the result of implants which arrived over the Internet much earlier. Indeed, one of the challenges that many users are unaware of is that such intrusive software and implants may result from devices such as memory sticks that transmit them when inserted into the user's machine. Any individual whose memory stick has been compromised can in principle compromise any system to which it comes into contact. If you change the word "compromise" to "infest," the analogy with epidemiology becomes clear.

Finally, every network capability can be compromised by what are known as distributed denial-of-service attacks. These generally require coordinated actions by lots of machines on the Internet and certain known types of attack can be mitigated or denied by the network operators who detect or are otherwise made aware of them. The first line of defense here must be the network operators.

**How Best to Deal with These Vulnerabilities?**

What can be done to deal with this situation going forward? Three assertions are made in this chapter, each of which is discussed further below. First, the Do architecture will help to achieve increased visibility and awareness into the possibility of actions that threaten systems that are part of the Internet. Second, a greater use of identity-based transactions on the Internet will ensure that – with the user's concurrence – the parties and perhaps devices and systems/resources involved in the transactions can be determined from the transactions, while still supporting privacy and allowing anonymous operations, if desired. Third, the use of an identifier-based mode of interaction with Internet resources may help to describe the kinds of actions that can be taken and thus help to clarify the landscape wherein intrusions may occur. None of these steps, by themselves, will prevent den or individuals from seeking wrong ends, but the architectural constraints can help to make the commission of unwanted actions more visible and harder to accomplish.

**INCREASING VISIBILITY AND AWARENESS**

When we drive a car, we have a general idea of what the car is and what is normal and abnormal behavior. We can determine if a tire is flat, or a headlight is out by direct inspection. By other clues we know that gas is required to power the engine and can sense when the tank may be empty, and can see the tank level from the gauges on the dashboard. In general, we have a degree of visibility into the current operation of our car. Similar statements can be made for many other things we come into contact with and depend on. No such statement
can be made about the computational facilities on which we depend or, for that matter, about the Internet itself.

Internet operators may know quite a bit about their networks and other computational facilities from the information accessible in their control centers, and they are in a position to readily respond to many types of outages and disruptions. In general, they tend to have visibility into their networks and awareness of their current state and what may go wrong. While there will always be new situations they have not encountered before and situations in which they have no idea what is happening, their forensic staffs will undoubtedly be engaged to deal with these situations quickly. No such thing can be said if the situation is such that significant parts of the Internet are compromised. Remedial action by one network operator may only solve a piece of a more complex problem. While a global means of responding to a widespread threat is needed, this is largely a matter for policymakers from multiple nations to address in a political arena.

Users are generally in the worst position to respond to attacks and would have to rely on Internet defenses provided by others or contained in the software they use. Users typically rely on their computational facilities to carry out well-known tasks, and are usually much less knowledgeable than technical staff working for the organizations providing Internet services. For example, there is no serious equivalent of a user dashboard that portrays for the user the most important aspects of the computer in such a way that the user can see at a glance the status of the system, or if something unusual has happened, or if the system is compromised. Remedial action by one network operator may only solve a piece of a more complex problem. While a global means of responding to a widespread threat is needed, this is largely a matter for policymakers from multiple nations to address in a political arena.

Users should be able to inspect their computers with as much facility as they can inspect their cars. What might they like to know? Perhaps some would like to visualize the "actual" memory map of their computer to know what is stored in the various parts of memory - "actual" meaning what is really there, rather than what a program may be fooled to think is there. In addition, a user might like to know when traffic that makes it into or out of his or her machine is notable for some reason. A user might like to know about information flow that is unauthorized and to locate (and remove) programs that may be extracting information and shipping it elsewhere without permission or authorization. Further, users may want to access audit trails that provide information about how the unauthorized program was put on their machines, along with certain information that may already be available such as the time it was created on the machine.

With the DoD architecture, a basis would be in place for better understanding what is transpiring within the Internet, thus yielding greater visibility into and awareness of potential threats. In this mode of operation, all operations are explicit and, with authorization, can be logged and diagnosed. In addition, the same can be done for entire sessions consisting of many transactions in series. Programs and users will have a smaller set of well-defined primitives to invoke in their instrumentation; and presentations of results can be more succinctly prepared along with more detailed semantic interpretation.

While much of this area is still likely to be the subject of research and development for many years, some aspects can be addressed immediately. It remains to be seen, however, just how much information the average user will need or want in order to be a more informed Internet user in the future.
Users are generally in the worst position to respond to attacks and would have to rely on Internet defenses provided by others or contained in the software they use.

From or not visible from the information communicated. Further, such information may be encrypted and, thus, the intent would be purposely hidden while the information is in transit. The communications are from one machine with an IP address to another and otherwise consist of a flow of unidentifiable packets. Authorized users who wish to make use of remote machines are usually required to log into the remote machine and supply a password of some kind. Some systems allow anonymous access (e.g., most search engines), but take steps (usually by severely limiting the number of possible actions to ensure that users cannot harm their systems.

Let us postulate that every user has the ability to obtain one or more unique identifiers from one of potentially many bodies, each of which is known and trusted to authenticate assertions in digital form about individuals, including the mapping between such assertions and their unique identifiers. Efforts are underway in several quarters to formalize this mapping process, but such formal processes may not be required in many customary cases. The most convenient way to handle this is via individual actions involving parties that know and trust each other. For example, if a patient has an identifier he is comfortable providing to his doctor, the doctor can rely on that identifier for the purpose of providing information to that patient, since the patient would have authorized use of that identifier in the first place. If the identifier has associated with it a public/private key pair, and if the public key is accessible by use of the identifier, then a public key authentication can be invoked at any point the doctor or the doctor’s information management system wishes to validate the patient. Similarly, if the patient contracts with a company to manage his or her health records, that company would have the obligation to make the connection between user and identifier.

An assertion about an individual that has a unique identifier acquired in connection with a desired task, process or service can be used to authenticate the user to a resource on the Internet. This provides a uniform way of validating the assertions. A similar process can be used to authenticate assertions about services, physical objects, organizations and other entities. When the service is remote, and the user knows of its identity from a third party, the user may elect to trust the third party (although this is not without important pitfalls) or to rely on bodies that maintain trusted information about such services.

However, users that do not wish to use their identifiers, or do not have identifiers, may still use Internet resources that permit such anonymous access. However, taking the route of anonymity may still allow services to be controlled in some situations where such control is deemed important or necessary. The main concern here is the provision of bogus identifiers by trust authorities or other entities. Using the term bogus does not mean that the identifiers are invalid, although that may be the case, but rather that the mapping of the identifier to assertions about the individual is not accurate or perhaps simply not known. These cases represent a kind of anonymity, but identifiers known to be linked to specific individuals may be unimportant in many cases, such as when payments are properly made or when accurate checking of identity is not critical. If problems were to arise here, one will know which identifiers were involved and perhaps who issued them in the first
place. Some regulation of the issuance of identifiers and the coupling of them to key pairs will be important, as is regulation of other trusted entities in society (such as banks).

Once a means of obtaining identifiers for individuals and organizations becomes routine, similar steps can be taken for Internet resources of all kinds. Systems and services can be given identifiers and users can validate them as easily as they can validate the users. Although accurate audits of information requested and disseminated can be enabled in this fashion, it also has the downside of enabling unauthorized accounts of such activity. In a free society, the balance of privacy versus security comes squarely into play here and requires careful examination from both regulatory and political perspectives.

Assuming all Internet information systems and other resources (including users, networks and devices, as well as the actual information or services being provided) have associated unique persistent identifiers, how would the operation of the Internet actually function in this context? How would informational resources be accessed in this manner? And why would it matter for Internet defense?

Circumscribing the Operations

If the main vulnerability of today’s information systems comes from the operating systems and the applications that make use of them, an important first question is whether either or both of them can be modified or if it is possible to otherwise constrain the vulnerabilities in some fashion. For some applications, the answer is clearly no, since they are essential to providing the desired user functionality. Most applications currently depend on underlying operating systems for many tasks such as storing files, scheduling multiple tasks and handling security and network functions. Vulnerabilities in the operating system pose direct threats to the application, yet many operating system functions will still be required. If some of the operating system functions are not really needed, however, perhaps that software can be simplified and made less vulnerable to attack.

Most of today’s workstations, desktop and laptop computers are installed with a suite of application software, including office-related software for document preparation, spreadsheets and more. Downloads from trusted vendors are the norm, but subject to the vagaries of the user’s system. Access to remote sites, such as those on the Web, are typically enabled via a Web browser, where each website complies with standard Web protocols and vulnerabilities in the browser protocols can have repercussions for users of the websites visited.

Reliance on structured information in the form of digital objects is another way to circumvent the operations, since one knows both the nature of the operations to be performed and the targets of those operations. Digital objects, whether embodying what is traditionally viewed as “content” or actions to be taken on that content (perhaps in the form of executable code for which trust mechanisms can be invoked) can easily be incorporated within the IAO architecture to enable a scalable and reliable system going forward.

The largest growth in computational facilities has recently been with wireless devices, such as smartphones and tablets, where the devices may not be intended for use as general purpose computing platforms and user desired functions that are not already installed on these devices are enabled by obtaining vetted computer programs (applications or “apps”) usually written by others. Such apps can provide services of their own or enable access to other resources on the Internet. Users typically activate these apps by touching the screen on their wireless device or taking an equivalent action. These apps can be customized by their providers to give a unique experience either using the device or in connection with a remote service or interaction. Thus, suppliers of such apps are usually not constrained by the technology to
any single set of application protocols or means of presentation, but those made available with the user's device are often the most convenient to use. By this measure, the Web, along with the Web browser, is but one very pervasive app.

Apps, in general, may not require many services typically provided by an operating system. In this chapter, it is assumed that the operating system may be viewed as a mini-version of a combined traditional operating system with a high-level programming language, which we call "MyOp" for short. MyOp is assumed to provide a well-known programming language, execution environment, network access, maintenance of address books and/or mailing lists, the ability to select and schedule resources for execution and the ability to execute public/private key encryption and decryption. It is assumed that usual file and folder operations are replaced by use of a special purpose app that provides repository functions and uses either internal storage (if necessary), external storage (if available) and possibly both under certain conditions. Synchronization functions are not discussed here, but these could be embedded in MyOp or combined in the repository app.

MyOp is assumed not to be programmable by third-party computer programs, and since apps cannot directly interact with other apps except by communicating with them via information structured as digital objects, this should limit the vulnerability from external threats to manifest themselves through unknown installed "bins." It remains to be seen whether it will be possible to inhibit apps from permitting the execution of third-party digital objects that are executable programs. If not, the use of specialized sentinel programs called "runtime objects" that confine the range of operations of such apps may be required. If a user can be aware of all the downloaded apps on his device, he can be made aware of any unwanted app were somehow to arrive. In any event, since he would have taken no action to cause it to be downloaded (of which he was aware), either his system would detect it to be unwanted and take appropriate action or, somehow, his system would have had to be fooled into making such a request (or getting his system to think such a request had been made). All this is to explain how the discourse of dealing with threats and defense against such threats would shift from a wide unknown range of possibilities to a situation in which various types of attack scenarios can be better described and thus dealt with both before, during and after the fact.

No other actions are allowed by any app relative to MyOp, and further no app is permitted to interact with any other app except by passing identified information, referred to here as digital objects. So, temporary or permanent storage of digital objects takes place via the internal repository app or by passing the information to an external repository. Digital objects are constructed by the repository app, or by APIs (application programming interfaces) that make use of it, according to a meta-level standard and parsable structure understandable by apps throughout the Internet; a unique persistent identifier is also associated with each such digital object. Thus, all arriving and departing information is in the form of digital objects, and internally generated information that does not leave the local computational environment is also stored as one or more digital objects.

Information in the form of digital objects flowing over the component networks of the Internet can thus be individually identified along with all incoming and outgoing information from any device or other computational facility. Although there is no requirement that any part of this information, including its associated identifier, be made visible in the network, users may wish to make the identifier part of a given digital object visible for any of several reasons. One is that the provenance of the information can be made available when the information becomes available. Another is that users can require that references to responses from their systems include the identifier of each digital object being responded to for cross-correlation or validation on receipt.
timestamps and use of public key encryption, this approach can also be used to validate individual steps in a series of transactions or other operations taking place during a single session.

Large server farms will have very different needs than an individual user’s computational devices, but their level of expertise can be expected to be much higher as well. No matter what the level of expertise, however, if such server farms require more sophisticated operating systems and related services to support distributed computing (sometimes referred to as “cloud computing”) within and among the servers in the farm, care will have to be taken to identify, isolate, and hopefully remove latent system vulnerabilities. Internet-based server farms, particularly if they store large amounts of data, provide specific targets for potential attackers. Thus, a combination of local storage and remote storage might provide a reliable approach in the event of a shortage or denial-of-service. Normally, one might rely on remote storage for day-to-day operations and only use the then-current local storage choice in those cases for which the remote storage is unavailable. If the remote storage is disabled or destroyed, or cannot otherwise be brought back up for days, weeks, or months (or longer), a user can temporarily resort to the user’s local storage capability.

It is assumed these server farms can be operated both reliably and securely. However, users may wish to store their digital objects in encrypted form, with the keys kept separate from the remote storage site. In this case, operations with the remote storage site will likely be of the warehousing variety with entire digital objects being passed back and forth. When encryption is not required or is not invoked, operations with the remote storage can be more fine-grained, and specific elements of the digital object may be secured directly or after performing one or more remote operations without the need to retrieve the entire object. Recent developments have shown that remote interactions with encrypted objects are also possible in certain cases, but this aspect is not explored further in this chapter. In cases of very large objects, which would consume bandwidth and take time to transport, the ability to access directly specified parts of the object would have obvious appeal.

In each of these cases, the potential number of digital objects can be quite large and users cannot, and indeed will not, be able to remember their identifiers, even if they can recall attributes of the digital objects to which they were assigned. Software known as registries serves the purpose of allowing users to register such objects, presumably automatically in most cases and manually (if desired) in others. These registries can be installed as separate apps on the user devices, or provided by server farms over the Internet. In both cases, the registry metadata will be produced either manually by the user or automatically at the time the original digital object is created. Indeed, the user should be able to annotate such metadata and have it apply to the metadata pertaining to a specified range of digital objects.

If a user’s device is lost, he may lose the apps that were available on it, but some vendor implementations should permit the user to access such programs over the Internet at no additional cost and without the operation of the app on the lost device. At a minimum, this capability would seem to require each such computational device to have its own unique identifier, and perhaps be able to detect and report such loss via MyOp; however, other means of disabling such apps are also possible.

In this model, the role of IP addresses would remain unchanged, along with the role of routers and networks that interpret them. In addition, those components would have the added advantage of using the digital object identifiers to meet stated objectives as well. The IO architecture can thus be integrated into the existing Internet as well as working in other communication systems. To clarify this point, in a proposed modification to the 1995 Federal Networking Council definition,
the Corporation for National Research Initiatives (CNRI) recommended adding the words "or integrated with" to the section that talked about applications layered on the underlying protocols.

In an architectural environment where all access to systems, services, and other resources are managed using identifiers for each such resource, and all information is structured in the form of digital objects, the task of Internet defense is altered in several fundamental ways. When operations in the Internet can be made more structured, one no longer has to be on the lookout for bit patterns whose purpose and intent cannot easily be determined. If, as a result, most actions consist of a more limited set of types of basic operations (which the author refers to as "meta-level operations") to reflect the fact that they indirectly reference the actions to be taken and their targets, it may be possible to develop protective steps that are more effective. This is definitely not the case today. If the digital-object architecture were integrated within the Internet, its operations and targets would be separately identifiable to such, from these identifiers, the digital objects that were involved could be determined from the metadata, and the users could (if they choose) retain all the associated digital objects for later analysis (if desired). Many other properties of the communication could also be acquired, such as timing data for each digital object (e.g., creation, dispatch and arrival) should be of interest. This is particularly important in connection with emerging Internet capabilities that relate information about "things" to other information in the Internet.

A user who is well aware of what is happening on his device will ordinarily be in a position to take manual action if necessary. First, he has to be putting attention, which may not always be the case. Second, an attack may have significant negative impact in seconds, or even microseconds. Thus, the ability of a system to respond in kind would seem to be essential. Efforts to develop cognitive systems that understand their environment, their own capabilities and modes of behavior, and threats to their operation have been undertaken in the past, but the task has remained daunting by virtue of the many degrees of freedom posed by the general problem. In other words, there are just too many things to have to know about, look for and react to. With the digital object architecture, the number of possibilities is greatly reduced and, thus, the likelihood of success is potentially much higher. An environment where threats could be internalized within a system, and where the system can defend itself with mobile programs specifically tasked and authorized to take actions against fast moving attacks would provide an immediate benefit to the user by defining the attack in real time. It could also serve to provide data for a post-mortem report on the attack.

As a matter of policy, it would be useful if users can work with the involved carriers or other relevant service providers when such problems arise to determine what happened. This can be helpful in determining what networks, proxy servers or other related infrastructure or resources may have been compromised, and how best to thwart any such ongoing incidents. This would potentially have the effect of enabling legitimate backdoors or other corrective action wherever required in the Internet.

Conclusion

The digital-object architecture would impact the nature of many Internet activities by making them more explicit and, thus, potentially more defensible against attack. It would help to support an informed discourse about implementation of effective Internet defense strategies that are difficult to achieve today.

The continuing transition to the DO architecture is an incremental process that may take years to complete. In the meantime, considerable progress could be achieved (especially for users) in understanding what is transpiring on the Internet (including on their machines and devices), and working with Internet service providers to ensure that undesirable events can be more easily diagnosed and prevented, or at least detected and hopefully defused before they cause substantial damage.
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REPRESENTING VALUE AS DIGITAL OBJECTS: A DISCUSSION OF TRANSFERABILITY AND ANONYMITY*

ROBERT E. KAHN & PATRICE A. LYONS**

This article discusses the use of “digital objects” to represent “value” in the network environment. Deeds of trust, mortgages, bills of lading and digital cash can all be represented as digital objects. The notion of “transferable records” structured as digital objects is introduced, along with references to its application in real financial situations. Even in a formal information system, anonymity reflects the desire of a holder of value to remain incognito, except as he or she wishes to be made known. The use of unique, persistent identifiers and a resolution mechanism to fashion such a capability for anonymity and transferability is presented.

I. BACKGROUND

A basic element in commerce is the representation of “value” by a writing, or more generally, a “data structure,” fixed in a tangible form such as paper. The use of such instruments is so ubiquitous that they are often taken for granted in daily life. A business will take delivery of a new computer, desk, photocopy machine or some other good and sign a
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document acknowledging receipt without a second thought about the validity of the process being used. This is not a recent development. For example, data structures such as “bills of lading” were used in the thirteenth century.1

A promise to carry loads of produce to a country far centuries ago may differ from a promise to perform “operations” on material in digital form to produce a required informational result. Additionally, promises of centuries ago may also differ from a promise to deliver a digital object, embodying a literary or musical work. Even so, the instruments evidencing the contract of carriage, the right to possession of the goods, or the receipt by a customer of the product or service, have basic elements in common. The issue addressed in this paper is whether and how such elements may be appropriately represented in a way that frees the transaction from the need for a physical manifestation, while allowing for both anonymity and transferability.

Representing a transaction in the form of a digital object does not preclude the production of a corresponding physical artifact upon demand. However, whether such artifacts are in fact necessary at all would depend more on the perceived needs of the participants than on the validity and reliability of the underlying mechanisms that can produce it. Transferability is achieved if the data structure may be transferred with authenticity from the party in possession to another party using verifiable techniques. While transferability would require a third-party trusted system to facilitate the transaction, the third-party system would only serve as an intermediary in a technical sense, but would not need to know who the current holder of the object is or maintain any information about the transaction. Anonymity is achieved where the party currently deemed the “holder” of a data structure is not generally known, or cannot be known, without the consent of that party. With such a third-party system in place, each party to a transaction can demonstrate a legitimate claim to the data structure before and then after the transaction has taken place. If an adequate confirmation of legitimate possession after the transaction cannot be made, the second party would normally reject the transaction.

Although a tangible fixation of an object provides a relatively easy means of displaying the data structure representing the intangible “value” being provided, we consider here only the case where the need for such a physical artifact is no longer present. As discussed in a report prepared
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for the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) Working Group on Electronic Commerce, there have been many attempts over the last few years to replace traditional paper-based bills of lading by electronic messages, and more generally, what was termed the “dematerialization of documents of title,” particularly in the transportation industry. It was thought useful to expand such efforts beyond maritime bills of lading to encompass other modes of transportation, as well as issues involving “dematerialized securities.”

In the United States, efforts to develop alternatives to paper-based documents have given rise to the concept of a “transferable record.” Initially, this work was carried out under the umbrella of the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws (“NCCUSL”). Section 16 of the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act (“UETA”) was approved and recommended for enactment by NCCUSL in all States in 1999, and sets forth the general parameters of the “transferable record.” In essence, this section provides for the creation of “a record created, generated, sent, communicated, received, or stored by electronic means, i.e., an “electronic record” as defined for purposes of UETA, “which may be controlled by the holder, who in turn may obtain the benefits of holder in due course and good faith purchaser status.”

A more restricted definition of a “transferable record” was enacted into law by the U.S. Congress. Title II, sec. 201(a) of what has become known as the E-SIGN Act provides that the term “transferable record” is limited to specific types of “electronic records” such as loans secured by real property. As experience is gained in this area, and technical systems and processes are developed to support electronic equivalents of paper-based loan documents, steps may be taken to expand the scope of the law to encompass other representations of “value” in commerce.

The digital object architecture has been under development by Corporation for National Research Initiatives (“CNRI”) for a number of years and is currently being implemented in several commercial contexts. This architecture may be of relevance to the evolution of the notion of a transferable record for purposes of the E-SIGN Act, as well as the ongoing discussions in the United Nations relating to the transfer of rights in
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II. PHYSICAL ARTIFACTS

Many applications involving physical artifacts, such as health records fixed on paper, often raise the notion of an original or authentic copy. In fact, in many cases there may be multiple originals of the same document like a contract that is signed in duplicate originals. In other cases, only one original record may exist, as in bearer bonds or in deeds to real property. For some applications there is no requirement of anonymity. The holder of the original record may be known by any of several means. In other cases, the holder may be completely unknown unless and until he or she produces the physical artifact. This is the case for issued paper money such as a dollar bill. Although the issuer of the official record or document is generally known to the holder and to anyone else who is permitted to inspect it, there can, but need not be, any record of the actual holders in due course of the record over time. Furthermore, it is generally understood that physical artifacts such as paper or other material objects are not required to maintain certain official records. For example, the issuer of an official document may retain a computer record of the issuance. This might be known by any of several terms such as a book entry, or journal entry and the official record is kept by the issuer or a known designated agent of the issuer. The issuer may also maintain a record of the “chain of title” to the entry. Various registries maintain this kind of information, such as a typical Recorder of Deeds, although the actual deed may be retained by others. Still, the prevailing mode of operation is to issue paper for many, if not most, of these applications.

In each of the above cases where only computer records are used, there is usually a trusted party that maintains the records, as well as the linkages between each record and the party to whom the record is currently “attached.” Absent the maintenance of accurate records by the trusted party, proof of ownership may be compromised, perhaps fatally. Even though an official computer-based record may be kept by a trusted party, normally the issuing party or its agent, a copy of the record may be available in digital form at other locations. In order for the record to be negotiable, the bearer may be required to provide the record in digital form, but the authenticity of the holder as well as the record can be separately validated if the appropriate records are available.

The discussion below focuses generally on the case where a record of linkages is not kept, and thus, no equivalent “chain of title” is maintained by the trusted party. It also assumes that a generalized record-keeping capability need not be in existence, but that a trusted means of authentication is available. The digital object architecture described generally below can play a key role in facilitating the authentication process.
III. DIGITAL OBJECTS AND THEIR IDENTIFIERS

The term “digital object” is used to denote an identifiable item of structured information in digital form within a network-based computer environment. Generally speaking, a digital object is a set of sequences of bits or elements, each of which constitutes structured data interpretable by a computational facility, at least one of the sequences denoting a unique, persistent identifier for that object. Information of virtually any kind that is represented in digital form may be structured as a digital object. The identifier of a digital object may be of any form, as long as it may unequivocally be de-referenced to the digital object. The Handle System is an example of such an identifier system. Some known part of the identifier could contain a cryptographic hash or fingerprint of the identified object, which could be used to help to authenticate the object.

The Handle System being developed by CNRI, serves as a “resolution system” and would typically contain “resolution information” sufficient to resolve an identifier to the “location” of the computational facility containing the object. However, the resolution information, nominally state information about the digital object, may not necessarily be publicly available in its entirety. Indeed, portions of the state information may be available only to the party that is the current owner or “holder” of the object. The resolution system is also assumed to be secure from tampering. This is achieved through a combination of mechanisms including the use of public key infrastructure, backup procedures, and protected physical equipment. It need be no less secure than, for example, other parts of an on-line banking system.

The location, if designated in the state information, may be merely the service point for obtaining the digital object. In fact, there may be multiple locations that can produce the digital object, and for informational purposes, any of these will suffice. However, it is assumed that only one of these objects is the official version, and the rest merely replicas. This leads to an important consideration: given the ease by which information can be replicated by computer and on a network, how can the official version be distinguished from the other identical versions?

IV. TRANSFERABILITY OF DIGITAL OBJECTS

In this section, the focus is on the transfer of an authentic version of a record or document in the form of a digital object. We begin by considering how a given digital object accessible on the network can be authenticated as having the proper information from the original issuer and possibly contain additional chain of title information where appropriate. The
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possibility of encrypting each digital object may indeed be desirable for all of or parts of a digital object, especially where classified information comes into play. However, this capability is not essential to the basic system in which it is only assumed that the digital object is signed by its issuer using a strong encryption mechanism such as the U.S. federal digital signature standard. The authenticity of the digital object can then be verified directly from the digital object and its signature, if the signature can be assured. The use of a trusted public key infrastructure is one, but not the only way to achieve this result.

The Handle System can store digital object signatures to be used for authentication, and even bind the signatures tightly to the identifiers. The digital object will generally contain other information that can be used to show authenticity, but this is not necessarily required. For example, the inclusion of a sequence number, date-time stamp and/or the length in bytes would inhibit attempts to tamper with even weak signatures, or strong signatures made weak over time with increased computer power.

The question of determining which of N authentic digital objects is the original is, in some sense, an epistemological question since there is no way for a computer to know where a party providing bits to it “obtained them.” If all instances of a digital object are identical and since bits are themselves fundamentally incorporeal there is really no notion of original bits. For purposes of illustration, four transferability mechanisms are identified below. The first two are equivalent to physical artifacts embodying data structures. The third is a hybrid situation. Only the fourth will be discussed in any detail.

Mechanism one is a tamper-proof device provided by the original issuer that contains the original information. It is assumed that the issuer only issues one such device, that others cannot replicate the device without destroying some critical part of it, and that no means exist to change the original information (although it may be possible to incorporate additional signatures to reflect chain of title). The device thus assumes the role of paper and ink and, for most purposes, can be viewed as equivalent to paper and ink. One transfers the data structure by transferring the physical device. Mechanism two is like mechanism one, in that the above assumptions apply except that the internal information may be read out of the original device and into another device. Assuming a means by which there is no possibility for corrupting the information in the transfer process (e.g., the receiving device will reject corrupted information), this leads to the issue of whether the receiving or sending device can insure that only one such transfer can occur. There may be cases where, in fact multiple transfers might be appropriate, but this possibility is not addressed here. Mechanism three is like mechanism two, except that one of the devices is not tamper proof. This would have to be assumed if one of the devices were a general-purpose computer. The techniques for ad-
V. Distinguishing Original Information on the Net

Mechanism four assumes that the original information is structured as a digital object and stored in a general-purpose computer or other computational facility on the net. The notion of “holder” is tied to the notion of unambiguously designating the computational facility that purports to hold the original digital object. For example, a transferable record such as a deed of trust could be the original digital object held at a particular moment in time in such a computational facility (referred to in this paper as the “holder facility”). While recognizing that this is a logical construct, the holder facility may be deemed generally equivalent to the evidentiary role played by a physical object. The evidentiary showing could entail demonstrating how the system works. For example, the showing could identify the particular holder facility as the authorized holder at a particular moment in time and producing the relevant digital object using the system. The identifier uniquely identifies the data structure stored within the designated holder facility. For an individual to claim to be the holder in due course of an electronic record structured as a digital object, the holder facility must be able to present the record to the appropriate party or parties for inspection on demand. It is asserted that only the authorized holder of the original digital object will be able to cause the desired object to be produced by the holder facility (unless, of course, it was trusted for safekeeping with untrustworthy associates). For example, if the holder was untrustworthy, it could present the material to a third party and claim it was holding the digital object on behalf of someone other than the party who is the authorized possessor.

The holder facility must be known to the resolution system, or a means of determining the holder facility must be uniquely derivable from the resolution system. While information about the holder of a transferable record need not be made available to others, the actual holder facility containing the object may also not be known publicly. However, it is mandatory that each holder facility only provide the original digital object to the bearer or his agent and in a form that allows the authenticity of the information to be verified. This can be achieved without the resolution system knowing the identity of the holder. In this case, the agent of the bearer might be a trusted computer system or its operator. A compromise of this trusted system would be equivalent to a loss of say a bearer document. A compromise of the resolution system could also result in a loss of such a document, but the latter compromise must be addressed on a system-wide basis. The former compromise (of a specific
trusted system) would be the responsibility of the bearer that selected it.

Each digital object can be validated by use of its fingerprint or signature, which is maintained by the issuer or its agent. The issuer may also elect to retain a replica of the original object, or only certain archival information about it such as its digital signature, length, date-time stamp of original issue, and possibly other non-personal identification information, such as sequence numbers. A transferable record itself consists of the original digital object and its signature, possibly along with additional information such as chain of title information added each time the object is transferred to another party. Certain elements of the additional information would be necessary for some objects and not for others. For example, bearer bonds would not usually have chain of title information, nor would digital cash. At the time of transfer, an instance of the digital object would be formed in a new holder facility corresponding to the new holder and the system would require that a change in the state information indicating the then valid holder facility be entered into the resolution system.

The Handle System has all the attributes necessary to provide the functionality of a trusted third party system. Specifically, system responses may be “signed” by the system upon request and each signature may be authenticated by a built-in certificate authority, if desired. The built-in certificate authority may itself be certified on a system-wide basis, and the cryptographic strength of the certificate authority increases as its purview widens. For example, the system-wide authority has the longest and strongest key. Each entry into the Handle System requires the use of a private key known only to the owner or its authorized agent. Further, various cross-checks carried out regularly within the system are designed to detect anomalies with respect to replication and mirroring of data. The top level of the Handle System is known as the Global Handle Registry and consists of a number of servers and services managed by a single trusted authority.

Entries in the Handle System for a newly designated holder facility would be made by the authorized holder at the time of transfer; the identifier for the data structure need not change, but the corresponding information in the Handle System would be changed to indicate that the data structure is now accessible from the new holder facility. It is not required that the entire Handle System be trustworthy in order to implement this capability. It is only required that a subset of the system be trusted, namely, a subset separately cordoned off to manage objects of value in which transferability and/or anonymity are needed.

VI. DIGITAL OBJECTS SENT VIA E-MAIL AND/OR AGENTS

Digital objects structured as mobile programs or software “agents”
may serve as their own transport mechanism or be used to transport other digital objects with appropriate access procedures to effect the authorized disseminations. Existing mechanisms such as email may also be used for the same purpose. Specifically, both email and agents may be viewed as ways to move the separately identifiable information contained within them, but these would not be an integral part of the Handle System per se. While in transit, the information may or may not have any status of value until and unless it arrives at its proper destination and is validated. Alternatively, the use of identifiers, such as handles, can obviate the need for an actual data structure to be communicated as the data structure can be retrieved independently if the ability to access it at a remote holder facility is enabled. If desired, a synchronization mechanism, familiar in distributed data base technology, may then be invoked to insure the designated object is moved from one holder facility to another and that only one such facility is the newly designated one. The Handle System can also provide the equivalent of this function. At that point, an email reply could go back to the sender confirming the transaction. For audit purposes, the reply itself could be structured as a digital object with its own unique identifier.

The case of network-based agents is in many ways the more interesting and also more complex topic. In this case, the value represented by a digital object may be present entirely in a mobile context, with the object never stopping at any computational facility for more than a transitory period of time. Interactions involving value transactions may thus take place in arranged meetings and rendezvous situations. Validation of the agents as well as their contained data structures and/or identifiers would be necessary. This could be carried out using the same techniques as for any other type of digital object, whether stationary in a repository or in transit on the net.

This paper does not purport to fully describe, much less specify, an entire system for representing value. There are many other issues remaining to be worked out on the way toward creating a viable system for identifying value based on the notion of a digital object. A starting point down this road would be the development of a general “type framework” for transferable records. The capability for such a mechanism exists in the current implementation of the Handle System. The notion of typed data, inherent in a digital object, is deliberately intended to be an open and extensible attribute of the system. If the digital object architecture were introduced in various areas of commerce, it would be possible to agree on specific “types” that are meaningful for specific subjects or industries. There may be multiple types for representing “value,” such as a category called “bill of lading” or “deed of trust.” A data structure would be assigned a “type” for purposes of resolution of digital objects that are designated by an issuer as conforming to the particular type. Types may
also be defined dynamically and resolved by the resolution system. Once agreement is reached on the use of “types” in such a system, consideration may be given to identifying possible standard operations allowed to be performed on a given type. For example, where dealing with the type: “transfer of copyright ownership,” there may be a permitted operation: deposit for recordation in the Copyright Office.

While various notions concerning “value” and “typed data” require additional study in the network environment, the basic underlying resolution system, already in operation in Internet commerce, may be used directly to resolve typed data and to manifest value. The flexibility of a system based on the notion of a digital object may serve to open new avenues of commerce in a networked environment and contribute efficiencies and cost savings to existing methods of doing business.
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What is the Internet?

- Original FNC Definition still applies:
  - Global Information System that makes use of IP (its logical extensions or follow-ons), TCP (its logical extensions or follow-ons, and other IP compatible protocols), and which supports applications based on the above.

- Overall Architecture is still intact despite increases in the underlying technology by factors of 1 – 10 Million (computation, communication and storage)
Bindings to Technology vs. Information

- Arpanet – 16 bit addresses → wires
- Internet – 32 bit IP addresses → machines
- Web - URLs → <IP Address/filename>
- DO Architecture – DO Identifiers → DOs
  - DO Architecture describes a means of managing information over both short and long time frames in which Digital Objects are the basic structures.
  - Compatible with the current Internet and builds upon it.
Fundamental Properties of the Digital Object (DO) Architecture

- Logical Extension of the Internet
- Based on the same architectural ideas embedded in the Internet's architecture, and which have sustained its evolution, the three most important characteristics being:
  - Open Architecture (defined protocols & interfaces)
  - Independence from the underlying technology
  - Minimized Complexity for users
- The DO Architecture enables interoperability across heterogeneous information systems, whether in the Internet or not.
- It is a non-proprietary architecture and is publicly available.
Basics of the DO Architecture

• **Digital Objects** are its basic structures (also known as Digital Entities). Each DO consists of information represented in digital form, and having an associated unique persistent identifier.

• The DO Architecture consists of three components:
  — a resolution component that resolves identifiers to “state information” about the desired information - - a resolution request yields a handle record;
  — Repositories that store DOs and enable access via their identifiers; and
  — Registries that store metadata about DOs and are used for searching.

• Resolvable “data types” are critical to understanding a DO by computer or otherwise.
ISO Effort to define the structure of Types

• Not intended to define specific “types”
• But rather what a type specification should look like, where each type is represented as a separate DO with its own unique persistent identifier
• Every element of every DO consists of a pair of (type, value) entries.
• And every type is represented by its identifier.
Digital Object Architecture: Information Management on Networks

Repositories

Identifier Resolution Service

Client

Resource Discovery

Search Engines, Metadata Databases, Catalogs, Registries, etc.
Critical Role of Identifiers in the DO Architecture

- Identifiers are used to designate users, system resources, networks, services and desired information of all kinds represented in digital form and structured as digital objects.
- The resolution system provides important real-time information to client software.
- Everything being identified has a public/private key pair; and the public key is accessible by resolving its identifier.
- This enables an integrated PK Infrastructure (PKI) that is essential for purposes of providing security and generating trust.
More Background on DO Architecture

- Started with the work of Bob Kahn and Vint Cerf at CNRI on mobile programs in the 1980s (i.e., Knowbots)
- Elaborated upon in the early 1990s in the Computer Science Technical Reports (CSTR) project.
- In 1997, the Cross-Industry Working Team (XIWT) supported the concept of digital objects and “stated operations” on digital objects, and noted the importance of chaining operations and managing value.
- The DO Architecture received the Digital Id World Award in 2003 for balancing innovation with reality.
Managing Access to Digital Information:
An Approach Based on Digital Objects and Stated Operations

May 1997
DOIP Protocol

- The Digital Object Interface Protocol (DOIP) is a simple, but powerful conceptual protocol for software applications ("clients") to interact with "services" which could be either the digital objects or the information systems that manage those digital objects.
- The DOIP enables a user (or another DO) to interact with a DO based on the use of associated identifiers
  - Each action is represented by a DO; and the interface conveys the action’s identifier (ID1);
  - Each target of an action is also a DO; and the interface conveys that identifier as well (ID2);
  - The formal specification is written as a schema that is incorporated in a program typically run by a repository that serializes structured data.
Framework for Discovery
ITU-T Recommendation X.1255


- Focused specifically on discovery and access to information in digital form, structured as digital objects, X.1255 is applicable to operational requirements for information management more generally.

- For purposes of X.1255, a digital object is defined as a digital entity; and the Recommendation describes a data model and interface protocol.

- Since the notion of a DO and a DE are nominally identical, from here on I will simply refer to both of them as Digital Entities (DEs).
What is Metadata

- People commonly define metadata as “data about data”
- A more complete definition:
  - Metadata is a set of (structured) assertions about an entity
  - Multiple parties may make those assertions
  - Veracity of those assertions is usually outside the scope of metadata
- Those assertions could be about

- **Identity**
  what is the resource called?

- **Provenance**
  who created the resource?

- **Access**
  who views and administers the resource?

- **Description**
  what is the resource about?
  How to interpret it?

- **Technical**
  in what stage is the lifecycle?

- **Structure & Representation**
  how is the resource formatted and encoded?
What is a Block?

- Blocks are not new!
- Historically, a block was viewed, essentially, as a sequence of bits, usually with a defined beginning and end.
- In the past, it may or may not have been uniquely identified other than by its arrival sequence in time.
- Blocks were also linked with other blocks
  - In the programming field, blocks were often linked or chained using pointers
  - In the communications field, they were usually linked in some time sequence and often involved encryption.
- Blocks were not usually managed separately from the application that invoked them—-but they could be.
Accessing Information about a Block

• This is the province of what is now called **metadata**.

• Part of the metadata may be self-contained within the block. This is sometimes referred to as key metadata.

• The amount of information that may be termed metadata about a block can be enormous and would normally be managed separately from the block.

• The use of blocks in information management was pioneered by CNRI in connection with mobile programs in the Internet.
General Observations about Blocks & Blockchains

- As previously mentioned, the context for the development of blockchain technology has been around for many years. Indeed, every block is an example of a Digital Object.
- A blockchain represents a particular way of structuring a Digital Object that comprises multiple DOs.
- DOs are stored in Repositories, which may be replicated (otherwise known as mirroring).
- Various mechanisms can be invoked to cross-check the multiple repository entries, if deemed necessary to augment trust.
Managing Mutable & Immutable DEs

- Blocks may be immutable; blockchains may not change, but are inherently mutable as they need to change when they are updated.
- Examples of blocks are transactions, contracts, bills of lading, digital cash; for example, see “Representing Value as Digital Objects: A Discussion of Transferability and Anonymity.”
- Immutable objects can be authenticated without reliance on external parties.
- Mutable objects rely on external mechanisms to validate.
Authenticating a DE

- If a DE has been signed by a user or a system resource with its private key, the DE will identify the signatory (or it will be conveyed separately by the access protocol); and the DE can then be validated from the signature.
- Parts of a DE can be signed or encrypted, if desired.
- If so, the usual approach is to treat that part as a separate DE in its own right and link to it from the other DE by including its separate identifier in the first DE.
- Alternately (and often in addition) the handle record obtained by a piece of client software for a given DE will contain the authentication information for that DE; and the handle record may be signed by the server from which it was obtained.
Authenticating an Immutable DE

- If a DE is known to be unchangeable in a given context (e.g., a contract, digital cash, or bond), then a simpler mechanism is available to authenticate the DE.
- Namely, the identifier can contain a powerful cryptographic hash of the DE (with an associated methodology to use the hash for authentication) so that the DE can be validated no matter how it is provided or obtained.
- In this case, the user need not rely on anything other than the strength of the encryption mechanism.
- And, a failure in any one case (perhaps due to a loss of a private key) will not compromise the rest of the system.
- Replication of the DE in multiple instances of a repository will increase the likelihood that a valid version of the DE can be accessed in the unlikely event of repository failures.
Tusting the Resolution Mechanism

• A key part of the Internet is the IP Addressing mechanism that is used to route packets from source to destination.

• Similarly, a key part of the DO Architecture, which is a logical extension of the Internet, is the identifier/resolution component.

• It is used to map identifiers for digital entities to useful state information about them: that system must be trustworthy as well.
Two Stage Resolution

- CNRI implemented a two stage resolution system in the early 1990s in which identifiers have the structure “prefix/suffix”. This implementation is in widespread use with more than a billion digital entities identified. The prefix, which is allotted to a specific party that wants to create resolvable identifiers, is unique to that party; and that party would start its identifiers with its prefix and add whatever suffix it wishes.

- Derived prefixes may be created by the party using a “dotted” convention. For example if prefix 35 is allotted, 35.1 or 35.HQ.1 may be derived from 35. The zero and one delimiter prefixes are retained in a distributed registry called the Global Handle Registry (or GHR). Multiple organizations around the world operate the GHR and coordinate with each other in maintaining its integrity.

- The actual identifier records - such as those corresponding to 35.1/abc - are retained in one or more local services they run, or contract to have run for them, and also managed by the party that created them. The system is inherently distributed. The local services can also be mirrored for reliability and security, as desired; and most organizations choose to do so.
What changes are in process?

- Fundamental changes took place in the Internet as the number of devices exceeded what were then a staggering number – like 100 Million.
- Today, it is envisioned that the number of devices in the IoT (or cyber/physical systems more generally) may come close to 100 Billion in the not too distant future.
- This will stress almost every aspect of the Internet - and especially those that involve information management.
- Many organizations are rallying behind the use of blockchains to provide trust, but this is but one of several alternatives; its use will provide its own challenges for managing information. Issues of interoperability as well as scalability, efficient performance and graceful degradation must be balanced against the need for architectural changes to provide enhanced defenses.
As the Internet Confronts Increased Complexity

- Mobile program technology may soon be needed in the context of implementations of the DO Architecture.
- Trust in the system of information management and the digital entities it manages are critically important especially when the DEs have value, as is the case with crypto-currencies.
- The need to protect rights, values and other interests that may be embodied in DEs, coupled with the sheer volume of information that will be available in digital form, requires a new paradigm for information management.
- The Digital Object Architecture can provide a sound basis for moving forward.
Some Background Reading


- ITU Recommendation X.1255, "Framework for discovery of identity management information," was approved on September 4, 2013 (the work is based largely on CNRI’s Digital Object Architecture; and Robert E. Kahn, CNRI’s President, served as Editor), http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/recommendations/rec.aspx?rec=11951&lang=en

Some Background Reading (Cont’d)


A patent application (US 20030233570 A1), titled *Authenticating and using digital objects*, and based in part on the ideas expressed in this article, was filed by CNRI. It specified that the technology may be applied in managing, inter alia, the issuance and authentication of financial instruments. The application was later abandoned when the claims were rejected by the U.S. PTO as covered by the now expired, CNRI Patent No. 6,135,646, *System for Uniquely and Persistently Identifying, Managing, and Tracking Digital Objects*.


The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Kahn, thank you. I appreciate what you have shared with us and look forward to reading these various papers as well.

And to the other members of the panel, thank you. Very informative this morning.

Dr. Kahn, I am going to come back to you on the issue of trust, because I think that is something that is so integral to what we are talking about here.

But before I do that, I would like to ask several of you to touch further on the impact that we might anticipate, just from a consumer perspective, on electricity rates and the concern that some might have that, I am not, my family and I might not be ones that benefit from blockchain or bitcoin, and yet I am wondering am I, through my rates, going to be expected to pay for this infrastructure?

Can we have a little bit of discussion about, again, expected impacts on electricity rates? How we deal with consumers who are concerned about what they may consider to be paying or helping to effectively subsidize some of the costs that we build out of infrastructure?

Mr. Skare? Mr. Golden?

Mr. SKARE. Yeah, I think that you're hitting upon a fundamental aspect of how the power grid works. So anytime load increases, the only choice the utility has is either to generate more electricity or to import more electricity from its neighbors.

So when you're looking at a situation like this with the cryptocurrency mining is increasing the loads, while that would be at a very localized level in the distribution part of the power system, it still will lead to increasing the need for the generation.

Now whether the utility itself hits its limits of generation that it can provide, that determines typically and economically whether they should buy electricity from their neighbors.

I think if you take a look at the written testimony from the Chelan Public Utility District, they chronicle some of their interesting issues that they've had where they've declared some moratoriums on cryptocurrency mining and then look at the process of what is the impact on their grid and since they're a public utility, understanding what's the right way for them to address the issue to get to a policy that works. They thought they had it at one point and then they had to re-apply the moratorium when they found out their policy wasn't quite complete enough.

The CHAIRMAN. I think this is part of the complication here is understanding how you prepare for this short-term, mid-term, long-term. I mean, what is the long-term future here? Do the utilities build out for that or is this a shorter-term interval but you have an aggressive investment up front and then several years from now you might not necessarily need it?

I think these are some of the fears that I am hearing in terms of how do you address the demand, right now, but not knowing what this may look like in the years ahead, and in the very, very short-term.

Mr. Golden, do you want to or care to comment?

Mr. GOLDEN. Yes, Senator.
I think, like Paul mentioned, Mr. Skare mentioned, it’s fundamentally, it’s a supply and demand question, right? If obviously demand goes up then and supply doesn’t keep up with it then you have a possibility of increased rates.

But I think it’s important to note that utilities also have pretty robust planning processes in place to ensure that they can, sort of, understand where the grid is going, how much excess capacity in energy they have to serve new customers and work in partnership with new customers to determine, you know, how much load they’re going to actually be generating for the grid. I think, so, fundamentally, I think there will be a chance for utilities to have that conversation.

And you mentioned building infrastructure at the beginning. I think many utilities will have, or power providers will have, the ability to have that discussion at the early outset of the load coming into their territory and talk about having them help pay for some of the costs associated with actually building out the infrastructure required. So I think making that smart decision and having those early discussions up front will help to alleviate some of the concerns when it comes to cost, some of the costs that may occur if the technology were to leave town.

The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Henly has mentioned that the United States is behind Asia, behind Europe in terms of just how we are approaching cryptocurrency.

There are some out there that would suggest oh, this is just the latest fad. It is a hype. It is going to be here today, gone tomorrow. It sounds like you all believe that this is very much a part of the future going forward. Is that a fair statement?

Shaking heads yes or no? I know Ms. Henly is a yes, for sure. Mr. Kahn, you have been around for a long time observing this. Is this here to stay?

Dr. KAHN. As I said in my testimony and I strongly believe, this is one of the options that one ought to look at, just like when we did with the original internet there were all kinds of options from networking and computing. People should make their choices based on what’s available.

This may be one that lasts. It may not be. I certainly would not argue either for or against it other than to say it’s an option on the table. Figure out whether it works for you.

The CHAIRMAN. Very good.

Dr. KAHN. We’ll see.

The CHAIRMAN. Very good.

Ms. HENLY. And just to add one more point on this.

I think it’s definitely an option on the table, and I think what we are excited about is the potential. But I think right now it’s so early that what, you know, we’re seeing is that it’s deserving of more research but as Mr. Kahn mentioned, it is, you know, in the grand scheme of investments in the electricity sector and cybersecurity, only one tool in the toolbox.

The CHAIRMAN. Very good.

Senator Cantwell.

Senator CANTWELL. Thank you, Madam Chair.

I really didn’t think it was possible to thank you for a hearing in August——
[Laughter.]

—but thank you, thank you. Thank you for this hearing. I think the witnesses have done an excellent job of outlining the options here.

I would like to hone in on the security aspect, because I think that’s one of the most interesting just because it is also one of our biggest challenges today.

Mr. Skare, you mentioned patch management which I am very intrigued with given the Equifax situation. My head just explodes when I think about the fact that they had an Apache patch but somebody in the organization just didn’t apply it. And the notion that this technology could help us with the architecture on patching which is a lot more frequent than everybody thinks, right? How would that work?

Mr. SKARE. Well, one of the challenges with patches is you want to understand and be able to validate the provenance of a patch to make sure that the patch hasn't been altered from the time it was created until you're the person applying the patch.

So this is a way to provide a chain of custody, as it were, for that patch as it leaves the manufacturer until it gets to the asset owner who will be applying the patch. And I think that’s one of the interesting things to help validate that no one has tampered with the patch is an important piece of this.

Senator CANTWELL. But would that also help us get patches implemented faster and more efficiently?

Mr. SKARE. No, this is a way of getting them implemented more securely.

Senator CANTWELL. Just to authenticate, you are saying. Just authenticated?

Mr. SKARE. Yes.

Senator CANTWELL. Interesting.

Which could cut down on the posers who are online posing as patches, right?

Mr. SKARE. Yes.

Senator CANTWELL. So, okay, I definitely think this is something to consider after the Equifax breach, just the amount of software that is going to be in our system, the amount that people are going to depend on and then the amount of updates and patches. Obviously, figuring that out, leaving that many people exposed just because a patch was not fixed at Equifax, is just mind blowing.

Ms. Henly, I think your testimony was quite helpful in the sense that it just reminded me of the 1980s when Microsoft said “a computer on every desk.” Obviously we have come a long way since that motto from a company, but the notion that you are all discussing a digital ledger, you know, the computer as a digital ledger is really something, I think, for us. I think what we have to do is not overregulate here and make sure that we are continuing to invest in what those technology applications are, the level of efficiency that you could get from that, particularly on the energy side of peer-to-peer is very interesting.

What do you think we need to do to keep moving forward?

Ms. HENLY. I think that you make a great point.
There is a lot of promise for this technology. Some of the funding has already gone in to explore the cybersecurity benefits with PNNL and the DOE, I think it’s a really good start.

I think that there are other programs that the U.S. Government can support—research, in particular—to answer some of these questions around energy use, but not only energy use, cybersecurity and not only cybersecurity, other applications of the technology in the energy sector. So what I would recommend is increased research and development, and coordinated research and development is a sign that the government and DOE is interested in the technology and wants to see the promise of it in this sector.

Senator Cantwell. Mr. Kahn, have you heard about aviation applications for digital objects that work in blockchain?

Dr. Kahn. If they’re applicable, I think they’re applicable almost anywhere, so sure in the area of aviation. But you know also, autonomous vehicles on the ground, in the air, linkages between them, interoperability.

Some of the biggest challenges that we have in dealing with information systems is getting interoperability with other information systems. So we need a sound basis. The internet was all about getting interoperability between information systems.

Senator Cantwell. Well——

Dr. Kahn. The computers.

Senator Cantwell. I think one of the things we’re interested in, obviously post 9/11, is making sure that people don’t take over aircraft. One of the applications is to have this network be able to help with aviation if somebody is trying to hijack or take control of a plane, to have this kind of secure system that would have the plane land with this kind of architecture.

I think there are lots of applications, as you said, but I think there are some very specific ones that we should look into.

Dr. Kahn. And security is particularly important. I really think that by dealing with information at this large a level of granularity than we have before rather than just worrying about bits floating around the internet, we have all kinds of potential at our fingertips for doing a better job on managing security.

Senator Cantwell. Thank you for saying that, very well put.

Thank you, Madam Chair.

The Chairman. Thank you, Senator Cantwell.

Senator Cassidy.

Senator Cassidy. Thank you, Madam Chair.

Congratulations to you all in making something very technical something I can understand.

I am going to take this conversation a little bit afar from energy but remain with the blockchain technology.

I am interested in trade-based money laundering. Now trade-based money laundering, ideally, would be combated by having the people on both sides of the transaction. For example, I learned of a transaction in which the goods went from the United States to Guatemala but the invoice to Panama and then back to Guatemala and that interlude in Panama substantially changed the invoice so that they were able to misinvoice and, therefore, transfer dollars. Everybody with me so far?
I am gathering, and I will direct this to you, Mr. Narayanan, that blockchain, a public blockchain, could be maintained by the parties but with a central authority, I think Ms. Henly referred to, it would be a transparent blockchain. People could be looking at it, a central authority, to make sure it is not changing between Panama and Guatemala and you could trace this transaction throughout, ideally of course, to combat mis invoicing. Is that a correct assumption?

Dr. Narayanan. With public blockchains, there has been a tension between the transparency of the blockchain that is all of the data being out there for anybody to look at and trace as well as the anonymity or pseudonymity of the system which is that for participants to trade, using these blockchains they don't have to put their real name out there.

And so, in my——

Senator Cassidy. Now let me stop you.

That may be current, but could you set up a system, as Mr. Kahn suggested, with preexisting rules that when it comes to international trade, yes, you would have to say that it is Rob Portman, Inc. sending a good to Guatemala and there would be some sort of bar code scan that uploads the manifest. But nonetheless, a central authority in each government could look and make sure that the invoice remained constant throughout.

Dr. Narayanan. Yes, Senator, you're absolutely correct. That system would be set up.

It would have to be accompanied by legislation and enforcement to make sure that people are using those regulated blockchains instead of ones that are harder to——

Senator Cassidy. Now let me ask you again. I am directing this to you, but anyone can weigh in. How difficult would this be because I think Ms. Henly spoke, or one of you spoke, about what we are looking at now is beta chain, beta versions, but it continues to evolve. If we wish to put in that system now, could we put in that system now or no, the technology is still evolving?

Dr. Narayanan. If I may answer that?

I think technologically we're at a point where we can deploy those systems. I think——

Senator Cassidy. Then let me ask, because obviously Guatemala would not have the resources of the United States but, is it possible to cloud base this so that we would, if you will, distribute, the U.S. could distribute this system to our trading partners and they could have authority? You would absolutely have to have authority, but nonetheless, they could participate in this function?

Dr. Narayanan. Senator, I think that's the challenging part which is not the technology side of things but instead how do we interface with our partners? How do we get everybody on the same table? I'm not the expert to speak about that, but what I will say is that the technology is not the hard part. It's all of these other things.

Senator Cassidy. Ms. Henly?

Ms. Henly. Just to add.

I think one of the great innovations of bitcoin was creating an incentive structure that aligned everybody's incentives around reinforcing the security of the system.
And so, while it’s possible to create a structure and an application that you’re describing that, you know, you’d have to essentially mandate or control or regulate every step of the way and ensure everybody is acting correctly.

But it’s possible with a public blockchain network is to create a system of incentives so that everyone is incentivized to act and verify——

Senator CASSIDY. Let me ask because, theoretically, the incentive is one, to cut down on trade-based money laundering.

Ms. HENLY. Yup.

Senator CASSIDY. But also, to include tax revenue, for example, the government of Guatemala, this invoicing deprives them.

Ms. HENLY. True.

Senator CASSIDY. But can you prevent the enterprising programmer from being paid off and messing with it because this is the attraction? It seems like the folks in the U.S. or Panama would be able to look at some corrupt programmer, not to accuse programmers of corruption. But you see where I am going with this.

Ms. HENLY. Absolutely.

And this gets back to the protocol design of how do you set up a system where every party is bought in, sometimes literally, to the foundation of the blockchain where, you know, if the network is corrupted, everybody loses some, you know——

Senator CASSIDY. I thought I gathered from your testimony or your collective testimony that you can actually look and see if somebody corrupts.

Ms. HENLY. Absolutely. The only question there is on endpoint security. So, how can you guarantee that the physical actions are being reflected in the digital ledger? And that’s where you want to create a system of incentives so the physical actions, each person, is incentivized to contribute to the robustness of the network.

Senator CASSIDY. I am over time.

Thank you all, very stimulating.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Cassidy.

Senator Smith.

And thanks to all of you, though I will only claim to have understood a fraction of what you described today. I appreciate the conversation very much and especially how the applications, how this can apply to everything from trade-based money laundering to cybersecurity and autonomous vehicles and so forth.

But I would like to just hone in particularly on an area that I am really interested in in Minnesota. It is very important in Minnesota which is the area of energy efficiency and renewables.

I would like you to just talk a little bit more. You know, in Minnesota we get about 25 percent of our energy from wind and solar, and I think while sometimes the challenges of incorporating that
kind of energy into the grid are overstated, they still are challenges around reliability and also storage.

Maybe starting with Ms. Henly, could you just talk a little bit about how this application might help us solve some of those problems around reliability and also storage? And then I am also really interested to hear from all of you about the kind of additional research that we need, particularly in that sector, that we ought to be putting our attention to.

Ms. HENLY. Absolutely, thank you for the question.

So, one of the ways in which, one of the reasons we’re excited about blockchain is because there is an ever increasing, in the electricity sector, set of distributed energy resources that have the capacity to contribute productively to the grid, whether it’s, you know, second-on-second demand response, whether it’s long-term efficiency, that can contribute to balancing some of the intermittency of renewable energy.

But there are challenges in the electricity sector at the moment of leveraging those assets to productively contribute. And one of the things we’re excited about with blockchain technology and that is very deserving of more research is the ability for blockchain given its distributed nature, given its potential to create low cost transactions with those devices, to coordinate, aggregate and leverage those devices to balance some of the intermittency of renewable energy. So we absolutely are excited about that. It is an early stage idea but deserving of more work.

Senator SMITH. Thank you.

I would be interested in what others on the panel think about this. Yes?

Mr. GOLDEN. So I would agree that distributed energy resources, when you think about solar or wind or others and even smaller, maybe home-based or maybe a hospital has a combined heat and power generation facility.

Today or in the past the way that it’s been set up is you have centralized generation that’s, sort of, a command and a control and how you command the generation to supply the demand that’s out there on the grid.

With the advent of these distributed energy resources, they could very much help toward the grid, provide reliability, stability, resiliency, but it’s hard to tap into. If you think of having, maybe, ten nodes today of generation and then expand it to three million or something, how does the one central, sort of, utility manage all that chaos?

So blockchain might be one of those technologies where you could use it the way that it works to basically help utilities and others manage the grid and be able to have those resources participate in a more meaningful way.

Senator SMITH. Go ahead, Doctor, please go ahead.

Dr. NARAYANAN. Thank you.

Let me address briefly the second part of your question which is how can we incentivize this kind of research and development.

As a researcher what I see is there is certainly a vigorous amount of research going on in the United States on these topics but perhaps what we could have more of is researchers from very different areas working together about the applications of one kind
of technology in a different sector, such as blockchain technology or other computing technologies in the energy sector. So perhaps funding that is strategically directed in route to incentivize these types of collaborations could be very fruitful.

Senator SMITH. What would be an example of that kind of collaboration that you are envisioning?

Dr. NARAYANAN. A collaboration between computer scientists and technologists and experts in the energy sector who know what are the most important problems that need solving. And so, when you bring those two types of expertise together that's when we can build actually useful technology solutions.

Senator SMITH. Okay.

Yes, Mr. Skare, my fellow Minnesotan.

Mr. SKARE. Yes.

I think another area of research that would be very beneficial here is expanding upon transactive control and trying to see if demand response can also apply to the cryptocurrency mining. That might be a way to provide financial incentives to the miners themselves to back off on their mining during a time of heavy load for the grid.

Senator SMITH. Yes, Dr. Kahn?

Dr. KAHN. So one of the areas it might be useful at a policy level might be to have people look into visibility strategies.

I mean, it's very clear to me that the main interest in the cryptocurrencies is going to ultimately depend upon the visibility of the currency flows. That's the only thing that's going to make governments really comfortable with what's going on. I think you can upscale that discussion to visibility and information flows more generally, and I think that was alluded to by the Senator's comment.

And so, I think one of the questions that could be raised is what is the right, appropriate way to develop public visibility into these kinds of flows when they are intended to be public. But there are going to be some that are non-public. And one of the best ways to do that, maybe in the energy world, there's a lot of information that needs to be visible, but not to the public. So, I think this whole area of the policies that should apply to visibility, what should be visibility and to whom.

Senator SMITH. Right.

Dr. KAHN. And what technologies should apply is really going to be important. Blockchain may or may not be part of that solution.

Senator SMITH. Thank you very much.

Thank you, Madam Chair.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Smith.

Senator Gardner.

Senator GARDNER. Thank you, Madam Chair.

Thanks to all of you for your time and testimony this morning.

Mr. Skare, I will start with you, if you don't mind.

In your testimony you talk about vulnerabilities to 51 percent of the nodes and the importance of endpoint security. How can we address issues such as security for Internet of Things, devices, that are going to be the backbone of, sort of, this peer-to-peer energy trading network?

Mr. SKARE. Thank you, Senator.
I think that that's a key question to be talking about for this whole space because what we're finding is that there's a lot of standards on how to build secure systems and run them from an operational point of view, but not just from a building point of view. So there's a lack of expertise and best practices as far as, how, if I was a vendor, when I was going to build products, how do I build them securely? So that way, we'll have less need for patches once they're operational. That's an area we've been doing research on at PNNL but in the bigger sense is missing in the industry right now.

Senator GARDNER. Senator Warner and I have legislation that tries to address this, not through a prescriptive mandate type of view or approach, but sort of a, if the U.S. Government is buying Internet of Things devices, can we use our purchasing power to influence industry standards?

Now we are buying billions of devices, billions of dollars' worth of devices. Can we set standards that when the U.S. Government purchases these things and patchable devices, no default or hard coded password from the factory that you have to have segmentation, I guess, and other provisions that would make sure that we have Internet of Things device securities? Is that the right approach, do you think, or are we barking up the right tree, so to speak?

Mr. SKARE. I think—I did some work with the Department of Energy on guidance on how to procure systems with, by adding cybersecurity requirements during the procurement process. I think that is a very valuable approach to help. It's one of the ways to influence the market as a major market participant.

Senator GARDNER. Thank you.

You also have received a DOE CESER funded project. Can you talk a little bit more about any other blockchain research going on at PNNL or the other labs that you are aware of?

Mr. SKARE. Yeah, so I think a number of the labs are putting internal investments into understanding how blockchain works and how it can be applied to problems in this space.

The current project that we have that's funded through CESER is really focusing on helping to flesh out and understand a number of use cases as well as, you know, both the pros and the cons of the issues.

And the example of trying to influence, you know, the voting nodes within a blockchain solution if you were to be able to gain control of 51 percent of those voting members. You could theoretically then alter the outcome of the blockchain. And so, it's just an example of one of the issues that we're looking into right now.

Senator GARDNER. Mr. Golden, your testimony talked about transactive energy. You talked about the possibility of two utility customers talking to each other, trying to sell power to each other. Assuming the regulatory barriers to this were removed, it seems like a blockchain system could capture the accounting aspects and other aspects, but is that enough? Do you need more? Are there other things that we ought to be looking at? Would other systems or rules be required to ensure that the power transfer, it was safe for the buyer, the seller, the distribution system? How would that work? What needs to be done?
Mr. GOLDEN. Yeah, Senator, I think there’s a ton of unanswered questions in that space. I mean this is very aspirational to have that, sort of, free market that allows for customers to buy and sell and then interact with the utility.

Lots of things could come into play about how the grid is actually operated—how to understand where that power is flowing and when it’s flowing to make sure they maintain reliability and resilience for the customers. So I think there’s a tremendous amount of research that’s required in this area to really move that from, you know, sort of an idea or hypothesis into actual, into an action item.

Senator GARDNER. Could you talk a little bit about the research that is being done right now, both in the private sector and the federal R&D, that is taking place and what needs to happen at the federal R&D level to further this research?

Mr. GOLDEN. Yeah, today, I mean, we’ve set up, sort of, a bench lab test of what does that technology look like if you were to set up several nodes and see the interaction between, sort of, the buyers and the sellers in the market. It’s very small scale.

So I think additional funding to, sort of, support that research. It’s one of those things where lots of times you’re trying to figure out what’s in the next couple years and this is maybe five to seven years out. You have to spend the money today to get to that, sort of, five- to seven-year future. And so I think that it’s hard to get a huge amount of investment today, but it’s something that’s very much needed in order to get those technologies to move forward.

Senator GARDNER. The Secretary of Energy and I were out at NREL this past week where we talked about some of the grid work that they are doing in some of the facilities and opportunities that they have to do a lot of this research and development, the testing there with the power coming into the system from wind energy, gas turbine energy, solar energy, traditional energy, other traditional energy sources. I think that is the kind of approach that we need to continue to utilize, the expertise with the private sector and Federal Government researchers.

I commend you all for your work and thanks for trying to help us understand some of the great technologies that we are on the cusp of achieving.

Thanks.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Gardner.

Senator Heinrich.

Senator HEINRICH. So a couple of you have mentioned this potential for peer-to-peer trading using blockchain technology. How much do we know about how and whether that works well?

Mr. Skare, I think you have worked a little bit on the Brooklyn project. Can you just maybe elaborate on is this working? Is this the right architecture to facilitate that kind of market?

Mr. SKARE. I think that’s a really great question because what we’re trying to understand is, you know, where are all the best use cases for this technology. I think it’s in the Brooklyn microgrid transactive control type of scenario. It’s a good place to try it out.

I think additional use cases should look for other opportunities to do that early stage, kind of a demonstration of how each use case applies.
Senator HEINRICH. If this proves to be a good application for peer-to-peer trading, do any of you think that you could similarly, could you take blockchain and use it to facilitate participation of aggregated, behind the meter generation and storage assets to even go so far as potentially participate in bulk power markets?

Ms. HENLY. That is one application that we’re quite excited about at Energy Web Foundation, and I know many of our affiliate companies are interested in specifically that type of aggregation.

To the point around is blockchain the solution or one of the technologies that might be useful? It’s really one of the technologies. And in order to realize an application like that, you’re going to have to not only invest in the blockchain technology itself but also other technologies that will connect with devices and be able to realize something along those lines. But definitely a key part of the puzzle.

Senator HEINRICH. Ms. Henly, you said that the U.S. is behind in dealing with this architecture. Can you elaborate a little bit and, specifically, can you comment on how Congress, PUCs, FERC, et cetera, ought to be crafting regulation with these protocols in mind?

Ms. HENLY. Absolutely.

So there is really valuable and excellent research happening in the U.S. I don’t mean to suggest that there isn’t any research happening. However, what we’re seeing from the industry perspective is that most of the development, especially in the energy sector around blockchain, is happening in Europe and some of the key core developers are based in Berlin and a lot of the demonstration projects around energy applications are also in Europe.

I think there’s a real opportunity for the U.S. to put together additional programs, funding sources, perhaps the DOE, perhaps more broadly on blockchain and related technologies that would support foundational and fundamental research also in the U.S. and, in addition, demonstration projects that could be showing the value of peer-to-peer and other applications.

Senator HEINRICH. So energy related blockchain transactions are going to need to be energy efficient, unlike the bitcoin example. They will need to be scalable. They will need to have reasonable transaction costs if they are going to be implemented.

Would any of you like to, sort of, talk about the different security protocol architectures that you mentioned, the proof of work, the proof of authority, proof of stake, even alternative architectures like tangle and what some of the positives and negatives of those different architectures are proving to be and how you think that is going to apply, specifically, to energy transactions?

Ms. HENLY. I’ll jump in quickly, but then others should comment.

In the energy sector we realize this is an issue and, for example, one of the reasons Energy Web Foundation was created was to address this issue and to create a blockchain that did not use bitcoin’s energy intensive mining practices.

And so, that’s why we are launching our blockchain next year with proof of authority. Ethereum currently processes 1.3 million transactions per day on average and has announced, the Ethereum Foundation has announced, a move to proof of stake, also uses orders of magnitude less energy. We expect those to be the trans-
active foundations for applications in the energy sector and in other sectors.

Mr. GOLDEN. I would say that I think transaction speed is obviously very important. We think about instantaneously balancing supply and demand. On the grid, you can’t have latency that’s going to not really, sort of, make sense of what’s happening in making real-time decisions on how to balance everything.

So, I would say that the proof of stake, like you mentioned, there’s other protections that, sort of, are pointing toward being faster in their transaction speed.

Senator HEINRICH. Great.
Thank you, Madam Chair.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Portman.

Senator PORTMAN. Thank you, Madam Chair. I appreciate the witnesses being here today to talk about blockchain and energy and also some of the cybersecurity threats.

As you may know in my home State of Ohio, blockchain has gained a little momentum recently. The Governor, John Kasich, recently signed legislation saying that blockchain was an electronic record like other electronic records and that, in turn, gives blockchain the same legal protections as other types of electronic records.

Cleveland, in particular, and other parts of Ohio are becoming a home to some of the innovations going on here and have big interest in the Cleveland business community in developing blockchain thinking it is going to be a big part of the future.

And what I’ve heard today is probably, maybe, who knows what the next great technology is, but it looks like it is very promising for a lot of applications.

In the National Defense Authorization bill last year and again in the Homeland Security—which is a law now—and the Homeland Security bill which is out of Committee this year, I worked with colleagues to put in measures to have the government do more studying about blockchain, its opportunities and challenges in particular. Again, this focuses on how do we get our hands around cybersecurity threats that are proposed.

On energy efficiency this Committee has done a lot of work in this area and passed legislation. Not all was passed by the Congress, some that has energy efficiency legislation that Senator Shaheen and I introduced, for instance, would be equivalent of taking 22 million cars off the road in terms of emissions and then you have blockchain. According to one of your studies on, particularly, the use of mining and some of the transactions.

Dr. Narayanan, in your testimony you cited your work in determining the amount of energy required for bitcoin mining alone is slightly more than the electricity consumption of my entire State of Ohio. Is that accurate?

Dr. NARAYANAN. That is my best estimate based on the data available at this point. There can be some uncertainty in that estimate, but the order of magnitude, I think, is very clear.

Senator PORTMAN. And the order of magnitude is enormous and, you know, concerning.
What ways do we have to verify the methods of blockchain transactions that are less energy intensive than others and how can we get our hands around this issue?

Dr. Narayanan. Senator, I think that is one of the key areas where we need more research. We’ve had some discussion today already about alternative mining for any blockchain technology.

So far, it’s proven tricky to apply those to public blockchains which support cryptocurrencies. That doesn’t mean it’s impossible. We’re just not quite there yet in my view in terms of the technology and more research, more funding, more encouragement for the development of alternative technologies can certainly help.

Senator Portman. Yet there have been some discussions already in terms of limiting the amount of mining—and any of you jump in here and Ms. Henly, maybe you have a thought on this—is that a practical solution?

Ms. Henly. I would say our strong recommendation is to invest in researching alternatives to energy intensive bitcoin mining practices. I think that Mr. Skare, excuse me, mentioned some other approaches to time of use pricing or demand response that could be offered to miners as an incentive to not mine at peak times.

Senator Portman. Creating incentives?

Ms. Henly. Yes, exactly.

Senator Portman. My time is coming to an end so let me just get to the opportunities now because the challenges are clear. Again, it would be ironic if all this work on energy efficiency was countered by this great new technology that does consume even more energy because the idea is to use it to be more energy efficient, to, as my colleague from New Mexico, Mr. Heinrich said, make it scalable and practical and timely, to be able to take distributed energy and make it work more practically. And all those opportunities are out there.

What do you see as the best near-term applications of blockchain to improve energy efficiency?

Open it up, Mr. Skare, maybe you can give a thought on that. Mr. Skare. Well——

Senator Portman. Short-term, now.

Mr. Skare. Short-term, I think the key is that blockchain is a technology as well as a number of other parallel technologies that can achieve the same goals.

I think that energy efficiency can be tackled with or without blockchain and that the speed of getting energy efficiency gained is kind of a separate, separate orthogonal problem from blockchain technology.

I think the big opportunity right now for blockchain is the fact that there is not a standardized definition of blockchain so we can continue to work on the research on how to make it more energy efficient and private blockchains. And that’s probably the single most, immediate thing.

And as we work toward cryptocurrency mining, figuring out ways to maintain the needs there in less energy intensive ways is also a——

Senator Portman. How about tracking individual energy use? Is that a short-term application that could be helpful? Mr. Golden?

Ms. Henly?
Ms. HENLY. To the tracking point?
Senator PORTMAN. Yes.
Ms. HENLY. The Energy Web Foundation is building a reference application that tracks renewable energy credits that we've launched in Alpha earlier this year.
To the point around energy efficiency, one of our affiliates, Elia, which is a TSO in Belgium, is currently building a blockchain application to run their demand response program. So there are present day applications for energy efficiency, for tracking of blockchain that can be supported by the technology at this current stage.
Senator PORTMAN. Mr. Golden?
Mr. GOLDEN. Senator, I think you'll continue to see, if you look at data centers and that first, sort of, came to the front, people were worried about the amount of energy usage. And those data centers continued to drive down with energy efficiency so that they can, sort of, arrive at a lower amount of energy used.
I think, if you look at blockchain mining and proof of work mining, as price drops, for instance, you might see them get a little bit tighter with the way that they want to spend their money. They're at $19,000 which it doesn't make a whole lot of sense to look at energy efficiency plays because you're making so much money. Whereas, if that does drop you might start to look at how do you make this operation more efficient.
And then as larger plays come in, I think, there will be another opportunity for them to, sort of, consolidate and look at how they can make their operations more efficient maybe through the data centers.
Senator PORTMAN. So, we incentivize the business, not the market side of—my time has expired but any other thoughts you guys have, I would love to hear them as a matter of the record.
But I think it is, again, challenges with huge opportunity as well. Thank you, Madam Chair.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Portman.
Senator Cortez Masto.
Senator CORTEZ MASTO. Thank you and, again, thank you for this hearing. I think it is an exciting time for us. I thank all of you for the conversation and the information that you have provided.
I do believe we are at the dawn of a new age with the potential for blockchain technology. We cannot squander it. We have an opportunity right now to invest in the R&D for the very reasons that you all have identified.
I appreciate the conversation and will follow up with respect to what we can do at a federal level, but there is a role for the states to play as well. And we have talked a little bit about that.
I am proud that Nevada is one of the leading states in the nation encouraging the growth of the blockchain applications. For instance, in Nevada, our state legislature recently passed a bill incentivizing blockchain start-ups to locate their businesses in the state and that had the support of our governor as well, our current governor. It is an exciting time.
But let me talk a little bit about some of my concerns and how you can help us address this. We talked about the architecture, and we talked about the framework. And as we build out this frame-
work and we do the R&D, we talked about cybersecurity and security in general which, I think, is an important guardrail that we start looking at and putting in place as we build out this infrastructure instead of trying to layer it on after the fact which is much more difficult.

But one thing we have not talked about yet is the privacy component. So let me open it up to all of you. What privacy considerations should be examined for consumers using digital currency or other blockchain applications? Please.

Dr. NARAYANAN. If I may speak to that, Senator.

With cryptocurrencies consumers have, sort of, a privacy dilemma which is that they can interact with other individuals and businesses using cryptocurrencies without providing their real name.

However, all of the transactions that they make are permanently recorded on this public database in a way that they cannot take back. As we've heard, you cannot go back and modify the blockchain records later which means that if a consumer's identity at any point gets associated with any one of their transactions on the blockchain then it can further be linked to all of the transactions that they have made using a cryptocurrency.

This is a very new type of system. It's not like the credit card system. With credit cards we don't really have the danger that all of my credit card transactions ever are going to be publicly, you know, displayed with my name attached to it on the internet.

We don't quite know how to manage this privacy dilemma from a consumer perspective. A lot of research is happening, for example, there are newer blockchains which try to hide all information from public view. However, that raises other questions if those blockchains get adopted how can law enforcement, for example, still do their job. And so, I don't think we've quite figured out an answer yet which is both technologically sound, which is useable for consumers and also meets the legitimate needs that we have for law enforcement and investigative purposes. Definitely very much a work in progress.

Senator CORTEZ MASTO. Thank you.

Doctor?

Dr. KAHN. Yeah, I think that we didn't really have a chance to get into the technology of the digital object architecture, but as I stated earlier, blockchain is one example of a digital object, but just one.

And yet, I know the focus of this hearing is on blockchain and so, that's why most of the questions are about it. But I think if you look at this issue more broadly, for example, the question of managing information shows up all the time in the research data alliance.

This is the something the U.S., the European Union and Australia set up where many people who deal with very large data sets are worrying about how to curate it, share it, protect it, secure it and the like. And within that context the notion of blockchain almost never shows up because it is one choice and as they look at their needs, they don't see that as the critical, initial thing.

Within the digital object architecture every aspect of it can be self-identified. For example, every individual can have an identity,
including anonymous, that could be an identity. Every system can have an identity, every piece of information can have an identity. And that’s how privacy is generated.

So, if it were a health record that you were looking for, part of that health record would say, the following identifier for people are appropriate or programmed. So whatever it took to access this information. Privacy is essentially, inherently, built in.

But by asking a question only about blockchain, it seems to me, that you omit all of the other potential applications that might be useful in society for which blockchain may not be the solution.

This is not to take a position for it or against it, as I’ve said before, but with the focus here only on blockchain, I think you need to understand that there’s a broader universe of applications of which blockchain is exactly one option.

Senator CORTEZ MASTO. Okay. Thank you.

I notice my time is up. Thank you again for the conversation.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.

Senator Daines.

Senator DAINES. Chair Murkowski, Ranking Member Cantwell, thank you for holding this hearing today.

I came from a tech background, as some of you know. I was in the cloud computing business for 12 years before I came to Capitol Hill.

I have seen the progress of blockchain technology for cybersecurity and other industries. It has been fascinating to watch what’s developed here. It is also interesting from an energy point of view.

For example, bitcoin mining requires an enormous amount of electricity, sometimes surpassing even traditional mining projects. In my home State of Montana, we have facilities in Bonner and Butte that collectively require about 80 megawatts of electricity. There are plans by developers of these facilities to increase the energy demand and news of other bitcoin operations planning to move to Montana. Why are they thinking of moving to Montana? Well, we have lower cost energy. One mining operation projects the next few years to expand to 100 megawatts, making it one of the largest energy consumers in the state.

Montana has cheaper electricity, we have a colder climate and we have less expensive real estate—not true everywhere in Montana, but in many places that is true.

This activity can create a net benefit to our economy. In fact, we could see some changes though in the near future. There are Colstrip units one and two in Montana that are planning closure. There are threats currently to units three and four.

We may see electrical prices go up and energy production in Montana go down. We are a net energy exporter today. If we lost Colstrip units one, two, three and four, we would become a net energy importer.

As the demand from bitcoin miners increases and the supply of cheap, reliable electricity from coal generation decreases, this could pose a threat to the expansion of bitcoin operations and an even greater threat to energy supply and prices for Montana as a whole.

Mr. Golden, you noted that bitcoin miners prefer to locate in areas that have low energy prices like Montana. They rely on continuous, steady streams of electricity like other data centers.
I remember when I was running and hosting operations for our company. We had data centers all over the world. But these mining operations usually run 24/7 with continuous demand. Areas with strong baseload power are, therefore, attractive locations, like Montana, with robust hydro as well as coal generation. In fact, I recently heard of a coal-fired plant in Australia which is reopening to provide power to a new bitcoin mine.

The question is, how do you see the increase in bitcoin mining and the reduction in traditional baseload generation resources, like the closure of Colstrip, affecting the grid in the cost of delivered energy, especially in places like Montana?

Mr. Golden. Thank you, Senator.

So, I think, fundamentally, for the supply and demand piece, if your supply is dropping and your demand is increasing, then obviously you could see a change in the amount of the pricing structure for the service territory. So, I think, you know, obviously, that’s one thing to consider.

But there’s also the fact that utilities are consistently looking at what is happening on their service territory and making decisions on what technology or what generation to start up or shut down. So, as they look at that, I think there will be a lot of decisions made in their planning processes if those coal units do go down, what would come in to replace that so they could continue to, sort of, provide their charter which is least cost energy for their customers. So, I think it’ll take a lot.

We don’t know where these bitcoin mines go. If they someday fold or they don’t—if they’re not there any longer and it’s difficult to make those decisions, but you know, having those, sort of, planning tools in place and processes that utilities are very much used to, helps them make those decisions.

And I think having partnerships and frank discussions with many of these companies at the outset is a very important thing for the utilities to get engaged with.

And one of the things we’ve done at EPRI is we’ve started a thing called Utility Blockchain Interest Group which is simply to get as many of our members around the table to have these discussions in a frank, meaningful way so that maybe your utilities from Montana can talk to somebody who’s had this problem in New York or maybe in Washington and some lessons learned could be passed.

Senator Daines. Or Australia it sounds like.

Mr. Golden. Or Australia, right.

Senator Daines. Right.

They brought a coal-fired plant on to supply reliable, low cost energy for bitcoin mining. Along that line is this need, I guess, for agility and responsiveness.

In your written testimony you discuss the difficulties of predicting future energy consumption of bitcoin miners and the potential problems associated with this uncertainty. You were alluding to that.

As the value of bitcoin rises and falls, so does the incentive, perhaps to mine more bitcoins. This could lead to the investment in infrastructure that might be used for a few short months or could extend many years. How can communities and energy companies be more prepared as bitcoin miners move into their regions?
Mr. GOLDEN. I think, if these operations are, sort of, green field sites and they're starting to build brand new, I think it's a great time for utilities in the area to have discussions about what kind of infrastructure will be required to be put in place and help make sure that those companies are providing, sort of, their fair share for providing that infrastructure.

I mean, other opportunities that we've, sort of, researched and seen is that these companies will often look for areas that may be, for instance, a car wash that had a high electric load that could then be utilized, that that connection could then be utilized to, sort of, hook up to the utility. So in that case it's, sort of, a benefit where you're realizing infrastructure that maybe was defunct before that.

I think those two areas of looking for infrastructure that's already in place and built out. They could look for that and then also, having utilities have those discussions right up front with new customers on how to best set that infrastructure up.

Senator DAINES. Chair Murkowski, as Mr. Golden has alluded to, uncertainty is something that's difficult to manage but having more optionality by having a balanced energy portfolio, I think, is part of helping address uncertainty going forward. I hope we can learn from places like Australia, like Taiwan, like Germany that move too fast in one direction and kind of lost sight of having a diversified energy portfolio.

Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator King.

Senator KING. Thank you, Madam Chair.

This has been a very informative discussion. You have noticed that the Senators have come and gone which tells you that the real software challenge, forget bitcoin and blockchain, is scheduling Senate hearings in a rational way so that we do not have to be in two and three places at once.

[Laughter.]

That is a challenge the world has never been able to tackle. I will just mention that.

I am interested in the energy consumption issue. To what extent do these facilities which essentially are server farms, is that correct? Isn't that correct? That is what they are.

You are nodding. Could you say yes?

Ms. HENLY. Yes.

Senator KING. Nods do not get in the record.

[Laughter.]

Ms. HENLY. Yes.

Senator KING. To what extent are they dispatchable in the sense of being subject to peak load pricing, to load shedding and is this an opportunity to rationalize the utilization of the grid on time of day?

Yes, sir?

Mr. SKARE. Yeah, I think this, there is an opportunity to move forward there.

Today's installations do not have that built in ability to regulate based on either time of day rates or other incentives. There are a number of places in the United States that do have time of day
rates that can use it. And the opportunity is there to add that demand response or even load shed capability.

Senator King. But as I understand it, this whole system is built upon incentives and this is another incentive that could be built in. Would that be feasible in terms of the mechanics of this particular business, that they could ramp up and come down according to the cost of the energy that they are consuming?

Mr. Skare. Yeah, I mean, as you said earlier, these are basically like server farms, so you could really turn some of the mining, you know, computers off during times of difficult load and then run them when the load isn't as such.

Senator King. Well, one of the realities of the grid is it is terribly inefficient in the sense that there is huge slack at night, for example. And to the extent we can shift things like charging electric cars or running server farms, we wouldn't have to build a lot of additional infrastructure because the infrastructure is there. The wires are there, the generating capacity is there and it is scaled back at night.

On this issue of individual sharing energy transactions, why does it take blockchain? Why can't the ISO do that now, the ISOs in the business of turning on plants and turning off plants according to demand? I don't quite understand why that can't happen under the current technology with additional software.

Ms. Henly?

Ms. Henly. Well, I was just going to refer to Mr. Golden's comment previously about the number of devices where today we have maybe hundreds or thousands of devices that a central operator is trying to optimize.

In, you know, as increasingly even, you know, in the last few years, distributed energy resources, small devices, in households have started to expand. We're talking millions of devices and that requires a different architecture in order to coordinate them. But perhaps——

Mr. Golden. I would agree.

I mean, also, you know, you think about the ISOs and they have, sort of, minimum barriers for entry. You might have to be one megawatt of generation in order to participate in the market. We're talking about a situation where we have kilowatts.

Senator King. But there is no law that says that. I mean, they could alter their software in such a way to accommodate smaller transactions.

Mr. Golden. Right. Then it becomes, I think, a question of the cost of doing business.

If you're having these micro transactions and having to pay a certain percentage for all of them, it almost doesn't seem, sort of, worth it at some point.

Senator King. What is worrying me is the development of a whole different—we have already got a system for turning power off and on and monitoring the grid and determining when there is a need. If you build a whole new system on a blockchain basis, it is still going to have to integrate with the ISO at some point. Do you see what I am saying?

Mr. Golden. I think you're completely—I think, like we've been sort of saying——
Senator King. Completely right is good. Finish that.

[Laughter.]

Mr. Golden. As a group I don’t think that we know that blockchain is certainly the end-all, be-all and that’s the right decision to go with that technology to solve that problem.

I think there’s, obviously, many other ways to solve that problem and you know, obviously, those are the things we’re examining.

Ms. Henly. And the only thing I would add is that there is a current system in place that is quite effective for operating the current grid.

Senator King. Right.

Ms. Henly. But if, as you have just, you know, reflected, I think, quite well, is that the slack capacity on the system right now is enormous and to be able to create a system that is better optimized, more responsive, it may be necessary to add additional functionality where blockchain can aggregate small assets to hook into an ISO or to even, eventually and this would be, you know, a many year type of situation, to switch over to a more dynamic control system that is more distributed.

Senator King. I have often likened the grid to a church that is built to accommodate Christmas and Easter and on a Sunday morning in February there are a lot of empty pews. We need to, I think, think about ways to more efficiently utilize this enormous investment that we have.

The best example to me is charging electric cars overnight which you could do without any additional infrastructure whatsoever. It would only be energy cost, no additional capital costs.

Well, thank you very much, Madam Chair. Thank you for scheduling this fascinating hearing. I appreciate it.

The Chairman. It has been very interesting. Thank you, Senator King.

Just a couple more questions. I would like to follow up.

Ms. Henly, you were asked, I don’t know, maybe it was by Senator Cortez Masto, on the issue of just privacy from a broader perspective and recognizing that if using blockchain for energy transactions, you might not, perhaps you don’t need the same level of anonymity, I guess. But a question would be, how do you ensure then if you have this anonymity that is, we are saying okay, this identification is not required. How do you ensure that you are not selling a product that might be subject to sanction?

Ms. Henly. Thank you for the question, Senator.

I think that this is an area which deserves a lot of attention and interest and actually, engagement from regulators because, I think Dr. Narayanan stated it very well that privacy functionality is being developed by the industry, but it is not robust enough at this stage and is still in an early phase of development and needs to be developed, in particular, with specific use cases in mind.

What is it that regulators care about in terms of privacy? What is necessary to require? There is a productive collaboration there between technologists in continuing to work on the technology and regulators in, you know, setting specifications and requirements for the direction the technology and privacy, in particular, moves in.

The Chairman. Let me ask about the issue of regulation, because that is what we do up here is we advance legislation.
Is it too early for us to be discussing the potential for legislation in this space?

Mr. Golden, you mention in your testimony that regulatory barriers exist that restrict the transactions between the customer and the local utility. Should we expect some kind of a request to adopt federal regulations? You have some interstate issues connected to these transactions. Speak a little bit about your perspective on the need for regulation at this point.

Mr. Golden. Yeah, EPRI doesn’t generally, sort of, get into, jump into the regulatory, sort of, realm, but really, it’s about looking at the technology itself and whether or not the technology is ready. I think there’s a lot more work that has to be done as far as whether or not this technology is ready to, sort of, participate in a transactive energy way.

I think one area that maybe is also important for this transactive energy is the use of smart contracts. When we think about peers on a network selling electricity back and forth to one another there needs to be some sort of contract in place. And I don’t know that there’s any sort of recognition from a legal framework of whether or not those smart contracts are actually enforceable. So that’s one thing.

And I think one of the Senators mentioned that in Ohio they had looked at, sort of, allowing for that contract to be something that is true and real and is recognized by the legal system.

So, I think those areas are areas for you to look at and then also just keep an eye on the technology as it develops like we will plan research and development.

The Chairman. Mr. Skare?

Mr. Skare. I’d like to just add a little bit to that in that I think the area of concern besides personally identifiable information being made part of an immutable record that you also have to look at anything else that the transaction parties might be placing within that block so that you can put in, you know, illegal data into these blocks and then they stay there. So that’s another area of concern that should be reviewed as part of that process.

The Chairman. Well then, that takes me back to an issue that I raised with you, Dr. Kahn, after your testimony and that was the issue of trust.

You explained that the focus of blockchain is not creating blocks of data but in creating data that can be trusted and trust is one of those words that we don’t often hear when we are talking about cybersecurity.

I guess I would ask you to just speak a little bit further about what more can be done to ensure that we are actually achieving this trust. You mentioned that blockchain is just one option out there. But how does the trust that is created by this blockchain technology compare with other techniques that might be used in gaining that trust for the digital objects?

Dr. Kahn. Well, that’s a wonderful question. Thank you for that. And it’s not going to be very easy to answer it directly because you have to get into all the ins and outs of how you trust blockchain and how it works and the like.

I don’t think we really have time for that right here and probably other people could address that equally well.
But let me just say that in developing trust in any informational system and I might point out that things are not new, as in the Internet of Things, because when we did the original work on computer networking the things we connected were big computers. So we're really still in the business of connecting things, big informational systems, little ones, whatever.

You need to know what information you want. That means you've got to have a way of describing it and it can't be semantics. It will be different in different languages.

That's why the importance of unique identifiers associated with digital objects. You can say, the information I want is in the object who has this identifier, wherever it is in the information universe. And then you need to have some way of going from that identifier to actually accessing that information. Now it might be you can't manifest it because it's all encrypted, but you've got to be able to get to it.

So let me assume that you can interpret it when it shows up. The next thing you want to know is can I trust that this information has not been tampered with. And that's, kind of, an interesting question that deals in authentication technologies of one sort or another.

Now, often times you think you need some other set of records to know whether it's accurate, but in many cases you're dealing with information that is immutable, that is it never changes. And if the information never changes, then you can actually create an identifier for that information, cryptographically, based on the content of the information so that from the identifier you can get the information and from the identifier you can validate whether that information was accurate or not. It doesn't require anything else. It's self-built in to the way kind of system would operate.

Now, if the information is changeable, you probably need to depend on another system. It could be a blockchain system. It could be many of the kinds of systems.

But there is one that's widely used throughout the world in the publication industry and options trading and in managing building activities. It's called the Handle system, well that's the trademark for it. But it's an identifier resolution system that's very powerful and it's been on the internet for almost 30 years, actually 25, 27 years now, widespread in the publications industry.

It's hard to find any scientific journal that doesn't rely on this to identify references in those journals.

So that's an important aspect of how you develop trust. You might develop it because the system itself is intrinsically, the trust level doesn't depend on anything else, anywhere else. It doesn't depend on other service systems or whatever.

The question is can you get the information? This issue also has shown up in other areas where you have to learn to trust the cryptography like if you could actually send information over another nation's satellite system, would you trust the information that you got? Well, if you could get the bits and you believe in the strength of the cryptography, maybe the answer should be yes or certainly yes in times of dire need.

There's also the question of how you can trust in a particular object that has value when it's the bitstream itself that purports to
have value, as in cryptocurrency, when you can actually transfer
that, perhaps even anonymously from one party to another. So if
I transfer a bitstream that’s got $100 of value to another party,
who’s got the $100 of value if I kept a copy of that same bitstream?
You have to have a way of understanding which is the real
bitstream even though they’re both identical. And that can be done
in a variety of ways, including through, if you read that paper I
wrote on representing value with Patrice Lyons, you’ll see that we
actually go through that in detail and it’s not a blockchain solution,
but it is one that’s another alternative.
And then finally, you need to know that communication world
that you’re dealing with can actually get information through reli-
ably because if you can’t get the information then all of the trust
that you might have in it will never really materialize.
Cybersecurity is important in terms of maintaining the flows but
also making sure that things can’t be changed within the system.
If I pull down an object which is, let’s say, a piece of legislation,
I’d like to know is this the real piece of legislation? Well, you can’t
tell that necessarily from something else, you might have to look
at the object itself to tell. You might want to know is this the latest
version? Has it been amended? You may want to get the prior
version.
And so, all of those things go into building trust and that’s one
of the things that we’ve thought through very seriously in the dig-
ital object architecture, but it’s like a set of building blocks. It’s not
a cookie cutter, one size fits all and every example that we have
been involved with, we’ve built probably dozens of systems of var-
ious kinds, including some for managing options trading around
the globe, managing the construction of buildings and smart cities
and things like that.
Every one is different and there is no single solution that, you
know, universally applies to everything. You have to look at the
issue of trust and managing the information and protecting it and
securing it individually in every case. There is no universal solu-
tion that’s going to work for everything now and in the future.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I thank you for that. You are right, it is
not something that you can respond to in a couple minutes blurb.
This is a much broader and exceptionally important and very, very
timely.
Not a lot of trust that you have around the halls of Congress
right now. Quite honestly, there is not a lot of trust that the Amer-
ican public has.
Just think about what people get on their news, they are all won-
dering is this real? You know, we are not trusting much of any-	hing nowadays. So making sure that we have architecture that
can be trusted, I think, will be exceptionally important moving for-
ward. So I appreciate you outlining that.
Senator King, any final words?
Senator KING. No.
The CHAIRMAN. I appreciate what you have provided to the Com-
mittee this morning. It has been very interesting, very enlight-
ening. I think we have all learned a lot.
This has been good to fill our heads with as we move forward,
and I thank you for what you have contributed.
With that, the Committee stands adjourned.  
[Whereupon, at 11:56 a.m. the hearing was adjourned.]
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Questions from Chairman Lisa Murkowski

**Question 1:** Bitcoin miners are reportedly demanding significant amounts of electricity in certain regions. In fact, we received a statement for the record from Steve Wright, General Manager of the Chelan County Utility District in Washington State, describing the utility’s experience with bitcoin mining and noting two important issues.

First, because bitcoin mining is highly portable and dependent on the price of bitcoins, the electricity loads from bitcoin mining can and do move away without notice. And second, loads can change their demand requests substantially. A request for 10 megawatts (MW) in ten locations can transform to 100 MW in one location, which can then change to 1 MW in 100 locations.

- Since these two characteristics of bitcoin mining suggest no long-term stability, how should utilities prepare for bitcoin mining?
  - This is a critical question, but one without a clear answer today. I believe, we should begin by ensuring that utilities serving as load serving entities are able to share their experiences and develop best practices for addressing the challenges bitcoin mining presents. Having a national conversation on what these impacts are and approaches various utilities have had in planning and responding to these impacts should be encouraged. From this conversation and development of best practices, policies best suited for each particular business and technical situations, can be applied. Specific policy approaches from the Chelan PUD and others that the broader community may find valuable include the use of mining moratoriums and licenses to mine with up front fees to cover impacts on the distribution system. In addition, load serving entities can share best practices on detecting unplanned mining operations and effectively and safely interceding in operations found to be in violation of existing policies.

- How can we encourage more stable outcomes in bitcoin mining?
  - Two technical actions could be beneficial here. First, policymakers and the electric grid service providers could engage directly with Bitcoin and encourage them to move away from a Proof of Work model to some other model (Ethereum is reportedly considering an alternate model, which would dramatically reduce the electricity used in mining). Second, bitcoin miners could be encouraged or required to implement a demand response capability that allows them to accept payment for either reducing or curtailing consumption at times of high load or stress.
Question 2: We have been hearing about blockchain in the energy industry more frequently, much in the same way that we heard a few years ago about how “cloud storage” of data was going to improve energy markets.

- What do you think are the reasons for the hype? Is it driven by sellers of computing solutions? Or by customers looking for better answers?
  - I think both marketing drivers and consumer desire for silver bullets in a time of increasingly visible cyber threats both play a role in the growing attention to blockchain technology. In the case of blockchain, as I addressed in further detail in my testimony, there is both promise for adding cybersecurity for some applications, there are also potential vulnerabilities and high costs for other approaches that need more research before widespread adoption. This is the driving impetus for the research project PNNL is performing for DOE CESER’s CEDS program on blockchain.

- Will blockchain as a concept simply fade away when the next “big thing” arrives to promise solutions for the energy industry?
- Or does blockchain technology offer something deeper that has real value?
  - Technology forecasting is a tenuous art, and long-term views are hard to validate. My best insight is that the techniques used in private blockchains will be an additional tool for utilities to provide secure Operational Technology for specific use cases. Because adding a network of nodes to validate transactions is a higher cost approach initially than the current, more centralized approaches utilities deploy, use cases involving financial transactions or where the consequences of cyber intrusions are otherwise extremely high will be the leading contenders for adoption. Blockchain technology to be used in Information Technology will likely continue to have appeal wherever a transfer of funds can be performed without middlemen.

Question 3: We have been talking about a series of issues that are not always that closely related. On the one hand, blockchain has cybersecurity impacts that may be helpful in securing the power grid. On the other hand, blockchain has potential for improving the efficiency of the organized wholesale markets.

- As this committee explores blockchain, can you tell us where we should focus our time and resources? Is it cybersecurity? Markets? Energy consumption? All of the above?
  - My recommendation is to continue exploring cybersecurity and energy consumption in tandem, while separating the terms ‘mining’ and ‘blockchain’. Consider blockchain as an additional tool that can be used for cybersecurity especially in use cases where it has the potential to add security to various grid transactions. Separately, I would urge the Committee to continue to work to better
understand Bitcoin mining as a source of greatly increased energy consumption. For the latter, there may well be insights to be gained from similar past experiences, as when utilities had to learn how to work with Aluminum Smelters and other non-conformant loads.

- Do you see a need for legislation? Or is it too early to know?
  - I believe it is too early to legislate specifically on either bitcoin mining impacts or the application of blockchain for cybersecurity. As we discussed at the hearing, PNGL is currently in the first year of a three year research project funded by the DOE’s Cybersecurity for Energy Delivery Systems program to investigate the application of blockchain to various use cases on the grid to enhance cybersecurity. I look forward to briefing the Committee in the future on the results of this project, which may well provide relevant insights as you consider legislation. As the Committee heard from the whole panel at the hearing, I think it is important for the Committee to continue its important work promoting energy and cybersecurity research and development funding and encouraging public-private partnerships that can aid in the transition of new technologies to industrial applications.

**Question 4:** I want to explore how blockchain miners might fit into an energy market:

- In a blockchain system used for trading energy, will miners be used to verify a transaction? Or are miners even needed?
  - Mining is used with public blockchain applications that use a “Proof of Work” model, as described in my testimony and that of my fellow witnesses. For energy trading applications, private blockchain technologies could be used, which do not use “proof of work” for accessing the blockchain and thus not require mining operations.

- Will miner compensation be added to the consumers’ bill?
  - My recommendation is to avoid technical approaches that use mining in applications for energy trading.

- If no miners are needed – such as in a proof-of-stake or proof-of-authority system – what is the benefit of blockchain over a centralized system?
  - Blockchain applications in this use case could be more highly automated, reduce the need for oversight, and remove the need for middlemen. All of these benefits could potentially reduce the administrative and transaction costs for consumers compared to a more centralized system. Further, a blockchain application in energy trading could increase the resilience of the energy trading system to disruption through the inherent redundancy of its distributed ledger approach. While these are exciting potential benefits, further research, including the ongoing work we are performing for DOE’s Cybersecurity for Energy Delivery Systems
program, is needed to demonstrate these benefits can be realized and explore potential downsides of the blockchain approach.
Questions from Chairman Lisa Murkowski

**Question 1:** Bitcoin miners are reportedly demanding significant amounts of electricity in certain regions. In fact, we received a statement for the record from Steve Wright, General Manager of the Chelan County Utility District in Washington State, describing the utility’s experience with bitcoin mining and noting two important issues.

First, because bitcoin mining is highly portable and dependent on the price of bitcoins, the electricity loads from bitcoin mining can and do move away without notice. And second, loads can change their demand requests substantially. A request for 10 megawatts (MW) in ten locations can transform to 100 MW in one location, which can then change to 1 MW in 100 locations.

- Since these two characteristics of bitcoin mining suggest no long-term stability, how should utilities prepare for bitcoin mining?
  - Since utilities are obligated to “serve all willing customers” this is in part, a regulatory issue. Utilities should think about ways to incentivize miners to utilize existing resources, where appropriate, to avoid new infrastructure investment.

- How can we encourage more stable outcomes in bitcoin mining?
  - There may be market incentives that could more closely align load/generation. For example, market incentives might be structured such that mining operations could be curtailed to reduce load if required, as part of a demand response program.

**Question 2:** We have been hearing about blockchain in the energy industry more frequently, much in the same way that we heard a few years ago about how “cloud storage” of data was going to improve energy markets.

- What do you think are the reasons for the hype? Is it driven by sellers of computing solutions? Or by customers looking for better answers?
  - Blockchain provides three core characteristics: transparency, immutability, and security that offers a value proposition for some processes. It provides a disintermediation capability between buyers and sellers which reduces costs and speeds transactions. Blockchain, because of some of its design tradeoffs that emphasize these core characteristics, is not applicable for all business processes. It can provide increased trust or this disintermediation role, which may be an attribute.

- Will blockchain as a concept simply fade away when the next “big thing” arrives to promise solutions for the energy industry?
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- Or does blockchain technology offer something deeper that has real value?
  - Blockchain offers three core characteristics as noted above. If an improved technology comes along to displace it, then the new technology will be the "next big thing". Often it can be difficult to recognize disruptive technologies when they emerge. The disruptors often underperform the incumbents in some way (with blockchain it is speed of transactions) yet provide a new value proposition that is attractive to new customers. When the underperforming characteristic is addressed as the technology improves, the new technology can be broadly disruptive.

**Question 3.** We have been talking about a series of issues that are not always that closely related. On the one hand, blockchain has cybersecurity impacts that may be helpful in securing the power grid. On the other hand, blockchain has potential for improving the efficiency of the organized wholesale markets.

- As this committee explores blockchain, can you tell us where we should focus our time and resources? Is it cybersecurity? Markets? Energy consumption? All of the above?

As noted above, disruptive technologies can have broad implications, requiring a comprehensive understanding. Regulatory constructs may need to be in place to foster peer-to-peer market trading. Although built from the "ground up" with security in mind, blockchain has not been immune from hacking or bad actors that ran scams on either exchanges or Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs).

- Do you see a need for legislation? Or is it too early to know?

As a non-profit research and development organization, EPRI refrains from policy and legislative recommendations.

**Question 4.** I want to explore how blockchain miners might fit into an energy market.

- In a blockchain system used for trading energy, will miners be used to verify a transaction? Or are miners even needed?
  - The mining operation (Proof-of-Work based) gets revenue from mining (tokens, e.g. Bitcoin, Ether), and transaction fees. Revenues must offset expenses for the mining function to continue. The lowest cost provider of the transactional functions will likely have an advantage over other architectures which suggests a Proof-of-Stake, Proof-of-Authority, tangle (which does not require "mining" [the PoW problem solving mechanism]) would be more attractive in the long-run over Proof-of-Work which is more energy intensive.
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• Will miner compensation be added to the consumers’ bill?
  o State regulatory policy will be determined by the appropriate governmental entities.

• If no miners are needed – such as in a proof-of-stake or proof-of-authority system – what is the benefit of blockchain over a centralized system?
  o Immutability would be one benefit. Blockchains are “append-only” meaning that records can only be added. Previous records cannot be changed. This is the distinction between blockchains and older distributed databases that had full create-update-delete functions on prior records.
  o Personal Identifying Information (PII) is nominally better protected due to the nature of how keys (the secret account numbers) are distributed, controlled, and used.
  o The promise of smart contracts is that they can be executed automatically when the terms are met, e.g. Renewable Energy Certificate (REC) created, but while smart contracts existed in the past, they did not have the built in security inherent in blockchain (per the bullet above).
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Questions from Chairman Lisa Murkowski

**Question 1:** We have been hearing about blockchain in the energy industry more frequently, much in the same way that we heard a few years ago about how “cloud storage” of data was going to improve energy markets.

- What do you think are the reasons for the hype? Is it driven by sellers of computing solutions? Or by customers looking for better answers?
- Will blockchain as a concept simply fade away when the next “big thing” arrives to promise solutions for the energy industry?
- Or does blockchain technology offer something deeper that has real value?

The hype is driven by two groups. On the one side the blockchain industry as a whole has raised hundreds of billions from its initial coin offerings and subsequent token valuation increases. This market has recently cooled off (which I believe is a good thing) but there is still a significant amount of capital in the space looking to go to work to solve market problems and create long term value. The energy market is a large and compelling target.

On the other side the energy sector and major energy companies are in the midst of significant transformation driven by digitalization, deregulation and distributed energy resources. Energy companies are looking for technical solutions and approaches to solve challenges presented by these changes as well as capture potential value.

While it is still early days for blockchain applications in the energy sector there have already been several promising demonstrations that give both the blockchain industry and the energy industry hope for the value of the technology to the energy sector:

1. Renewable energy certificate tracking and trading which addresses the high broker fees, opacity and high barrier to entry nature of certificate markets (link)
2. Electric vehicle charging station sharing and streamlined payment which unlocks underutilized electric vehicle charging stations (link)
3. Live trading between large energy companies in electricity and wholesale natural gas markets cutting costs of settling these markets (link)
4. Local energy trading in Brooklyn addressing an increasing demand from residential customers to preferentially purchase electricity locally (link)

Both the blockchain industry and forward-looking energy companies are invested in experimenting and establishing the value of blockchain in the energy sector. While it is too early to say if blockchain will live up to its current hype, existing pilots as well as pilots and commercial projects under development give a strong indication that there is real value and actual usage of the technology will not fade away but only continue to grow.
Question 2: I want to explore how blockchain miners might fit into an energy market:

- In a blockchain system used for trading energy, will miners be used to verify a transaction? Or are miners even needed?
- Will miner compensation be added to the consumers’ bill?
- If no miners are needed — such as in a proof-of-stake or proof-of-authority system — what is the benefit of blockchain over a centralized system?

The majority of the energy-blockchain pilots and demonstration projects are running either on blockchains that do not require miners (such as Energy Web Chain) or on blockchains that currently use miners but will soon transition away from miners (such as Ethereum). We strongly believe that mining-based blockchains should not be used to run energy sector blockchain applications in the long term because of the required electricity use and cost to the electricity sector and electricity sector consumers.

Proof-of-work blockchains create value because they allow a decentralized and trustless network of users to transact with each other and agree on a common record of those transactions without the need for an intermediary and with a high degree of network security. Proof-of-stake and proof-of-authority blockchains are designed to maintain the benefits of proof-of-work systems: a similarly high levels of network security and decentralization, while dramatically decreasing energy use. They do this, in the case of proof-of-stake, by replacing the cost of mining with a staked deposit and cost of capital, and, in the case of proof-of-authority, by using a large number of known and trusted entities to validate transactions, essentially ensuring if a transaction is incorrectly validated, the authority responsible can be pursued. In both cases, just as in proof-of-work, the validators would still be a large and diverse group and would need to be dominated by malicious actors in order to corrupt the overall integrity of the system. Early signs are very positive that these alternate approaches will be able to maintain (and even improve) the benefits of proof-of-work based systems.

Still, these approaches are at an earlier stage of technical development than proof-of-work blockchains. Further technical development and testing is required to ensure that proof-of-stake and proof-of-authority (and perhaps many other approaches) can maintain the benefits of proof-of-work blockchains without the energy costs.
Chairman Murkowski, Senator Manchin, and members of the committee, thank you for the opportunity to respond to questions for the record. I would also like to take this opportunity to correct an error in an estimate that I provided in my written testimony. I have done so in an Appendix to this document. I sincerely regret my error.

Questions from Chairman Lisa Murkowski

**Question 1**: You have testified that a blockchain “is a sequence of records that is collectively maintained by a set of stakeholders and is designed to support the addition of records while resisting modification or deletion of existing records.”

- At what point does the length of a blockchain provide diminishing returns for security and verification purposes?

- Would setting a cut-off point for the number of blocks on a chain (i.e., dropping blocks on the back end as new blocks are created) allow for any energy efficiencies – and less energy needed for mining purposes – for proof of work or data storage requirements?

**Response**. There are broadly two sources of inefficiency in blockchains. The first is the need for participants to track transactions, verify their validity, and perform other maintenance activities. It is indeed true that as a blockchain grows, keeping track of all transactions leads to increasing data storage requirements. Most blockchain designs do include the ability for participants to drop or “prune” old records to decrease their storage costs. This is an area of ongoing research and innovation.

However, pruning does not address the second source of inefficiency, namely the energy needed for mining purposes. The large computational requirements of mining arise not because of the need to track or verify transactions. Rather, it involves a separate type of calculation that performs no useful function except to deter adversaries from attempting to disrupt the blockchain’s operation. Thus, it is precisely the computational inefficiency of mining that allows it to fulfill the function of securing the blockchain. The difficulty of the mining calculations does not vary based on the length of the blockchain.

Fortunately, mining is used only in public blockchains that support cryptocurrencies. The envisioned applications of blockchain technology in the energy industry involve private
blockchains which have no need for mining. This is because a majority of stakeholders are assumed to be trustworthy and there is no risk of an unknown adversary attempting to subvert the system.

**Question 2:** Blockchain is often promoted as a means to achieve anonymity in market transactions. But much of the trading in energy markets has no need for anonymity. For example, two state-owned utilities may not need or want to keep their transactions anonymous.

- In a market where anonymity is less important, does that reduce the value of blockchain techniques?

**Response.** Indeed, there is no need for anonymity in energy trading and other applications in the energy industry. While many blockchains, especially public blockchains, enable a degree of anonymity, that is not an inherent property of blockchains. Blockchain-based energy trading can be combined with strong identity assurance of market participants.

**Questions from Senator Joe Manchin III**

**Question 1:** In effort to reduce overhead costs, developers look to areas that offer cheap electricity and cool climates. However, some communities across the country are dealing with the impacts of increased electricity prices due to the demands of the data centers. According to your written testimony, “the increasing energy efficiency of mining hardware has essentially no impact on energy consumption.” Can you please discuss the efficiency of these deployed mining machines, and what local leaders should be aware of for those communities where they are being considered by cryptocurrency developers?

**Response.** Inefficiency is deliberately designed into mining-based blockchains. When more efficient mining hardware is developed, mining becomes more profitable, which incentivizes more computing power to be dedicated to mining. Blockchain protocols are designed to react to such an increase in mining capacity by proportionally increasing the computational difficulty of mining. In this way, the effect of the increasing efficiency of mining hardware gets nullified by the increasing difficulty of mining, and thus there will be little or no net impact on mining energy consumption.

Cryptocurrency miners are different from many other types of industrial electricity consumers because their revenues are dependent on cryptocurrency exchange rates, which tend to be highly volatile. Demand for mining tends to increase or decrease relatively quickly in response to cryptocurrency exchange rate fluctuations. This unpredictability might create difficulty for communities. One potential way for local leaders to manage this unpredictability is to establish (possibly informal) communication channels with the cryptocurrency mining community, which would give leaders advance knowledge of trends in mining demand.
Question 2: What role, if any, can FERC have to provide oversight of blockchain technologies in the energy industry?

Response. Blockchain technology is relatively new and there are uncertainties in a number of areas, such as the legal status of transactional records stored on blockchains. Another concern is the “endpoint” cybersecurity risk, that is, the risk of compromise of the devices that store participants’ private keys and protect their digital assets stored on the blockchain. There is a need for regulatory oversight in promulgating requirements for record-keeping systems to be considered authoritative, as well as in setting cybersecurity standards for the computing systems used in the grid.
Appendix: correction of an error in written testimony

In my written testimony, I stated:

An accepted method for deriving an estimate of the energy consumption of mining is to assume that all miners use the most energy efficient mining device available on the market. Commercial devices are accompanied by published specifications listing the number of hashes that can be computed per second using the device, as well as the power consumption of the device in watts. It is then straightforward to calculate how much power is required to compute 50 billion billion hashes per second using the most energy efficient devices available. I performed such a calculation and obtained an estimate of around 5 gigawatts for Bitcoin mining alone today. This is slightly under 1% of world electricity consumption, or slightly more than the electricity consumption of the state of Ohio or that of the state of New York. Other public blockchains also consume a substantial, albeit much lower, amount of energy.

The 5 gigawatt estimate of Bitcoin mining energy consumption, including the footnotes, remains correct to the best of my knowledge. However, the comparisons to the electricity generation / consumption of the world and U.S. states are incorrect. An electricity consumption of 5 gigawatts translates to 44 terawatt hours per year. According to the International Energy Agency, world electricity generation in 2017 was 25,570 terawatt hours, which puts Bitcoin mining energy consumption at around 0.2% of this figure, rather than “slightly under 1%” as I stated previously. I sincerely regret the error.

---


2 The most energy efficient mining device known to be in widespread use is the Bitmain Antminer S9, which achieves an efficiency of 10 billion hash computations per Joule of energy, resulting in an estimate of 5 gigawatts for Bitcoin mining. Recent announcements of new devices have claimed higher mining efficiencies; if these are in widespread use, the true power consumption might be slightly lower than 5 gigawatts. On the other hand, some devices in use may be much less efficient, which would mean that the true power consumption might be higher. Further, accounting for the energy consumption of cooling of mining data centers would also increase the estimate.

Question 1: In your written testimony, you testify that this nation has an opportunity to dramatically reduce the cybersecurity problem in the power grid. However, a fundamental roadblock is the existing energy infrastructure that is already in place. In particular, you state:

“We had a similar challenge facing us in creating the Internet, where it was not practical to cause every existing network to change ... I believe the kind of workaround strategy we used in creating the Internet is implementable in the Energy Grid with only a small amount of help from industry, and (importantly) without requiring significant reworking of their existing industrial control systems.”

- Can you elaborate on how you think that the energy industry can be persuaded to invest in new ways of reducing its cyber vulnerabilities?

Answer: My testimony addressed a key aspect of the energy grid, namely the way in which we monitor and control it. Except as indicated below, wholesale reimplementation of the existing technology seems quite impractical, and so I advocate an incremental approach in which new capabilities to detect, inhibit or respond to threats is demonstrated mainly by external monitoring and/or control mechanisms that work with the existing systems with only minimal change or intrusion to them, if any. The number of possible approaches here may potentially be very large, thus I don’t focus on any particular threat scenario here. Eventually, if the value of such new capabilities can be demonstrated (including both functional value and affordability), then industry will likely be incentivized to invest in making the necessary changes on a timescale they can manage.

Should the vulnerabilities become too great for the status quo, however, a less conservative approach may be required. This can occur if the energy grid is actually compromised, or can be seen to be compromised, or if a known threat is deemed so imminent as to require an immediate response. At that point, the situation changes dramatically; and all necessary forces would need to be marshalled.

- And what is your confidence that the grid itself can be fundamentally improved?

Answer: I restrict my remarks here to the monitoring and control of the grid, rather than those aspects that involve the means of energy generation and transmission for which others will have much more expertise.

I assume that external communications are required to monitor and/or control each of the major sites in the energy grid. Otherwise, the threat profile is greatly reduced and largely dependent on the internal actions of people and the associated personnel management techniques. Situations have been reported where even disconnected systems were compromised, but this has to have
happened from within and due (most likely) to violation of internal rules and procedures. It is fundamentally difficult to protect against certain insider attacks, but one can make it increasingly difficult for one individual to carry it out without other insider help. On the other hand, it seems appropriate to examine the extent to which internal procedures are sufficient to protect the grid, and, it would be important to know when systems are compromised due to internal as well as external actions, and then how to respond.

As for external threats due to cyber-related vulnerabilities, I am confident that fundamental improvements can be achieved through combination of 1) architectural changes (with integrated security) that more tightly control the flow of information to and from the system, 2) sophisticated rapid evaluation processes that make the current system status more visible, 3) design changes to seal off conventional maintenance channels that are subject to compromise, and 4) new internal and external maintenance approaches that take advantage of the new architectural changes and integrated security.

Finally, while one can demonstrate such approaches ahead of time, changes in the field can only take place with the active participation of those sectors of industry that are involved in the actual operation of the energy grid.

**Question 2:** You described digital objects as fundamental to an understanding of both blockchain and cybersecurity.

- What is the advantage of looking at blockchain from the viewpoint of digital objects?

**Answer:** Much has been written about blockchain being a new conceptual development, but I do not see it that way. Rather, I view it as a particular way of structuring a digital object, which happens to involve linkages with other digital objects. My objective in pointing this out is to put the blockchain notion into perspective by providing context, and to enable a wider discussion about the properties of blockchain technology compared to those that can be achieved with the Digital Object Architecture (DOArch), more generally.

- Can you point to any success you’ve had in creating systems that use the digital object architecture?

- Are any digital objects being used today? How and where?

**Answer:** The two parts of this question are answered together below.

CNRI has created reference software implementations of the three components of the DOArch, namely the identifier/resolution system, DO Repository and the DO Registry, and the last two components have been combined into a single package called Cordra. The CNRI software is publicly available at the following CNRI sites: [http://www.handle.net](http://www.handle.net) and [http://www.cordra.org](http://www.cordra.org).
There have been quite a number of effective applications of the DOArch. I will describe a few of them here:

a. During the 1990s, the library community and the publishing industry both saw the value of the DOArch; and today, a large number of university libraries use the identifier/resolution component of the DOArch to designate their digital library materials. In addition, the Library of Congress was perhaps the earliest adopter of this component to identify certain collections; and this usage continues to the present.

b. The publishing industry adopted the identifier/resolution component of the DOArch in the 1990s; and it has been in widespread use for almost two decades in the science, technology and medical communities. A joint initiative of three trade associations in the publishing industry (International Publishers Association; International Association of Scientific, technical and Medical Publishers; and Association of American Publishers) created the DOI System in 1997; and they later established the International DOI Foundation to develop and manage the System that is now an ISO Standard. For description of DOI System, see DOI Handbook, http://www.doi.org/hb.html.

c. The entertainment industry applied the DOArch technology to the management of important entertainment industry assets, in particular movies, television programs and related activities. Under the leadership of the Entertainment Identifier Registry Association, they collaborated on creating and making use of a registry system for management of their entertainment assets structured as digital objects. For overview of Entertainment Identifier Registry (EIDR) as of May 2018, see http://eidr.org/documents/2018-05-08_EIDR_Overview_FINAL.pdf.

d. The Association for National Numbering Agencies (ANNA) commissioned a system to oversee the trading of derivatives. The resulting system is based on the DOArch and enables real-time distributed tracking of such trades, represented as digital objects, made by securities dealers around the world. A demonstration version was first released in 2016 (https://www.anna-web.org/anna-presents-demo-version-derivatives-service-bureau); and a production version was later released in 2017.

e. The British Standard Institute (BSI) joined with the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) to commission a pilot system that can record and make available to authorized parties relevant information about building construction in their country. The resulting system is based on the DOArch and will enable such information to be available well into the future, without the need to recreate the information as technology changes.

f. The European scientific community has implemented the identifier/resolution component of the DOArch for persistently identifying scientific datasets and related
scientific resources; and efforts are underway to make use of the other components of
the DOArch to enable scientific workflows and cross-discipline activities. The
European Identifier Consortium (ePIC) is centrally involved in these efforts

The DOArch is a logical extension of the Internet to deal explicitly with information
management and a few principal objectives. One, to manage digital information in a way that is
independent of the underlying technology, much as the Internet achieved for communications.
Second, to support persistent access to digital objects without the need to expend additional
effort in recreating existing digital information (including its metadata) to make use of new
underlying technologies as they emerge. Third, to enable interoperability across heterogeneous
information systems. And fourth, to integrate security into the architecture rather than adding it
as an overlay after the fact.

Industry did not embrace the Internet at the outset, and so the early efforts to build the Internet
capabilities involved applications level developments. For example, the TCP/IP protocol was
first implemented as a user program; and what would be called routers today were assembled by
research groups from component hardware and software made available as a result of research
efforts. Eventually, industry recognized the value of adopting the Internet technology and
actively participating in its evolution. A similar set of developments is expected here as the value
of the Digital Object Architecture is more widely understood, along with the recognition that it is
available in the public domain.